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GUEST EDITORIAL 

Army Aviation and 
the LHX: Planning 
for the Future 
by The Honorable James R. Ambrose 
Under secretary of the Army, 
Department of the Army 
washington, D.C. 

I
T has been a year since I wrote about LHX 
for Army Aviation. This year has been a very 
eventful one for the LHX program. As might 

be expected for a program which may well be 
the largest ever undertaken by the Army, there 
has been a lot of challenge, controversy, and 
review. Coming as it does in a time of large defi
cits and increasing pressure on defense expen
ditures, it should surprise no one that every 
aspect of the program will be closely scrulinized. 

Regrettably, some of this challenge has taken 
the form of Congressional restraint on near-term 
funding which creates both a Catch-22 situation 
and a slOVv'down in the frunt-end ART! risk reduc
tion program. We are hopeful that we can pro
vide the Hill with enough understanding of the 
importance of ARTI and the need for continuity 
of analysis and prototyping work to avoid any 
discontinuity of the effort. 

Examining cost effectiveness 
A key part of the 1986 effort, one which will 

continue through the early part of 1987, has been 
a massive analytical program to examine the oost 
effectiveness of the manifold missions, aircraft 
designs and mixes which have been advocated 
by the Army, 080, or others. I don't have a com
plete count, but, including all the excursions, 
there have been hundreds of model runs. The 
Insights gained have made important contribu
tions to revisions of requirements, operational 
doctrine, and designs of both aircraft and mis
sion equipment packages. I think it is quite like
ly that this is the most thoroughly analyzed Ar
my project ever, at this stage of Its evolution. 
These analytic insights will also have very useful 
application to other Army aircraft programs. 
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The issue of single pilot operation has become 
properly focused on target acquisition and weap
ons control. Remarkable progress has been 
made in demonstrating ease of flying the aircraft, 
via surrogate single seat aircraft, simulators, 
mock-ups and human factors testing. 

A major step was taken when the industry, at 
both prime and sub-contractor levels, formed itself 
Into two well-balanced teams. There is no ques
tion in my mind that a highly competent, tough, 
vigorous competition will result. The need for the 
exhausting, expensive, and time-consuming pro
posal effort that usually is required to reach this 
state can be replaced with a more concentrated 
focus on the essential performance, cost, and 
contractor commitment aspects of entering full 
scale development. 

Industry-Government exchanges 
Frequent and extensive Industry-Government 

exchanges, up to CEO level, have been very re
warding. They are among the most open and 
fruitful I have experienced. We intend to continue 
them. Both teams have benefitted as require
ments have evolved and been modified from 
these discussions; and as the credibility and ac
curacy of the performance and cost estimates 
have improved. 

The Army, with prodding from Congress, 080, 
and the special DSB task force, substantially in
creased the competitive phase to include more 
extensive MEP prototyping and both sIngle and 
dual pilot flyable versions of the LHX. We will 
benefit considerably from this support for a signifi
cant portion of the original Army program which 
has been cut back for affordability reasons. 

(AMBROSE - Continued on Page 79) 
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Due to a. number of late-breaking developments on the LHX front - a.nd 
our commitment to bring you the most timely and accurate information -
we agreed with the Army's request to delay publication of the January 
issue so that all LHX writers could submit the most up-to-date information. 

On another subject, in late 1986, Defense Secretary Caspa.r Weinberger 
ordered the Department of Defense to reduce its periodical costs from the 
estimated $22.5 million spent in fiscal 1986 to $10 million for fiscal 1987. 
For the Army, that means a reduction for periodical spending in FY87 from 
$9.6 million to $4.31 million. 

Among the 41 command-level and service school publlcations suspended 
was the U.S. ARMY AVIATION DIGEST. 

At its December meeting, the Army Aviation Association National 
Executive Board discussed the impact of the action and the possible role of 
ARMY A VlATION MAGAZINE in fill1ng any editorial gap brought on by the 
DoDI Army action. 

Major General George W. Putnam, Jr., Ret., AAAA President, tasked 
Brigadier General Rodney D. Wolfe, President of the Army Aviation Center 
Chapter, to chair a committee to explore this subject and report back at the 
AAAA April National Executive Board meeting. 

To complement this action, our staff will be issuing a random survey 
asking readers to comment on this subject as well as the overall editorial 
content, style, and format of ARMY AVIATION MAGAZINE as it exists 
today. 

I must emphasize that this will be a ra.ndom sampling - and not every 
reader will receive the survey. If you wish to voice your opinion, please call 
me directly at (203) 226-8184 or write to ARMY AVIATION MAGAZINE, 1 
Crestwood Road, Westport, CT 06880. The more we know about you, the 
better we can serve your interests. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Lynn COakley, 
Editor-in-Chief 
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T
HE month of December 1986 was a busy 
month at the United States Army Aviation 
Center - particularly the first two weeks. 

It was during the period 3-12 December that the 
Aviation Center hosted concurrently the Aviation 
Brigade Commanders' Conference; the 1986 
AAAA Conference and Hall of Fame Ceremonies; 
and the Israeli/U.S. Aviation Symposium. It was 
enjoyable and exciting to see old and nev.J friends 
and colleagues. 

Aviation Commanders Conference 
I had the opportunity during the Aviation Com

manders' Conference to reflect on our beginn
ings, our accomplishments, and where as a 
branch we are going. I could not help but reflect 
to the approximately forty attending brigade com
manders that though it may seem light years to 
some since I was one, I still remember with clarity 
how exciting and challenging my tenure as a 
brigade commander was, and how proud I was 
to have been one of the then seven aviation 
brigade commanders. 

I exhorted them to be aware of their mission; 
to be amenable to change; and to always utilize 
the support and knowledge of those who serve 
with them - no matter what their rank. The con
ferees - including those of us from the Aviation 
Center and School - exchanged many ideas 
and opinions; discussed numerous topics; and 
examined our role in the Army of Excellence. We 
all came away from this conference more enlight
ened, refreshed, and confident in our mission as 
aviators and soldiers in the finest Army in the 
world - the United States Army. 

Hall of Fame ceremonies 
The 1986 MM Conference and Hall of Fame 

Ceremonies were significant in that they remind
ed us of our rich heritage and those who have 
played important roles throughout the history of 
Army Aviation. It was gratifying to see a number 
of former aviators - some of whom I had the 
privilege of having served with or under as a 
young, and then not so young, officer. It seem
ed we all had plenty to talk about. 

One sad note however was to receive word of 
the passing away on 9 November of this year of 
Brigadier General William W. Ford (Ret.) in West 
Redding, Connecticut. General Ford was the first 
Director of Air Training for Organic Army Aviation 
in World War II, and contributed much to the 
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legacy of Army Aviation . Though he retired in 
1954, General Ford maintained a great deal of 
interest in Army Aviation and championed it 
whenever and wherever he could . As an aside, 
General Ford flew his own aircraft until his early 
BOs. He was 88 at the time of his death. General 
Ford will be missed, and it can be said he was 
truly .' 'Above the Best." 

There were seven individuals inducted into the 
AAAA Hall of Fame at Ft. Rucker on 4 December 
1986. One of the most moving segments of the ' 
ceremony was the induction of SFC Rodney JT. 
Vano - deceased - into the Hall of Fame. SFC 
Yano was represented at the 1986 Hall of Fame 
Induction Ceremonies by his parents, Mr: and 
Mrs. Richard S. Yano of Kailua-Kona, Ha'Naii. SFC 
Vano was one of two of our seven Army Aviation 
Medal of Honor winners to be awarded their 
Medal of Honor posthumously during the Viet
nam War. The induction of SFC Yano into the 
AAM Hall of Fame gave those of us aHending 
the ceremony an opportunity to reflect on the 
price we Americans are at times asked to pay 
to keep our nation - and all that it stands for 
- free for future generations. 

Israeli/U.S. Aviation Symposium 
From 8-12 December 1986, the United States 

Army Aviation Center hosted the Israeli/US Avia
tion Symposium. Some of Israel's most dis
tinguished aviators were in aHendance at the 
symposium. Some of the topics discussed were 
Aviation in Airland BaHle, Air Assault Operations, 
Joint Air Attack Teams, Air-to-Air Combat, Com
bat Developments, and Army Airspace Command 
and Control (A'C2). In turn, the Israelis gave brief-

lngs on combined arms operations, air to ground 
operations by helicopter - particularly against 
tanks, and integrated cockpits. 

We and our Israeli counterparts had the op
portunity to exchange ideas on doctrine, techno
logy, and logistics, and the Israelis enjoyed see
ing our Post and Cente~ some of our aircraft, and 
the neighboring area. Both the Israelis and our 
partiCipants at the symposium gleaned much 
from the respective presentations. We truly en
joyed the symposium and its aHendant activities, 
and look forward to future exchanges with the 
Israeli aviation community. 

Looking back at 1986 
As we look retrospectively on Calendar Year 

1986, we in the Army Aviation Branch have much 
to be proud of. We have seen the implementa
tion of the AHIP into the Active Army Inventory; 
the fielding of the AH-64 APACHE at Ft. Hood. 
TX; the incorporation of new NVG devices into 
our training and flying components; the building, 
completion, and utilization of a new Combat Mis
sion Simulator at Ft. Rucker which has revolu
tionized "How to Fight" training; the beginning 
of the full scale development program for the V-22. 
aircraft; and the movement on track of the LHX. 

We had a great year in 1986, and I am look
ing forward to 1987. As I talk with the men and 
women of the Aviation Branch and their families 
throughout the Army, I observe their profes
sionalism, pride, dedication, loyalty, and deter
mination to be "Above the Best." Our nation is 
truly fortunate to have such men and women ser
ving as we now have in the Army Aviation 
Branch. There are no beHer soldiers. 11111 

Coming next month In Arm, Aviallon 
A number of follow-on LHX reports, including: 

• The TBQQ Engine Program status 
• The "Metrication" of the LHX 
• RAM/ILS in the LHX 

Field Reports on: 
• Reassessing the USAATCA at Ft. Rucker 
• The Personnel Locator System (PLS) 
• The AAH·PM on the APACHE 
• BLACK HAWKNOLCANO mine system 
• Update on the TADS/PNVS program 
• The Army's version of the V-22 OSPREY 
• The ADOCS pilot program 
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• How to apply to be an Army astronaut 
• JAAT Training at the 61D 
• The 410 at Ft. Carson: Iron Eagles 
• The I Corps Aviation Brigade 
• The 510 Aviation Brigade oomes to Ft. Polk 
• Who are the "ATHAPASKANS"? 
• 25th 10: The view from Schofield Barracks 

As well as Guest Articles from: 
• GEN Glenn K. Otis, Commander-in-Chief, 

U.S. Army Europe & Seventh Army 
• Brigadier General J.R. Chisolm, Cd~ 

10 TacAir Group, Canadian Forces 
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From concept to reality: 
the single-pilot cockpit. 

A systems integration milestone on the road to 
LHK The ultimate simulator: a unique flying test 
bed that wi ll demonstrate, in the air, technology 
developed by the Sikorsky team in the lab. 

The goal: reduced pilot workload, so that one 
operator can f ly day/night. all-weather, nap-of
earth missions. 

mUNITED 
TECHNOLOGIES 
SIKORSKY 
AIRCRAFT 
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LHX: The luture 01 
Army Aviation 

by GEN John A. Wickham, Jr. 

A 
AMY Aviation, now a full partner in the 
Army's combined arms team, will face 
a variety of combat challenges in the 19905 

and beyond. In high or mid-intensity conflicts, we 
must be ready to fight modern tank, motorized, 
and airborne forces like the Warsaw Pact armies 
or other similarly organized forces including 
Soviet surrogates. Less mechani;zed but other
wise well-equipped regular or irregular forces and 
terrorist groups can be expected to operate 
against our forces in most parts of the world. 

In low intensity conflicts, the military threat may 
be light forces, insurgents, and terrorists. In order 
to combat these diverse and complex threats, Ar
my Aviation must play its role - supporting 
ground maneuver forces and, increasingly, ac
ting as a maneuver element itself - in both our 
heavy and light divisions, and throughout our 
corps formations. 

Essential to the future 
The LHX, an acronym for " Light Helicopter 

Family," is an essential program to the future of 
Army Aviation because it brings unprecedented 
technological advances to our aviation forces, 
enabling us to defeat the postulated threat well 
into the twenty-first century. The Light Scout/At
tack (LHX-SCAT) and Light Utility (LHX-U) ver
sions will replace nine models of Vietnam-era air
craft, including the AH1s, UH1s, OH58s and 
OHes, which, in 1995, will average 25 years of 
age. Highly standardized, the LHX·SCAT and 
LHX-U will have common major components -
engines, transmissions, power trains, and rotor 
systems - and have built-in test and diagnostic 

GEN John A. Wickham, Jr., is the Chief of Staff of the 
US. Army, Washington, O.c. 
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equipment, fewer mechanical parts, and higher 
rates of reliability in battle. Thus, their logistic and 
maintenance support requirements will be reduc
ed significantly. 

Operationally, the versatile LHX will be a day 
and night, adverse weather system with excellent 
hot-clay, high-altitude performance. The aircraft 
will be small, agile, and survivable with NBC pro
tection, fully integrated communications, and 
sophisticated navigation and fire control systems. 
The LHX will conduct nap-of-th .... arth flight 
operations which are made possible by an in
tegrated and automated cockpit with worldwide 
navigation capability and secure, EMP and EMI
hardened avionics. It will be self-deployable to 
many areas of the world including Europe and 
rapidly deployable by tactical air transports. 

Air-to-air missions 
Since Army Aviation must be prepared to con

duct offensive air-to-air missions in order to sur
vive and to protect our own armor capability on 
the battlefield. the LHX-SCAT will kill enemy 
helicopters as well as tanks. The LHX-Utility, as 
the name implies, will perform general purpose 
roles. Although able to carry limited cargo and 
troops, it will not be a replacement for the UH-60 
BLACK HAWK which will perform "heavy" utili
ty roles such as troop assault (up to 14 soldiers) 
and aircraft recovery. 

Because of the small profile of the LHX and 
its survivability features, the pilot will "see the 
enemy without being seen." The weapons 
systems will be extraordinarily lethal. The LHX 
multipurpose weapons launcher will have inter
nal or conformal pods with the capability of laun
ching both laser and "fire-and-forget" HELLFIRE 
missiles, the HYDRA-70 family of rockets, and air
to-air missiles. A turreted gun, an integral part 
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of the system, will be capable of firing 
simultaneously with the missile or rocket systems. 

A high-tech Target Acquisition System (lAS) 
and Aided Target Recognizer (ATA) will revolu
tionize the way enemy targets are engaged. The 
TAS will search, detect, track, cue, designate, and 
then present prioritized targets to the pilot to in
clude:' aircraft, tanks, air defense systems, APes, 
and nonarmored ground systems. Fully integrated 
onboard sensors will permit the pilot to confirm 
enemy targets or friendly aircraft and override as 
needed. The TAS can engage multiple targets 
sequentially and permit the launching of ord
nance in a very short time after detection. 

State-of-the-art target acquisition 
The Aided Target Recognizer uniquely ad-

vances the state-of-the-art in target acquisition 
and engagement. The ATR detects, classifies, 
and prioritizes all types of targets for the pilot. 
It permits him to unmask, quickly scan the 
horizon for targets, and return to mask. Target im
ages are stored and processed with the aid of 
the VHSIC processors. Once the pilot has re-

JANUARY 31 , 1987 

turned to a masked position and activated the 
automatic hover-hold, he can scan the targets 
displayed on the helmet-mounted display, con
firming those of importance and setting the priori
ty of engagement if different from pre-set com
putations. When the pilot confirms the targets, 
he may hand them off for engagement, or he 
may elect to attack all targets himself, depending 
on the number. 

Meeting the threat 
The LHX is needed by tOOay's Army to meet 

tomorrow's requirements. If we fail to act with 
great vision, the Army's light helicopter fleet will 
soon be outmoded and vulnerable to the increas
ing Soviet threat. We need the courage to reach 
far into the future and grasp "leap ahead" 
technology - technology that will provide us 
significant and decisive advantages on tomor
row's battlefield. That is the unique promise of 
the LHX program. 

The foremost challenge for the aviation com
munity is to bring the LHX program to fruition. 
The LHX is the future of Army Aviation. 11111 
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LHX is the U.S. Army's 
answer to the enemy's 
growing threat. A threat 
our current fleet of aging 
light helicopters is ill-
equipped to defeat 

To take LHX from 
concept to reality, 
Boeing Vertal and 
Sikorsky Aircraft 
have formed a team 
of companies which 
stand at the forefront 
of their respective 
technologies . 

The Boeing Sikorsky 
LHX Team has already 
begun to apply and in-
tegrate the critical LHX 
technologies to create 
a weapon system thai 
has the capabili ty and. 
flexibil ity to carry a 
single pilot into battle. 
And return home. The 
winner. 

Boeing Military IBM Federal Systems 
Airplane Company. Division. 
T olal systems Aircraft survivability 
integration responsi- equipment system and 
bility for the mission very high speed inte-
equipment package, grated circuit (VHSIC)-
including laboratory based signal processor. 
and flight test 
development Kaiser Electronics. 

Wide field of view 
Boeing Electronics helmet-mounted dis-
Company_ play system. 
Advanced digital, re-
dundant flight control Martin Mariefta. 
computer. Automatic target ac-

Boeing Simulation 
quisition/recognition, 

and Training Systems. 
and sensor fusion sys-

Aircrew institutional 
terns; electro-optical 

and sustainment train-
sensors and night vi-

ing systems. 
sion piloting systems. 

Hamilton Standard. 
Northrop Electro-

Advanced digital . re-
Mechanical Division . 

dundanl flight control 
Advanced FUR tech-

computer and wide 
niques, electro-optical 

field of view helmet-
sensors and night vi -

mounted display 
sian piloting system. 

system. Rockwellinrernarional. 

Harris. 
Collins Government 

Three-dimensional 
Avionics Division. 

digita l map display, 
Integrated communi-
cation, navigation, 

super high-speed identification avionics 
data bus, and avion- (teNIA): cockpit multi-
ics interface units. function displays and 

controls; and high-
speed data bus. 

BOEING SIKORSKY 
THE FIRST TEAM FOR LHX 

Sanders Associates. 
Aircraft survivability 
equipment system 

Singer Training 
Systems. 
Integrated aircrew 
training systems. 

TRW Military 
Electronics & 
Avionics Division. 
VHSIC-based signal 
and data processors, 
and ICNIA. 

Westinghouse 
Defense. 
VHSIC-based com-
puters and signal 
processors , target 
aCQuisi tionirecogni-
l ion, and sensor fusion 
systems. 



LHX: What the 
user needs 

by GEN Carl E. Vuono 

"The LHX is a must If we are to exploit our technology, 
apply our doctrine to the fullest, and in turn, 

fight outnumbered and win."' 

L
ETHAL, agile, survivable, reliable, and flex
ible under aU terrain, time-of-day and 
weather conditions. These are the charac

teristics that the Army's future aviation forces 
must possess as full partners in the combined 
arms team. 

Army Aviation is harnessing promising new 
technologies to enable it to fight according to 
AirLand BaHle doctrine and lead the Army into 
the 21st century. The Light Helicopter Experimen
tal (LHX) is a key initiative designed to meet the 
present and future aviation requirements of our 
combat formations. 

A true combat multiplier 
The helicopter has earned a prominent place 

on loday's battlefield; it is a true combat muitiplier 
which helps to free the commander and critical 
combat elements from the tyranny of the terrain 
and the black of the night. Among the most 
significant weapons advances of the 20th cen
tury, It has already very much revolutionized the 
face and tempo of battle even though it is still 
in its infancy. 

As technology continues its rapid advance, ver
tical lift aircraft will play an increasing role in ex
ecuting our doctrine in all functions of land com
bat: maneuver, fire support, intelligence and 
logistics, in addition to communications and com
mand and control. Giant strides are being made 
in every technical area from propulsion and aero-

GEN carl E. Vuono is the Commanding Genera.l of the 
US. Anny Tra.ining and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) 
at Ft. Monroe, VirginIa. 
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dynamics to survivability and sustainability. 
Today's on-board visionics, avionics, and fire 

control systems were not even conceivable when 
Igor Sikorsky first hovered his fledging "copter" 
barely fifty years ago. The idea that such plat
"forms would one day fire deadly missiles at 
targets located beyond the horizon was pure 
fantasy. 

Today we have done all this and more; the 
equipment is in the hands of our troops who use 
it to see and fly and fight at night as well as in day. 

Most importantly, we can do what every com
mander seeks - enhance combat power, fly 
more sorties with fewer aircraft and fewer per
sonnel, and engage more targets with a smaller 
force. The net effect is to raise the overall war
fighting capability of the unit for a given invest
ment in force structure and total budget authority. 

As an essential element of the combined arms 
team, Army Aviation enables us to do more 
across a wider spectrum of conflict. Moreover, 
aviation conforms to the very essence of AirLand 
Battle doctrine by enhancing our ability to con
duct maneuver warfare throughout the battlefield 
in close, deep and rear operations. 

Scrutinizing AOE structure 
The Army of Excellence (ADE) design of avia

tion units, combined with the improved capabil
ities provided by the UH-60 and AH-64 aircraft, 
represents a monumental step in Army Aviation's 
ability to fight and survive as a member of the 
combined arms team. Nevertheless, the challen
ges of the 21st century require close and critical 
scrutiny of our force modernization process. 
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Thus, today we must lay the foundation for the 
aviation systems that can usher our forces into 
the 21st century. Those systems must be able to 
support heavy, light, and special operations forces 
in meeting U.S. worldwide commitments across 
the spectrum of conflict. Above all we need sys
tems that are truly optimized for the soldier, yet 
more affordable, more operationally suitable, and 
more survivable. 

Obsolete technology 
Not that the systems coming on line today do 

not go far to meet these criteria. They certainly 
do, but they are of the '60s technology, not the 
'60s or '90s. And many advances in materials, 
manufacturing techniques, and systems for refin
ing the interface between man and machine have 
opened new vistas for the helicopter family. The 
light Helicopter Experimental can be a spring
board into the high-tech age for the Army and 
for aviation. 

WIDE FIELD OF VIEW HMO - The Ham
ilton Standard Helmet Mounted Display 
(HMO) - shown he", allhe Sikorsky Air
craft fixed-base simulator - uses two 
one-inch CRTs to provide high resolution 
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We have a real and pressing need for the LHX 
. and its increased capabilities to replace our ag
ing and obsolescent fleet of light helicopters. 
Foremost in our requirements is that this new 
family of aircraft be designed as a system of 
systems. It must be agile and capable of day and 
night operations under all combat conditions, re
quiring a blend of technology, tactics. and techni
ques to enhance performance and survivability. 

The aviation units we develop must also be as 
deployable as the force they support. Since the 
Army is faced with mrldwide contingencies, self
deployment between theaters and ease in trans
portability are critical to our mission. 

A significant investment 
We all recognize that development of an air

craft to support these needs represents a signifi
cant investment during a period of diminishing 
resources. Thus, the LHX must be cost-effective, 
both to develop and acquire and to operate and 

video information on two precision op
tic devices In front of the pilot's eyes. 
This development article Incorporates a 
60-degreee vertical and 120-degree hor
izontal field of view. 
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sustain. Our studies are dedicated toward that 
end. 

lactive Training Facilities such as the National 
Training Center (NTC) at A. Irwin, CA, the Joint 

Maximizing investment Readiness Training Center (~RTC). and the Com
bat Maneuver Training Cbmplex (CMTC) in 

One cannot ignore total system costs; hence Germany. 
we must maximize our investment through inno- A . bedd d bill 
vative. effective. and efficient maintenance and n 1m e capa ty 
training techniques. Likewise, common com- An imbedded capability to train in these en-
ponents betvoJeen airframe configurations can pn; vironments is essential. It will provide the com-
duee savings in research, development, man- mander a superb opportunity to train our avia-
power, and logistical support. tion forces to fight and survive as a fully integrated 

We must also capitalize on our training devices member of the combined arms team. 
to support aircrew training on the ground and in This is where the real payoff will come as we 
the air. Tactical and technical competency of air- "prepare the Army for war: ' The LHX aircraft will 
crews must be sustained at the least cost. e a welcome addition to executing AirLand 8at-

We must maximize the returns on our train- tie doctrine - both on the offense and the 
ing dollar investment by designing the new family defense. 
of aircraft to participate at modern Advanced Col- We at Training and Doctrine Command see 

The exterior of the Boeing Sikorsky Motion-Base many of the tactical challenges of the next cen-
Simulator, located at the new Sikorsky systems inte- tury being met through the LHX family of aircraft. 
gratJon complex at the Sikorsky plant In Stratford, CT. TRADOC and the Army Materiel Command 

I I .......... -~ (AMC) have worked closely 
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since the inception of the pro
gram in 1983, and together 
TRADOC and AMC did the 
tradeoff analyses and 
developed the LHX required 
operational capability (ROC). 

Joint Working Groups 
Joint Working Groups guide 

the LHX research and develop
ment effort and work in concert 
not only at the headquarters 
level, but at every level of com
bat and materiel developments. 
The LHX initiatives are truly a 
team effort and the program 
enjoys the highest priority at 
every echelon within the Army. 

The Ught Helicopter Experi
mental is a must if we are to ex
ploit our technology, apply our 
doctrine to the fullest, and in 
turn , " fight outnumbered and 
win." LHX is what the user 
needs and the sooner we can 
move t!1is program into full
scale development, the better 
prepared our Army will be to 
meet the battlefield challenges 
into the 21st century. 11111 
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Whether you're in the air, on land 
or sea, field-proven Collins mili
tary Navstar Global Positioning 
System (GPS) user equipment 
meets your precise navigation 
requirements. 

Ourfarnilyof 1-, 2- and5-channel 
GPS equipment has been selected 
by the DoD for initial production. 
In over 9000 hours of field tests, 
we've demonstrated bener than 16 
meter accuracy, with anti-jam 
capability. And we are inserting 

the latest technology to keep 
Collins GPS state-of-the-art. 

Collins new computer - inte
grated, 15,000 sq. ft. manufacturing 
facility helps reduce production 
costs. And commonality in over 
15% of hardware and 90% of soft
ware helps ensure low life-cycle 
costs. 

For information on the only com
pletely field-tested and proven mil
itary GPS user equipment, contact: 
Collins Government Avionics Divi-

sian, Rockwell International, 400 
Collins Road NE, Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa 52498. (319) 395-2208. Telex 
464-421. COLLENGR CDR. 

COLLINS AVIONICS 

-41 ... Rockwell 
..... International 

•.. wII ••• Kiene. \1' " do .. n 10 b ... i ..... 
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The LHI Program 
Overview 

by BG (P) Ronald K. Andreson 

"The LHX will meet the challenge of the battlefield with an effective, 
single-pilot SCAT and a single-pilot operable light assault utility aircraft 

that Is combat capable, survivable, supportable and affordable." 

I
N 1986, we witnessed significant progress in 
moving the LHX program forward. The Advan
ced Rotorcraft Technology Integration (ARTI) 

program single-pilot simulations were completed 
and the ARTI effort for 1987 has been expand
ed to demonstrate feasibility of our key technology 
requirements. 

Competing T800 prototype engines are run
ning in test cells with excellent preliminary results. 
The acquisition strategy is now solidified with the 
start of full-scale development scheduled for 
January 1988. We are starting to see some of the 
emerging results from the Cost and Operational 
Effectiveness Analysis (COEA). All of this positive 
activity points toward a solid future for the 
program. 

ARTI 
The focus of advanced technology develop

ment for LHX over the past few years has been 
concentrated in the ARTI program. In December 
1983, firm-fixed price (FFP) contracts were award
ed to Sikorsky Aircraft, Boeing Vertol, IBM; 
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company, and 
Bell Helicopter Textron, with the objective of 
demonstrating the technical feasibility of the 
single-pilot Scout-Attack (SCAT) aircraft through 
crew task analysis and full mission simulation of 
an advanced technology Integrated/automated 
cockpit. The initial ARTI contractural effort was 

BG (p) Ronald K. Andreson is the Pro;ect Manager for 
the light Helicopter Family (lHX) Program at the US. 
Army Aviation Systems Command In St. Louis, MO. 
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completed with the conduct of the single-pilot 
feasibility simulation demonstrations (February
May 1986) and the final contractor presentations 
to the Govemment (May.July 1986). Industry con
sensus is that the single-pilot LHX SCAT is 
technically feasible. Govemment assessment of 
the ARTI results concluded that basic tasks of 
aircraft flight control , navigation and communica
tions could be effectively accomplished within ac
ceptable INOrkload limits of a single pilot, but ad
ditional simulation effort is required to confidently 
assess the INOrkload related to night NOE 
pilotage, target acquisition and air-to-air engage
ment. During this coming year, we will concen
trate on improving the fidelity of the simulation 
for these critical combat tasks. 

The key to fielding a highly survivable and 
combat-effective single-pilot SCAT is the effective 
integration of an advanced technology Mission 
Equipment Package (MEP). The LHX MEP will 
include Very High Speed Integrated Circuit 
(VHSIC) processors; state-of-the-art navigation 
equipment and displays; an advanced forward 
looking infrared (FUR) capability; an aided target 
acquisition system; and a wide-field-of-view Hel
met Mounted Display (HMO) that, in the-aggre
gate, will allow effective 24 hour a day operation 
in adverse weather conditions. 

LHX in 1987 
The focus of the 1987 effort will demonstrate 

that the technology is sufficiently mature and can 
be realistically integrated into the MEP. TINO equal
ly funded firm-fixed price contracts were award-
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ed in September for this effort to the Bell Heli
copter/McDonnell Douglas team and the Boeing 
Vertol/Sikorsky team. These contracts in
clude preliminary design and brassboard 
demonstration of the VHSIC mission computers, 
Electro-Optical Target Acquisition and Designa
tion Systems (EOTADS) and Helmet-Mounted 
Display (HMD). Additionally, the contractor teams 
will pertorm tests that include scaled model wind 
tunnel testing incorporating airframe technologies 
that will enhance survivability of the system. 

These efforts will serve as a logical building 
block of continuous, progressive, risk reduction 
culminating in technology demonstrations that 
lead to a smooth transition to Full-Scale Develop
ment start in early 1988. 

The T800 Engine 
The 1'800 engine development is eighteen 

months into competitive full scale development 
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with AJPW (AVCO Lycoming and Pratt and Whit
ney) and LHTEC (Garrett and Allison) meeting 
or exceeding all major milestones in their respec
tive schedules. 

Both teams entered the full engine prototype 
test phase of the program with first engines to 
test (FElT) occuring in late summer of 1986. 
More prototype engines are coming on line and 
test hours are being accumulated at a rapid pace. 
The preliminary design review (PDR) on the 
engine components have been completed and 
the preliminary flight rated (PFR) designs are 
almost finalized. Each team will accumulate over 
3,000 hours on their design before the Army 
selects the winner in 1988. 

With the completion of the PFR designs tak
ing place, the impact of emphasizing Reliability, 
Availability and Maintainability (RAM), MAN
PRINT and ILS upfront is readily apparent. Both 
teams are predicting RAM values in excess of 
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The LHX Training Challenge: to 
develop and implement an integrated 
training system, at an affordable cost, 
that produces technically and tactically 
proficient soldiers who can fight, win, 
an.d survive on tomorrow's battlefield. 

The right team to train Aviation Soldiers 
for this challenge is Boeing Sikorsky
and team member Boeing Singer-The 
First Team for LHX Training. 

The First Team's broad experience in 
mil itary aviation training provides LHX 
with an integrated approach that 
appreciates the soldier's mission, 
comprehends MAN PRINT, and 
produces the high quality training 
required for mission ready aircrews. 

The Army will provide the soldiers. The 
First Team will build the machines. And 
the First Team for Training is ready to 
meet the training challenge for LHX into 
the next century. 

Fully Integrated Aviator and Maintenance Training for LHX 

BOEING SIKORSKY 
THE FIRST TEAM FOR LHX 



LHI.1995 IOC ACQUISITION STRATEGY 
FY I 85 I 86 I 87 I 88 I 89 I 90 I 91 I 92 I 93 I 94 I 95 I 96 I 97 I 98 I 

CY I 85 I 86 I 87 I 88 I 89 I 90 I 91 I 92 I 93 I 94 I 95 I 96 I 97 I 98 I 

• • • 
Government Milestone t/ll Milestone III Milestone iliA 
Decisions Jun/Jul 87 June 93 Nov 95 

Prod. 
PFR ar Award lol3 

Juty 85 June 88 June 90 Aug 90 Aug 92 
• • •• • 

1800 Dev 1 S Production 1 
Engine S Developer Production 
(Current Dev 2 E Production 2 
Contract) B 

+ 
1st 1800 Delivery / Aug 92 

1stIlIght 
CIA CDR SCAT LRIP 

Jan 88 June 89 Apr 91 June 93 larH 
• • • • • • 

Aircraft ARTl1 Development 1 Production 1 
System LRIP 
(TraIning ARTI2 Development 2 Production 2 
System) 

(SCAT & Utll1ly) + + + 
Dec 92 May 93 Jan 95 

their guarantees; the number of tools required 
for unit maintenance is less than any other tur
bine engine in the Army inventory; depot level 
special tools are fewer than the program goals; 
and removal time requirements for engine line 
replaceable units (LRU) are well under original 
objectives. 

The metric engine 
Incorporation of metric design has been less 

complicated than projected. The metrication of 
the engine is without any major hitches and be
ing implemented at a cost far below the gloomy 
predictions of the pre-RFP days. Vendors and 
suppliers are cooperating and generally embrac
ing because they see a broader marketplace for 
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DTIEUTE First Delivery / LHX 

+ + 
LL IDC 

Jan 92 Nov 95 

their metric products. The number of vendors 
qualified to produce engine components is in
creasing at a rapid pace. Both teams are ag
gressively pursuing new vendors and suppliers. 

Emphasis is being placed on increasing par
ticipation by small and minoritylwomen owned 
businesses in the program. Competition goals 
are being exceeded. There has been a spillover 
effect in that some new vendors have so im
pressed the prime contractors that they are be
ing qualified to produce parts for existing engine 
lines. 

Acquisition strategy 
Competition remains the central focus of the 

LHX acquisition strategy for both development 
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and production. Competition is planned through
out the aircraft system development program 
culminating in a full prototype fly-off prior to a pro
duction design. Competition is key to achieving 
an affordable LHX in 1995. It is evident that the 
large base of industry participation will provide 
a solid competitive environment for the program. 

"T:he aircraft fly.off will occur during the Govern
ment Development TesUEarly User Test and Ex
perimentation (DT/EUT&E) using six of the seven 
prototypes each industry team will build. During 
this same period, the LHX training systems will 
also be evaluated as a part of the overall source 
selection process. 

In the Low Rate Initial Production (LRIP) phase, 
the winning contractor team will expand their 
"hard tooling prototype" production tines and pro
duce about 72 aircraft. Several SCATs from the 
first production lot and the upgraded prototypes 
will be used by OTEA during Initial Operational 
Test and Evaluation (lOf&E). Th is will allow us 
to operationally test early production versions of 
the aircraft and training system before approv-

Thank Youl 
The staff of Army Aviation would like to 

thank BG (P) Ronald K. Andreson, LHX 
Program Manager, for his help in coordinating 
the content of the LHX portion of this issue. 
We would also like to thank LTC Jack Mag~ 
sky of the LHX-PMO for his work in assembl
ing the articles and handling the day-to-day 
chores on the Army end. Finally, we would 
like to thank MAJ Don Burke, whose help 
at the NAVPAO office at Sikorsky-UTe here 
al the Connecticut end made it possible to 
give you the latest information on this con
stantly evolving aircraft program. 

Next month's issue will contain a number 
of follow-on articles on LHX, including a 
reports on the TBOO engine program status, 
the RAM/ILS effort on LHX, and the " metrica· 
tion" (the use of metrics) of the Army's newest 
aircraft. 

ing full production, which begins at the conclu- ning team will split apart to compete for subsa-
sian of IOf&E. Beginning with production lot quent production quantities. 

,...
th_re_e_, _th_e_s_e.;.p_a_ra_te...;..pr_im_e_c_on_t_ra_c_to_rs_Of_t_h_e_w_in_. ___ T_he_A_rm_y:.'s....;1i9:.,ht fleet of helicopters is tactically 

obsolete to counter the loom
ing threat. Modification and 
technology upgrade of these 
aircraft do not provide the 
solution. The LHX will meet 
the challenge of the bat
tlefield with an effective 
Single-pilot SCAT and a 
single-pilot operable light 
assault-utility aircraft that is 
combat capable, survivable, 
supportable, and affordable. 
It will fight effectively in air
tc>air as well as air-tc>ground 
roles on the battlefield of the 
21st century. 

Army Aviation is moving 
tQlNard a nS'vV dimension with 
the LHK Sound business 
sense decisions coupled with 
a cooperative "team" effort 
between the Government 

ABOVE: Simulators, such as this CompuScene IV, developed by and Industry should ensure 
G.E. Simulation for the McDonnell Douglas-Bell " SUPERTEAM", that a major leap forward in 
will provide state-of-the-art simulated combat scenarios for the 
future LHX pilot. . tactical capability Is achieved 

'--____________________ --' with the LHX program. 11111 
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The LHI impact on 
Force Structure 

by MG John W. Woodmansee, Jr. 

I
N addition to the requirement for increased 
combat effectiveness, the LHX program has 
had, from its inception, two additional major 

goals: a reduction in manpower requirements and 
a substantial decrease in operation and support 
(0&8) costs. With the Army's constrained budget 
projections, and the mandated reductions in of
ficer and warrant officer strength facing us, these 
goals have literally become mandatory 
requirements. 

Force structure implications are critical be
cause the LHX is more than a replacement for 
AH-1s, OH-58s, OH-6s, and UH-1s in our light 
forces. Budgetary cutbacks in AH-64, UH-60 and 
OH58-D AHIP production will cause voids in both 
heavy and light (AH-1/0H-58) farces. The LHX 
will have to fill these voids. The potential require
ment for LHX-SCAT aircraft could therefore rise 
from the current estimates (for light forces only) 
to over 5,000 aircraft for the entire force. 

Meeting 0&5 goals 
Ta meet the O&S cost reductian goals, the LHX 

program will stress the importance of reliability, 
availability and maintainability (RAM). This means 
an LHX fleet can generate more sorties than 
either our COBRA or APACHE forces. The ex
tensive use of prognostics and integrated diag
nostics will allow commanders to know aircraft 
status before, during, and after each mission. This 
translates into more available combat power with 
less people, smaller inventories of repair parts, 
and less maintenance manhours per flight hour. 
Because of these RAM capabilities the LHX can 
be maintained by almost a third fewer person-

MG John W. Woodmansee, Jr. Is the Assistant Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Operations for Force Development, 
HODA, W~shlngton, D.C. 
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nel than ever utilized for an Arrrr.; Aviation system. 
The linkage between RAM benefits and increas
ed combat effectiveness is a specific field of in
quiry in our fleet analysis being performed by the 
Army's Concepts Analysis Agency. 

The LHX will clearly be capable of flying more 
sorties in a 24-hour period than the "lean" pilot
to-cockpit ratio provided for in our unit authoriza
tions. The issue of the Scout/Attack (SCAT) LHX 
being a single-pilot or two-man aircraft is, there
fore, a key issue. 

The single-pilot goal 
Our goal, from the start, has been to design 

the SCAT around a single crew member. This is 
a bold step and one not taken lightly. Our com
bined arms forces must operate effectively in 
adverse weather, day, night, and around the 
clock. The current force structure is not design
ed to operate 24 hours a day with available air
craft. After seeing and flying in the ARTI simula
tors, most of us are pleased by the great steps 
we've seen industry take in simplifying the pilot 
workload tasks. We must, however, make sure 
that these innovations can stand the test of bat
tlefield conditions. Therefore the Army has taken 
the position that both single pilot and two
crewmember versions be prototyped. 

If LHX is successful as a one-man aircraft, and 
if we can keep two pilots in our force structure, 
our commanders will have two crews to fight can· 
tinuously on the battlefield with equal day and 
night effectiveness. If we don't keep both pilots 
in our organization, we will surely need help from 
our reselVe component aviation force structure 
to provide increased manning for our LHX units 
to under combat conditions. 

The Cost and Operational Effectiveness 
Analysis (COEA), under way at the Army Avia-
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tion Center, is analyzing various unit organiza
tion sizes for LHX. As an example, the seven 
AH-1lfour OH-58 attack company mix is being 
compared in one case to an LHX company of 
eight ships. This rationale was previously used 
with introduction of AH-64 and UH-60 aircraft. We 
replaced 21 AH-1s in the attack helicopter bat
talions with 18 AH-64s. The 23 UH-1S in the as
sault helicopter companies were replaced with 
15 UH-60 aircraft because that fleet provided the 
same lift capability. If fewer aircraft can do the 
same job, a significant overall cost saving will be 
achieved while retaining the same company and 
battalion force structure. 

Greater productivity 
Our initial COEA findings show equal or great

er effectiveness and productivity over the AH-1, 

UH-1 , and OH-58 fleets at a ratio of eight LHX 
vs. 11 in attack/scout companies and 11 for 15 
in Utitity/Assault units. Medevac replacement will 
continue on a one for one planning basis until 
that portion of the analysis is completed. 

There is an immense amount of work yet to 
be done before we settle on our tactical and 
organizational specifics. But one thing is clear! 
The LHX will provide the commander with a more 
lethal, versatile aircraft system that has higher 
availability and is easier to maintain and operate. 

These words are easy to write but I can assure 
you the whole userldeveloper community is com
mitted to achieving these goals. LHX has at
tributes that give us a clearer insight into the 
future, and I am convinced those attributes will 
enable us to win on the battlefield of the late 
1990's and early 21st century. 11111 

~----------------------~ 

MOTION-BASE SIMULATOR - The new six 
degree of freedom motion-base simulator at 
Sikorsky aircraft is being used by the Boe~ 
Ing Sikorsky team to assist in the LHX design. 
The simulator can create day, night, and dusk 
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lighting, as well as all weather conditions. A 
variety of aerial and land-based vehicles can 
be introduced, singly or in groups, to study 
pilot response to almost any combat 
situation. ' 
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NOW. MORE MISSIONS PER GYRO 
FOR YOUR RPV/DRONES. 

VG-204 

How's the attitude of your unmanned 
aircraft? 

J.E.T.'s new, rugged VG-401 Vertical 
Gyro was developed specifically for 
RPV IDrone applications, and features 
built- in vibration isolators that protect 
internal components from shocks up to 
25Gs. 

The result is exceptional reliability 
and accuracy to increase the utilization 
of your vehicle and minimize cost of 
ow nership. 

The VG-401 operates from a 28VDC 
± 4VDC input and has two 
potentiometer outputs, one for roll and 
one for pitch. 

VG-401 

An attitude reference of _360° in roll 
and ± 85° in pitch is 0159 standard, and 
the case design can be tailored to meet 
specific mounting requirements. 

J.E.T. Gyros have been proven by 
major manufacturers of RPV/ Drones. 
Our VG-204, for example, is flying on 
the "Skyeye R4E-40." 

Designed to MIL-E-5400 and MIL
STD-454, the new VG-401 joins with 
J.E.T. Servo Actuators, Autopilots, and 
Power Conversion devices tp help in 
your RPV I Drone design programs. 

Forfull details on any J.E.T. product, 
contact J.E.T. at the a ddress or phone 
number listed below. 

"'-.", ... =.E=:-=r..~~ 
Jet Electronics and Technology. Inc. 

5353 52nd Street, S.E., Grand Rapids, MI49508 
(616) 949-6600 TELEX 22-6453 JETELETEC GDR 



The LHI Support 
concept 

by Joseph P. Cribbins 

I
N the June 1985 issue of Army Aviation, I 
wrote on " LHX Sustainability (RAMJILS)". In 
that article, the principal thrust was toward Re

liability, Availability, Maintainability (RAM). and In
tegrated Logistic Support (ILS) to be designed 
and produced In the LHK The result will be in
herent Availability (Ai) In the aircraft as a total 
weapons system. As a follow-up we must look 
at the lHX Support Concept designed to pre
serve Ai and maximize Operational Availability 
(Ao) when the LHX is fielded . With new, in
novative support concepts now being developed 
for the LHX, we wi ll have an unequalled oppor
tunity to accomplish this. 

Two·level maintenance study 
In 1985, the U.S. Army Aviation Logistics 

School (USAALS) eslablished a sludy group wilh 
members from various parts of the Army Avia
tion community. The group conducted a two-Ievel 
maintenance study with the goal of reducing Op
erating & Support (0&5) cosIs while retaining and 
sustaining all the characteristics of Safety, Reli
ability, Maintainability, and Readiness incorpor
ated into Ai for the LHX. Phase I of this study 
which covers LHX has been completed. Phase 

' 11 will look into feasability of extending two-Ievel 
maintenance - in whole or in part - to other 
aircraft systems. 

The USAALS study group defined Ihe IwO-level 
Maintenance Concept as being ' 'in concert with _ 
the Army of Excellence force structure and con
sisting of two task levels - aviation user and 
depot maintenance. The user will perform on
aircraft maintenance tasks only and not perform 

Joseph P. Cribbina is the Special AssIstant to the Depu
ty Chief of Staff for lDglstics and Chief of the Aviation 
Logistics Office, HQOA. 
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maintenance In support of the supply system. 
The supply system will be consistent with cur
rent supply procedures to support user mainten
ance. The user level will be structured to perlorm 
maintenance which will include on-site repairs, 
combat maintenance/battle damage assessment 
and repair (eM/BOAR), maintenance of float air
craft, diagnostics and prognostics, and surge 
maintenance. Depot level maintenance will be 
structured to perform all maintenance in support 
of the supply system and those extensive on
aircraft repairs beyond the capability of the user." 

Maintaining the best 
LHX will be more reliable/maintainable than 

any aircraft developed to date - hence will have 
reduced supply and maintenance requirements. 
With increased reliabil ity comes a reduction in 
maintenance man hours, maintenance people, 
and the overall supply of spare and repair parts. 

The Mission Equipment Package (ME?) need
ed to meet many and diverse LHX missions 
(Scout, Attack, Assault, Utility, Command and 
Control, Medica!), will be more complex than any 
MEP fielded to dale. This dictales diagnostic/prog
nostic systems that can not only tell what com
ponent has failed, but can forecast when one is 
about to fail. This also dictates having people with 
skill levels in electronic maintenance vs. mech
anical maintenance - a new breed of main
tainers for Army Aviation. 

The "Apple Orchard" maintenance concepts 
of fixing and maintaining componentslLRU's for
ward at user level will be greatly changed. 
Diagnose? Yes! ?rognose? Yes! Aircraft Mainten
ance? Yes! Remove and Replace? Yes! Repair 
at user level when removed and in support of the 
supply system? - No! 

All the aforementioned will drive a requirement 
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to have a highly responsive supply system. 
Rrst will be the two-Ievel maintenance concept. 

As. an overall concept, the two-levels will involve 
user maintenance and depot maintenance. User 
maintenance will be all that maintenance accom
plished at division level and below and for those 
separate aviation units that are of division size 
or less. 

When we established the three-level mainten
ance concept, we incorporated 60-70% of direct 
support maintenance into unit maintenance 
(AVUM). We must now decide how much we 
need to incorporate of what is now intermediate 
maintenance into user maintenance to assure 
that we retain the capability to sustain mission 
readiness. The second level of maintenance will 
incorporate the remainder of what is now inter
mediate level maintenance and all of what is now 
depot maintenance. 

Importantly, depot maintenance should not be 
construed as being restricted to a CONUS 
organic or contractor's facility and must of 
necessity be periormed where needed and 
where this can be done. Further, and probably 
most controversial will be "who's in charge?" 

Deciding who's in charge 
We must make a top level stab at this. We may 

come to the realization that for a two-level con
cept the only practicable entity in charge of the 
depot level will be the AMC complex which has 
all the marbles (researCh, development, produc
tion, spares/repair parts, and depot level people, 
skills, overhaul, and maintenance programs). If 
we can agree on that, then we can move into the 
specifics of how on-aircraft maintenance will be 
accomplished at the user level. 

This will encompass diagnostics and pro
gnostics which will allow us to have removal and 
replacement maintenance accomplished by the 
critically needed Technical Inspector (TI) and crevoJ 
chief. They will be backed up by a reduced 
number of people, cross-trained where needed 
and feasible, supplemented by mini-depots con
tiguous to the user; these could be organic or 
contract. As. shown above, the requirements and 
capabilities of maintenance really drive supply. 
Obviously, if maintenance is not required, then 
there is little or no requirement for supply. 

Two-levels of maintenance can only exist with 
a highly responsive supply system to rapidly have 
available those items that are removed and re-
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placed under the two-Ievel of maintenance con
cept. This would dictate a third level of supply 
of spare/repair parts consisting principally of 
engines, components, and LRU's backed up by 
the bits, pieces, and repair parts needed when 
these items are replaced . 

The PLL (Prescribed Load List) at user level 
must consist of those bit and piece repair parts 
needed to rapidly remove and replace and be 
restricted to rapidly moving components for which 
there is a constant demand. All items not con
tained in the PLL at user·level or the ASI at the 
intermediate supply level will be provided from 
depot stocks or overhaul/production. 

The people challenge 
• To me, the most important people in avia

tion maintenance are the crew chief and the 
Technical Inspector (TI). 

• The crew chief is that one person most 
knowledgeable of his LHX aircraft by serial 
number, probably by name (as has been done 
with aircraft in the past); of its individual charac
teristics, (and aircraft do have them); of what it 
takes to keep that aircraft operating safely and 
reliably. 

In 1981, when we completed the evaluation of 
Career Management Field (CMF) 01, we briefed 
then Vice Chief of Staff of the Army John W. 
Vessey, Jr .. At that time he said that if he had 
his druthers he would assign (I think he actually 
used the word "chain", rather than assign, for 
emphasis) a crew chief to one aircraft by serial 
number throughout his/her career. He also said 
that this would not work without appropriate 
career progression and the wherewithal to incen
tivizeimotivate in order to make such assignment 
attractive. 

• The TI is the master diagnostician of Army 
Aviation; the one person most knowledgeable in 
marrying up aircraft system problems with the 
support system; the one person completely train
ed and dedicated to keeping safe, reliable, main
tainable, and operationally ready aircraft at user 
level. He must be selected with - appropriate 
aptitudes; be properly trained; utifized in his 
primary skills; and we must incentivize and 
motivate toward retention in the Army in the MOS 
66 career field . 

• Training and utilization in primary skills are 
a must. The crew chief must be trained as a crew 

(LHX Support - Continued on Page 79) 
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Delense Science Board 
impact on the LHI 
by LTG Louis C. Wagner, Jr. 

I
N the development cycle of complex, costly 
weapons systems there are almost unlimit
ed opportunities for choices, trades, and de

cisions. Even a cursory study of large complex 
organizations such as the Army shows that it is 
unlikely that a consensus In a pluralistic organiza
tion can be reached quickly, especially a deci
sion involving a large, ambitious program like 
LHK The addition of other interest groups such 
as the Office of the Secretary of Defense (080). 
the Congress and various contractors further 
complicates the situation. Sooner or later it is ad
visable to call in a body at knowledgeable, ex
perienced managers from government and in
dustry to help sort out the issues. When this is 
done at aso's initiative, that group is usually the 
Defense Science Board (DSB). 

Asking tough questions 
While in academic terminology this is yet 

another "interest group", the DSB traditionally 
has maintained a broad non-parochial base. 

In December 1985 a DSB task force was form
ed at the direction of the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Research and Engineering (USDRE), 
Dr. Donald A. Hicks, to examine LHX re
quirements. As a minimum, he asked that the 
following items be addressed: 

1. Are the system performance requirements 
adequate and appropriate for the aircraft's mis
sions and purposes? Are they flexible enough to 
allow tradeoffs between cost, schedule and per
formance requirements? 

2. Are the CINCs involved in the development 
of the requirement? Has there been proper "in-

l.TG LouIs C. Wagner, Jr. Is the Deputy Chief of starr 
for Research, Development and Acquisition at the 
Department of the Army In Washington, D.C. 
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terative review" between the user, the R&D com
munity, the developers and industry? 

3. Has the cost effectiveness of each require
ment been addressed at the margin so as to 
avoid small potential increases in performance 
driving costs upward past the point of economic 
return? Have early tradeoffs been accomplish
ed to assure performance requirements are not 
overstated or under costed? 

4. Are technological risks identified and rec
ognized in schedule length and availability of 
resources? Is there planning for growth to include 
preplan ned product improvements? 

5. Is the projected threat reasonable? Does it 
include a projection of future enemy aircraft and 
ground weapon system countermeasures? 

6. Are reliability, availability and maintainabili
ty requirements adequately stated so as to drive 
the maintenance burden below those of current 
systems to be replaced, with appropriate reduc
tions in life cycle cost of ownership? 

7. Will maintaining full scale development 
schedule be a dominant program goal with con
tractual incentives for doing so? 

How the Board worked 
Robert l. Everett. the Chief Executive Officer 

of the Mitre Corporation, served as Chairman of 
the task force. The members included, among 
others, three retired four-star officers, a former 
Under Secretary of Defense. the current Ex
ecutive Director of the American Helicopter Socie
ty, and a former Director of Defense PA&E. 

The members were provided study packages 
In December 1985. The first meeting was in Jan
uary, with two days of overview briefings, follow
ing which the task force requested specific brief
ings on subjects they felt impacted the LHX re
quirement. The group met approximately every 
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four weeks through July 1986. Throughout this 
period Mr. Everett afforded the Army the oppor
tunity to influence the agenda and to bring in 
whatever information thought necessary to ex
plain the program. A typical meeting was two 
days of briefings and discussions concluding with 
afl executive session to assess the information 
and establish direction for the next meeting. 
Briefers were usually from the LHX Program Of
fice (BG Ronald K. Andreson, PM-LHX), and from 
Ft. Rucker (MG Ellis D. Parker, CG-USAAVNC 
and COL Frank H. Mayer; Director of Combat 
Developments), although the Under Secretary of 
the Army, the Vice Chief of Staff and one Con
gressional staffer also made presentations. The 
members of the task force also briefed their 
associates, when their special background was 
relevant to an area under consideration. 

The Recommendations 
After delving into fNSry nook and cranny of the 

LHX program the task force reported on six con
clusions and recommendations. Of these, five 
were areas that the Army wholeheartedly em
braced, having already decided to implement 
changes similar to those recommended. 

Recommendation 1 - The Arrrri should firm
ly commit itself to acquiring a new fleet to replace 
its current light helicopter inventory. HO\oVeVer; the 
Task Force believes that a truly realistic approach 
to the design of such a fleet is unlikely to be 
achieved as long as there is widespread belief 
in the Army that the LHX program will not be ap
proved unless a set of stringent goals can be met, 
or at least until everyone agrees they can be met 
whether they believe so or not. This situation 
should be turned around, so that the participants 
are motivated by the need to design an optimum 
capability rather than the need to sell a fixed ap
proach. The question to be addressed is not 
whether a new aircraft or fleet should be 
developed, but what characteristics it should have 
to be useful, implementable, and affordable. 

Recommendation 2 - The Army should 
restate its goals as desired bands of performance 
with minimum acceptable limits and priorities. 

Recommendation 3 - The competition 
should include the construction of testable pro
totypes, carried to the point that critical program 
decisions can be based on them. Preferably, 
these prototypes should be of full systems, 
because of the complex nature of the LHX's mig.. 
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sion equipment/avionics and their integration 
needs - both among themselves and with the 
air vehicle, weapons, and new operating doctrine 
that they will permit. But at least they should 
cover selected, higher-risk items in various func. 
tional combinatiqns. Contractors should be allow
ed to propose prototypes of an advanced con· 
cept nature if they want to, including tilt-rotor 
possibilities, rather than being required to offer 
only conventional helicopters. The Army should 
also continue to encourage the modification of 
present air vehicle platforms, in order to prove 
out in principle state-of-the-art concepts. 

Recommendation 4 - The Army should 
make every effort, with active OSO support, to 
assure the full and continuous funding of the AR
TI program until the higher level technical uncer
tainties have been eliminated from the program. 
It should also continue to fund and evaluate 
mockups of the one vs. two crewmen cockpits 
as a matter of special importance until a firm 
choice between the two can be made. The Ar
my should also separate out of the initial LHX 
program for separate pre-planned product im
provement (P3 1) treatment those technological ef
forts such as helmet-mounted displays, image 
processing, and the signal processing related to 
mutti-sensor fusion whose art is advancing rapidly 
and which are applicable to more than the LHX 
program or even to all of Army Aviation. 

Recommendation 5 - The Army should ap
point a Surrogate Chief Executive Officer (SCEO) 
for the LHX program and delegate to him the Ar
my's authority and responsibility for the program. 
The Army should also establish a streamlined 
communications channel between the SCEO and 
the LHX Program Manager to deal with program 
tradeoffs, which the Program Manager is en
couraged to propose (especially those tradeoffs 
for which the Government alone is responsible, 
such as trading off performance for schedule or 
risk for cost), and other programmatic matters 
deemed to be within the decision purview of the 
SCEO. 

Recommendation 6 - The Army should 
assign someone with adequate time and 
resources the task of managing the continuing 
process of modernizing the Army's rotary wing 
fieet, or even, perhaps, all of its aviation inven· 
tory. One way of dOing this would be to expand 
the duties of the SeEO for the LHX, an approach 
which the Task Force supports. 
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Eaton Technology ... 
Solutions today for 
tomorrow's LHX challenge 
Highly specialized advanced technological solutions to 
the LHX challenge exist today at Eaton. Here is where 
,the experience required for an advanced ASE system is 
already in place ready to be applied to support 
Army 21 . 

For over 40 years Eaton has been at the cutting edge of 
this demanding discipline with totally integrated . 
systems-oriented EW solutions. 
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Specifically, the Task Force recommends that: 
(a) the Army appoint an seEO for all Army 

rotary wing aircraft and have reporting to him for 
appropriate maHers the PMs for all such aircraft 
and related programs. The location of this SeEO 
in the Army organization is secondary to the 
authority assigned him by the Army and OSO. 

(b) the Army plan for a realistic budget level 
for rotary wing development, procurement, and 
update over a period of years, and assign to the 
SeEO the responsibility for planning and carry
ing out the activities necessary for replacing and 
improving the Army fleet. 

(c) the SeEO organize a development process 
that will provide a continuous stream of new 
technology and devices that can be applied to 
vehicles in existence and in production as well 
as to those in development. He should also main
tain suitable production lines and production 
capabilities, in order to allow continual choices 
for future buys and thus assure continued com
petition among suppliers. 

He should consider and, when desirable, buy 
commercial vehicles. He should plan for long
term developments, acquisitions, and logistic sup
port, including reliability, maintainability, training, 

exercising, simulation, and evaluation. In sum, 
he should be responsible for the Army's entire 
rotary wing capability over the long haul. 

A question of goals 
The Army strongly agreed that we must mocler

nize the light fleet, but the question of goals was 
more difficult. Everyone agreed that they had 
served well to limit growth in cost and weight, and 
that we must continue to strive for single pilot 
capability. But, the time had come when the 
goals either required adjustment or should be 
abandoned. With proper adjustment they could 
continue to serve as program constraints. Without 
adjustment they would soon be ignored or drive 
up the cost in an aHempt to meet some which 
were too optimistic. The Army, through a rigorous 
review process over a four-month period made 
the adjustments shown in the chart below. 

The Army's original program for LHX encom
passed full competition concluding with a com
petitive flyoff. This competition was truncated in 
the FY 1985 budget process due to a shortage 
of funds. The DSB study supported the Army in 
going back to OSD to seek restoration of the 
funds in the POM-to-Budget cycle for FY 1988. 

LNI • STATUS OF PROGRAM GOALS 
ADJUSTED 

GOAL CURRENT GOAL 

• SCAT Primary 8,000 (± 500) 8,940 9,000 ( ± 500) 
Mission Weight (Lbs.) 

• Flyaway Cost 6.0 (SCAT) 6.9 7.0 
(FY 84 - $ Millions) 4.0 (Utility) 4.8 5.0 

5.3 (Average) 5.7 5.9 

• Combat Capability Significant Significant No 
& Survivability Improvement Improvement Change 

• Single Pilot Yes Probable No Change 

• Commonality Yes Yes No Change 

• o & S Cost Savings 
(% vs. Current Fleet) 40-50% 20-25% 20-30% 
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passed full competition concluding with a com
petitive flyoff. This competition was truncated in 
the FY 1985 budget process due to a shortage 
of funds. The DSB study supported the Army in 
going back to OSD to seek restoration of the 
funds in the POM·to-Budget cycle for FY 1988. 
The current development program now has full 
competition, with possible down-selection at three 
times: Critical Design Review, after the first flight 
of the aircraft and following government com
petitive tests. The Army agreed with the conclu
sions that led to recommendation 4, but could 
not totally accept the DSB's solution. It was decid
ed to continue risk reduction efforts similar to 
what had been the ARTI program. But, since AR
TI was defined as Concept Development work 
with 6.3b funding, the Army decided to do the 
same work recommended by the DSB within the 
6.4 (Full Scale Development) line, and keep the 
work aligned with the rest of the LHX effort. 

A Program Executive Officer 
Recommendations 5 and 6 relate to the Ar

my's structure for managing LHX as well as other 
major systems. These recommendations will be 
implemented as a result of the Defense Reorgan
ization Act, and while it is too early to predict the 
specific outcome, we can say that the Surrogate 
Chief Executive Officer idea will be implemented 
as a PEO, or Program Executive Officer. As cur-
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renlly being considered he will have program 
authority over LHX and probably other attack fleet 
systems as well. The final organization of PEOs 
will result from ongoing studies. 

In addition to the six conclusions and recom
mendations presented in their report, the DSB 
discussed other concerns. The Army has taken 
these concerns seriously and is studying them, 
both In the Cost and Operational Effectiveness 
Analysis for LHX, and at HQDA. These concerns 
include the question of speed requirements for 
the more distant future, the advisability of building 
utility and scoutiaHack systems with common 
components, the use of present generation 
weaponry against future threats, and all the 
arguments that surround the question of crew 
size and make-up. It is too early to guess the out
come of the analyses that answer these con
cerns, but it can be said that the DSB task force 
brought focus to the issues. 

Accepting the recommendations 
The DSB offered their recommendations " in 

the spirit of hoping to evoke an Army reaction 
which will be useful not only on the immediate 
LHX program - but also on other DOD pro
grams ... " The Army has accepted them in that 
spirit, and has found them to be helpful. LHX is 
a healthier program for having been through the 
DSB process. 11111 

An artist's rendering of the B0e
ing Sikorsky Scout/Attack (SCAT) 
version of the LHX. 
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Taclical emplOyment 
01 the LHX 

by MG Ellis D. Parker 

T
HE light helicopter experimental (LHX) 
represents the most dramatic improvement 
in Army Aviation's ability to destroy enemy 

armor since the introduction of the helicopter on 
the battlefield. For the first time, the attack 
helicopter will be a complete fighting vehicle, 
which is able to perform both attack and scouting 
functions. Speed, agility, enhanced target acquisi
tion, and firepower capability make the LHX an 
extremely lethal and efficient fighting system. 

Attack helicopter units which are equipped with 
this aircraft will demonstrate an unprecedented 
ability to increase the tempo of operations to a 
degree sufficient to help offset enemy numerical 
advantages. Radical expansion of the battlefield, 
which is created by massive enemy concentra
tions and technological advances, demands the 
introduction of combat systems that can give 
significant advantages in agility over the Threat. 

The answer to the challenge 
The LHX is Army Aviation's answer to this 

challenge. Its inherent speed and mobility will 
allow commanders to influence the entire bat
tlefield throughout the full spectrum of deep, 
close-in, and rear operations. In conjunction with 
other maneuver and combat support elements, 
LHX-equipped units will assist in collapsing the 
enemy's will to fight by providing assets that can 
rapidly mass combat power against Threat weak 
points at critical times and places. 

Employment of aHack assets with this new 
machine will still follow the basic doctrinal tenets 
as outlined in FM 100-5, Operations, dated May 
1986; but the operational techniques associated 

MG ElUs O. Parker Is the Commanding General of the 
US. Army Aviation Center end Ft. Rucker, AL anclthe 
AvIation eranch Chief. 
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with fighting these units in future baHlefields may 
display significant modifications to currently ac
cepted practices. On board state-of-the-art tech
nological advances will allow commanders to ac
complish their missions with increased efficien
cy and with decreased risks to aircraft and cr8'NS. 

For example, aHack company commanders 
can experiment to find the best routes into ob
jective areas by using the aircraft's digitized map 
to identify locations that are vulnerable to enemy 
line-of-sight weapons systems. This same feature 
allows leaders to select baHle pOSitions and fir
ing positions that provide greater protection from 
enemy observation and fires while still affording 
excellent standoff engagement ranges. Addition
ally, the units' operations order and its associated 
graphics can be preloadecl into each aircraft's 
data disk for storage in its computer memory. 

Finding the best " mix" 
The Directorate of Combat Developments, 

along with other agencies at A. Rucker, has been 
endeavoring to determine the best task organiza
tions for employing LHX-equipped units. Various 
"mixes" have been studied to test tactical opera
tions in simulated combat, using computer mod
els such as Janus and CarmoneHe. These stud
ies continue today under the superv ision of the 
TRADOC Analysis Center at White Sands Missile 
Range, NM. The most common company-level 
unit tested is composed of eight scout/attack 
(SCAl) helicopters. The company is further divid
ed into two platoons: a "light" platoon of three 
SCATs and a " heavy" platoon of four SCATs. The 
remaining aircraft Is flown by the unit commander. 
All SCATs are identically equipped, but may be 
loaded with different varieties of munitions bas
ed on mission, enemy, time and troops available 
(METT-r) and the commander's intent. 
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Gould computers: 
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Our equipment powers practically 
every current military flight training 
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In computer wargaming scenarios tested to 
date, unit commanders frequently position the 
bulk of their forces into holding areas and then 
continue on their leader's reconnaissance of bat
tle positions and engagement areas. The infor
mation obtained from this reconnaissance is 
analyzed by the commanders and forwarded to 
the other SCATs via data burst transmissions. All 
participants in the mission then can update their 
graphics to reflect the most current and'accurate 
situation and control measure. 

Identifying the threat 
Aircraft operating in the scout mode take ad

vantage of the LHX's aided target recognition 
system to assist them in identifying Threat 
vehicles and Threat emplacements. This system 
greatly reduces exposure time by accurately 
scanning the battlefield at rates far faster than 
visually possible, even with stabilized optics. The 
pilot merely unmasks from his covered position; 
and a prioritized listing of targets is presented for 
confirmation. Also, a radio frequency interfero
meter (RFI) will record and store information on 
the Direction of Threat-emitting radars. This data 
is burst-transmitled to the commander so that he 
can reprioritize targets for destruction. In addi
tion to decreased exposure to Threat, the result
ing benefits of the LHX's target acquisition system 
include decreased target engagement timelines, 
and improved target selectivity. 

The company is moved from the holding area 
into its designated battle positions. Since all air
craft have updated graphics displayed in their 

cockpits, pilots simply maneuver into their pre
selected firing positions and await fire commands. 
The company commander moves to a location 
where he can "see the battle" well enough to 
make command and control decisions, to coor
dinate artillery and close air support, and to com
municate with the battalion commander. 

Sharing the combat tasks 
Platoon leaders relay attack orders, conduct 

target handovers as required. and orchestrate 
local security efforts. Since all aircraft are similarly 
armed and equipped, anyone can equally share 
combat or security tasks. Laser designated 
HELLFIRE missiles allow aircraft to engage 
targets from either direct or indirect firing posi
tions. All of the advanced technological systems, 
coupled with the extremely agile flight charac
teristics of this new airframe, exhibit survivabili
ty potential heretofore unrecognized. 

Fielding the LHX into attack helicopter units 
at both division and corps will assist commanders 
in seizing the initiative during defensive opera
tions, and will assist them in retaining it during 
offensive operations. Increased survivability af
forded by the LHX's technological advances and 
maneuverability will aid in weighting risk versus 
payoff to our advantage during mission analyses. 
This provides a more "windows of opportunity" 
to strike the enemy in depth at times and places 
of our choosing. When one considers the LHX's 
contribution to combined arms efforts on the Air
Land battlefield, he immediately sees an increas
ed capability to fight outnumbered and win.1I111 

THE THREAT - The Mi-28 HAVOC is a 
new-generation Soviet aHack helicopter. 
Working with the HIND in air-to-air roles, 
it will be I in the late 19805. 



Early User Test I Experi
mentation with the LHI 

by MG James E. Drummond 

"As with everything else In the LHX Program, the operational test 
and evaluation effort Is anything but business as usual ... " 

T
HE 21 January 1986 publication of AR 71-3, 
User Testing, deleted the traditional term
inology used to describe user test and eval

uation activity. Testing conducted to assess the 
operational effectiveness and suitability of military 
materiel prior to a full production decision has 
been changed from or II and or III to Initial 
Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E). 

Of equal significance is the elimination of the 
term or I, which referred to operational testing 
conducted during the Demonstration and Valida
tion Phase of development. It has been replac
ed by Early User Test and Experimentation 
(EUT&E) which includes one or many events 
depending on the program. 

User involvement in tests 
EUT&E events may include use of the Con

cept Evaluation Program (CEP), Innovative 
Testing (11), a Force Development Test and Ex
periment (FDT&E), Operational Feasibility Test, or 
any other test providing for user involvement. 
Although the primary purpose of a specific 
EUT&E may be to support the force development 
process (as opposed to the materiel development 
process) it will provide data to assess a materiel 
or operational concept, support planning for train-
ing and logistics, identify interoperability problems 
and future testing requirements, and provide data 
to support an operational assessment for other 
than a full production decision. 

Within the LHX Program the operational test 
community plans to make maximum use of 

MG James E. Drummond is Commanding General , US. 
Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency at Falls 
Church, Virginia. 
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EUT&E. The Advanced Rotorcraft Technology In
tegration (ARTI) Program which concluded this 
past year made extensive use of Army pilots from 
operational units to provide a user interface, while 
examining the technical feasibility of single pilot 
operations. These same individuals are current
ly working the Crew Station Research and 
Development Program (CSRDP) which will ex
amine the differences between a one and a two 
seat cockpit, each incorporating LHX technology 
and automation. These individuals have been 
drawn from TRADOC and a wide variety of 
FORSCOM units. 

Fully equipped EOC unit 
The Army is considering the establishment of 

an Early OperationaY Capability (EOC) unit con
taining not only operators, but also malntainers 
and support personnel who would be available 
to directly influence the equipment design, 
operability and employment. By maintaining their 
operational proficiency, their most significant con
tribution would be to provide a current user 
perspective during development with input 
available to the contractors, materiel and com
bat developers, and also the test community. 
There are numerous other opportunities for an 
EOC unit to influence the program. These in
clude, but are not limited to training reviews, 
maintainability demonstrations and equipment 
mockup reviews. 

Current plans include two additional major in
stances for using this unit. The first occurs dur
ing TECOM conducted Technical Testing (former
ly known as Development Test-OT) of prototypes 
from the two contractor teams in the FY93 time-

(OTEA - Continued on Page 79) 
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LHX PROJECT 
MANAGER'S OFFICE 

4300 Goodfellow 
Boulevard 

St. Louis, MO 
63120-1798 

Autovon: 693-1800 
Commercial: (314) 

263-1800 

llt Jame. E. 
Clay 
Assistant Project 
Manager, for 
MANPRINT 
(AMCPM-lHX) 

Howanl M_ 
Gilby 
Program 
Management & 
Operations Division 
(AMCPM-lHX-P) 

Gal'! 
Luker 
Chief, 
Programs 
Management Branch 
(AMCPM-lHX-PC) 
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BG (P) Ronald 
K. Andreson 
Project 
Manager 
lHX 
(AMCPM-lHX) 

llt Willie A_ 
lawson 
Assistant Project 
Manager 
TBOO Engine 
(AMCPM-lHX) 

Beverly A. 
Simpkin. 
Chief, 
Administration 
Office 
(AMCPM-lHX-AO) 

James T. 
Flood 
Chief, Procurement 
and Production 
Branch 
(AMCPM-lHX-PP) 
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Robert D. 
Hubb.rd 
Deputy Project 
Manager 
LHX 
(AMCPM·LHX) 

Charles J. 
Re.ding 
Chief, ILS 
Management 
Division 
(AMCPM·LHX·L) 

Samuel E. 
Merrifield 
Chief, 
ScouVAttack 
Branch 
(AMCPM·LHX:rA) 

JANUARY 31, 1987 

LHX PROJECT 
MANAGER'S OFFICE 

1JC John J. 
M.grosky 
Assistant Project 
Manager, Test & (" __ .,-..1 Evalu.lion 
(AMCPM·LHX·Q) 

D.vld J. 
Trosky 
Chief, Product 
Assurance (Test) 
Config. Mgml. Div. 
(AMCPM·LHX·Q) 

Tomaine 
Chief, 
Utility 
Branch 
(AMCPM·LHX·TU) 

MAJ (P) Arthur 
P. Armour 
Assistant Project 
Manager for 
Requirements & RSI 
(AMCPM·LHX) 

D.nel1 L. 
Harrison 
Chief, Technical 
Management 
Division 
(AMCPM·LHX'l] 

Jeffrey A. 
Olson 
Chief, Power 
and Propulsion 

':'(ofIIc:d~iJ Branch 
(AMCPM·LHX·TP) 
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McDonnell DOuglaS + 
Bell = "SUPERTEAM" 

by William R. McDonnell and 
Walter G. Sonneborn 

T
HE LHX SUPERTEAM of McDonnell 
Douglas Helicopter Company (MDHC), 
Bell Helicopter Textron (Bell), and McDon

nell Aircraft Company (MCAIR), is totally dedica
ted to providing the U. S. Army with a fully com
bat effective system with reduced pilot workload 
and increased survivability, supportability, and 
fightability. 

To accomplish this task, a select team of highly 
experienced aerospace contractors has been 
formed. MDHC and Bell have, between the two 
companies, produced more than 90% of all Ar
my helicopters and virtually all of the scout and 
attack helicopters. Now they will use this unparal
leled experience in the design, development and 
production of the Army's LHX air vehicle system. 

Jet fighter technology 
Since no single-man, highly automated heli

copter crew station has been produced, the 
SUPERTEAM turned to MCAIR's experience with 
single pilot crew stations for U.S. fighter aircraft. 
MCAIR has bum three of the four U.S. single-pilot, 
high performance jet aircraft in existence today 
- the AV-88, F-15 and FIA-18. Under MCAIR's 
leadership, Hughes Aircraft, Texas Instruments, 
Honeywell, Sperry, Eaton, and General Electric 
are providing their extensive experience in target 
acquisition, very high speed integrated circuits 
(VHSIC) processors, night vision pilotage sensors, 
communications/identification, flight controls/nav
igation, helmet mounted displays, controls and 
displays, and aircraft survivability equipment. 

Management for the SUPERTEAM has been 
established in a Joint Program Office (JPO) 

William R. (Randy) McDonnell Is the LHX SUPERTEAM 
Program Director, while WaHer G. (Walt) Sonneborn is 
the SUPERTEAM Deputy Program Manager. 
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located at Mesa, AZ.. Ed Klein is the MCAIR pro
gram director responsible for the SUPERTEAM's 
lHX mission equipment development and in
tegration (Figure 1, next page). 

The technical challenge facing the SUPER
TEAM is to significantly reduce weight, with com
mensurate reductions to size and cost, through 
successful application of numerous technologies. 
To accomplish this reduction , a variety of tech
nologies, most 01 which have been demonstrated 
in Army technology base programs (i.e. Aviation 
Composite Airframe Program (ACAP). Advanc
ed DigitaUOptical Flight Control System (ADOCS), 
Integrated Technology Rotor (ITR). Advanced Rot
orcraft Technology Integration Program (ARTI) will 
be utilized. Offsetting these gains, however, are 
desired increases in operational capabilities such 
as improved survivability characteristics. 

Choosing the right technology 
The SUPERTEAM is fortunate since both Bell 

and MDHC have developed rotorcraft technolo
gies that can be used for the lHX Program to 
meet this challenge. The initial task for the 
SUPERTEAM was to choose between these 
technologies, not to develop new ones. For ex
ample. such advanced systems as the MDHC No 
Tail Rotor (NOfAR) and Bell's Ring Rn anti-torque 
systems, the MDHC Helicopter Advanced Rotor 
Program (HARP) and Bell's 680 Rotor System, 
and advanced virbration elimination/control sys
tems, to name a few, are viable candidates for 
lHX application. 

Similarly, our avionics team members devel
oped the lHX avionics system architecture and 
design based on current advanced technology 
and development efforts including Pave Pillar, AR
TI, Integrated Communication Navigation Iden
tification Avionics (ICNIA). Integrated New Elec-

JANUARY 31, 1967 
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FIGURE 1 
MeDOHHEU.OOUGLAS KEUCOPlDI 

I--:"lal (~~ iitt~t~ DEllIlEUCOPTER 1U:TROH 

I 
JOINT PROGRAM OFFICE 

BELL HELICOPTER 
Engineering • Operations 

ILS 

McDONNELL AIRCRAFT 
Mission Equipment 
Package Integration 

MDHC 
Program . MANPRINTf 

Training • Marketing 

Ironic Warfare System (INEWS). VHSIC Common 
Modules, Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) and 
MCAIR integration experience. 

Our design not only meets the technical 
challenges, but offers increased lifecycle cost sav
ings while providing built-in flexibility for future 
P31 updates. 

The SUPERTEAM is bringing this extensive 
experience, advanced technologies and 
resources to bear on the LHX program to ensure 
that the Army Aviation community receives an 
integrated aviation weapons system capable of 
meeting and defeating the threat of the 1990's 
and beyond in an air vehicle system that is sup
portable and affordable. 

JANUARY 31, 1987 

We are entering the hardware phase and are 
examining the development challenges that lie 
ahead. The schedule to first flight is crisp, as it 
should be, and will keep the engineering and 
manufacturing team motivated. Computer-aided 
design and manufacturing technologies have 
come to the forefront like never before. High quali
ty composite material components will require a 
large number of integrated, high precision tools. 

A fully integrated design process that im
plements Manpower and Personnel Integration 
(MANPRINl) considerations is in progress. In ad
dition to the latest three-dimensional computer 
drafting technology, our full scale mockups will 
remain a principal design verification tool. This 
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will be combined with a new level of simula
tion technology incorporating visual displays 
that are now fully capable of representing 
night, nap of the earth (NOE) engagements 
and air-ta-air combat. The SUPERTEAM has 
invested heavily in the multidome simulation 
facility available for LHX (Figure 2). 

With this capability, the SUPERTEAM will 
effectively assist the Army in the evaluation of 
cost/benefit equations of the one versus two 
crew member question. 

Early user aviator involvement in the engin
eering flight simulator has ensured that our 
design fits the man instead of the man being 
made to fit the design. Use of the flight simu-

A lale 01 IWO lails 

lator will allow an easy transition into produc
tion of the aviator flight trainers. Simulation, 
along with wind tunnel tests and ffight 
demonstrations with surrogate and prototype 
aircraft, will provide early determination of per
formance. Supporting this process will be the 
parallel manufacturing and RAM/ILS activities. 

The SUPERTEAM is dedicated to providing 
the Army with an advanced helicopter that can 
live with the Army in the field, defeat emerg
ing threats, survive air-to-air encounters and 
conduct forward line of own troops (FLOT) 
operations, accomplish the mission, and pro
vide the Army commander with increased 
available and effective combat power. 11111 

The McDonnell Douglas/Bell team has made no final deci
sion on its choice of anti-torque systems, but viable can
didates include: the MDHC No Tail Rotor NOTAR system 
(pictured below), and the Bell Ring-Fin system (right). 
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Plan Ahead! 

Advance Register for the '87 AAAA 
National Convention and receive a 

Calculator as a "take home" memento! 

Join your fellow members at this annual major 
gathering of Army Aviation "professionals" 
in Ft. worth, Texas, during April 8·12, 1987 

••••••••••••••••• 
The professional program features over 20 
professional presentations; 0 & A panels; 

and AWO, NCO, and Family Sessions, all under 
the theme, .. The Aviation Team" 

••••••••••••••••• 
The social program includes daily luncheons, 
an Awards Banquet, evening receptions, an 

, Aviation Brunch, and 18 Chapter Receptions 
,I I' at which to mix and mingle 

••••••• • ••••••••• 
View more than 100 industry and military 

aerospace exhibits in the 100,000 square foot 
Tarrant County Convention Center exhibit hall 

1\ ,I I 
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1987 AAAA National Convention 
8-12, 1987 • Fort worth, TX 

III 

'he 

•• HOUSING: 
The AAAA NatIonal Office has reserved room blockS 

at five Fort Worth hotels and will handle all reservations 
fOr accommodations at AAAA COnvention Rates.To 
reserve your hotel accommodations, complete and 
return the Advance Registration/ OffIcial Housing Form 
by Monday. March 9. Room reQuests received after 
Marett 9 wilt be honored on a space-available basIs only. 

Registration for the professional sessions or exhibits 
or attendance at a minimum of convention 
functions lISted on the fOnn is hotel 

•• BUS SHUTnE: 
Shuttle bus servIce will be provIded between the Tar

rant County COnventIOn center and the fIVe FOrt Worth 
hotels listed on the Official Housing Form. A complete 
Shutfje Bus SChedule will be provided approximately two I 
weekS prior to the Convention. 

•• PROFESSIONAL S!SSIONS: 
The Professional sessions taking place on Thursday, 

April 9, through saturday, April 11, at the Tarrant Coun·1 
tv Convention Center, wfff be of special interest to all I 
AAAA members, and are being arranged by MaJor~, 
ceneraI as D. Parker, COmmanding General of the u.s. 
Army Aviation Center and SChOOl, Ft. RUCker, Ala., Who 
serves as 1987 Presentations Committee co-chalnnan. 
The saturday professional sessions are beIng arranged 
by Major ceneral Ric:hard E. stephenson, CO-Chalnnan 
and commanding General, U.S. Army Aviation Systems 
COmmand, St. lOUis, Mo. The PrOfessional sessions - all 
under the theme of"'f11e Aviation Team" - will official
ly commence at 9:00 a.m. on Aprtl 9 , with the Keynote 
Address scheduled for 9:1S a.m. AdmissIon will be by 
Registration Badge. 

•• EXHIBrT HAlL DISPlAYS: 
The EXhibit Hall Displays have become one of the most 

Important segments of the AAAA National convention 
- complementing the Professional sessions with eXhibits 
of Army Aviation products and services and oppor· 
tunities to exChange vltal infOrmatIOn first -hand with the 
representatiVes of defense-related manufacturers.The 
Exhibit Hall Displays will be held In the Tarrant COunty 
Convention Center. Refreshments will be provided on 
a cash basis during all open hours. The hours of opera· 
tion appear In the "SCHEDULE OF EVENTS". 

•• AAAA CHAPTIR RECEPT1ONS: 
The Thursday, Friday, and saturday evening AAAA 

Chapter ReceptIons are a MOST IMPORTANT AND UNIOUE \ I 
PART of everv AAAA National COnvention. SIx Chapters 
do their utn'lost nlghtiy to top one another In Providing 
their own brand of hOspitality, entertainment, fOod, and 
beverages - for all AAAA Convention attendees. The 
1987 Chapter Receptions will be held at the Hyatt Regen-
OJ Fort worth. Bus transportation will be provIded from 
each of the "AAAA" hOtels listed on the Housing FOrm . 

•• BElL HEUCOPTIR TOUR " HIUCOP'IER RJDIS: 
FOrt Worth AAAA Na-

ti~;';I~;~E:;;;,:;;;';_~;;"N'~~ Texas Chapter IS spon-

~;,~;:;;~~:~!~~~~_: of the Bell Helicopter Tex-rides on limited basis on 
will be 11:00 

Wlil 
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w 1987 Official AAAA National Convention Housing Form 

,. 
W 

Please print or type all information. I understand that to receive a room at AAAA convention rates, I must register for the profes
sional sessions or exhibits or attend at least one of the functions of the AAAA National Convention AND that t his form must be 
received at the AAAA National Office by Monday, March 9. Room requests received after March 9 will be honored on a space-available 
basis only. The hotels listed below will not accept direct reservations for rooms or suites at AAAA convention rates. All rates are 
subject to applicab le local taxes. Cancellation or cnange of notel reservations must be directed to AAAA by pnone or mail tnrougn 
Friday, March 27, 1987. After March 27, contact your notel directly. Failure to notify t ne notel of a cnange in arrival may result 
in full cancellation. 

1- - - - - - - THIS BOX FOR OFFICE USE ONLY - ] 

o Arrival Date ____ _ Arri val Time _____ _ NO. Nignts ____ _ Departure Date ____ _ 

e print or type the names of persons sharing your room: 

1. ___________ _ 2. ___________ _ 3. ___________ _ 

9 Select the hotels of your choice in order of preference. print or type the number of your Choice in the boxes provided: 1 -
1st Cnoice to 5 . Last Cnoice. If a room at tne notel of your cnoice is not avai lable. a room will be reserved at your next cnoice. If 
your choices are not clearly indicated, your request cannot be processed. Tne notels are listed in alpnabetica l order: 

D 

D 

Fort wortn Hilton 
~lilitary Single or Double, 551 
Civilian Single or Double, 577 

ParK Central 
Military Single, 53S Double, 543 
Civi lian Single or Double. S48 

D 

D 

Hyatt Regency Fort wortn 
Military Si ngle or Double. 551 
Civilian Single or Double, 577 

Tne wortnington Hotel 
Military Single or Double, S64 
Civilian Single or Double. S77 

D 
Metro Center 
Military Single, 53S. Double. ·545 
Civilian Single. S38 Double, S4B 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

o Select tne applicable Room Rate: D Military Rate D Civi lian Rate 

Please Note: Tne Military Room Rate applies only to Active Army and DAC personnel and to tnose Reserve component and Retired 
persons WhO are not in the current employ of defense contractors or suppliers on a full-time, part-time, or consulting basis, Military 
identification may be requested by the hotel to receive a military rate. ,,_. ,, - n ___ ._' __ _ 
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1987 AAAA National Convention 
Advance Registration Form-Official Housing Form 
Tarrant county convention Center, Ft. worth, Texas - April 8",2, 1987 

I plan to attend the 1987 AAAA NATIONAL CONVENTION. The Advance Registration Deadline is MONDAY, MARCH 9,1987. Advance Registra
tions received after MARCH 9 will be subject to a 510 late charge; none will be accepted after FRIDAY, MARCH 20.1 understand that 
I may receive a full refund of my function fees by phone call made to the AAAA on or before FRIDAY, MARCH 27,1987, or by written 
notification to AAAA that is received not later than FRIDAY, MARCH 27. Please print or type all information. NOTE: Military fees 
and room rates apply only to Active Army ard DAC personnel and to those Reserve component and retired AAAA members who 
are not in the current employ of defense contractors or suppliers on a full-time, part-time, or consulting basis. Please make checks 
payable to AAAA. 

[ KEY: THIS BOX FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

FULL NAME INCLUDING RANK _________________________________ _ 

MAILING ADDRESS 

CITY ~ATE _______ _ ZIP ________ _ 

NICKNAME FOR BADGE _______________ _ SPOUSE'S NAME, IF ATTENDING __________ _ 

UNIT/FIRM NAME FOR BADGE OFFICE TEL I 

UNIT OR FIRM CITY AND ~ATE FOR BADGE 

IS YDUR FIRM OR UNIT EXHIBITING? DYES; ·0 ND FOR OFFICE USE ONLY I 

ARE YOU A CHAPTER DE LEG D No; IF SO, WHAT CHAPTER 

SPECIFIC FU NCTION HELD 
AT THE 1987 NATIONAL 

RECISTRATION FORM 
MILIDAC I NOTE-Keynote Address and prof"1 
MEM8. OR Drnnr::lrn hpoin :::It" Q ::I rn Anril Q 

CIVILIAN ITEM OFFICE USE 
MEM8. OR LINE J 



CONVENTION OF M~-'I ' '·0'·'" ....... _ •• n.n --.... - SPOUSE SPOUSE -=mT~ 

o REGISTRATION FOR PROFESSIONAL SESSIONS & EXHIBITSnnnnnnnnnnn 0 510 0 555 5 

6 MEMBERSHIP FEE FOR NON-AAAA MEMBERSnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn. 0 515 0515 5 

o BELL HELICOPTER TOUR & HELICOPTER RIDE, Wed., April Bnnnnnnnnn 0 # people o #peoPle 5 FREE I 1 

Check tour time preferred: o 11 AM 0 1PM 03PM 

o EARLY BIRDS CASH-BAR RECEPTION AT BILLY BOB'S, wed., April Bn. o at53ea o at53ea 5 2 

SPOUSES TOUR & LUNCHEON-DALLAS NIEMAN-MARCUS, Thurs., April 9 0 at 537 ea o at 537 ea 5 3 -
AAAA MEMBERSHIP LUNCHEON, Thurs., April 9nnnnnnnnn o at5Bea o at 515 ea 5 4 

SPOUSES BREAKFAST AT THE STOCKYARDS & SHOPPING, Fri., April 1Dn. 0 at 512 ea o at 512ea 5 5 -
AAAA AWARDS LUNCHEON, Fri., April 10 nnnnnnnn. nnnnnnnnnnnn. 0 at 510 ea o at 516 ea 5 6 

PRESIDENT'S RECEPTION, Fri., April 10 nnnnnnnnnnnnn. o at5gea o at 517 ea 5 7 -
SPOUSES TOUR & BARBECUE - RANCHLAND DUDE RANCH, Sat., April 11 0 at 535 ea 0 at 535 ea 5 9 

TEXAS-STYLE BARBECUE BUFFET LUNCHEON, sat, April 1Lnnn o at 57 ea o at 514 ea 5 10 

o AWARDS RECEPTION & BANQUET, Sat, April 1Lnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn. 0 at 525 ea o at 555 ea 5 11 

AVIATION BRUNCH & CHAMPAGNE GET-AWAY, Sun., April 12nnnnnnnn. 0 at 5B ea o at 513 ea 5 12 

o CIRCLE METHOD OF PAYMENT: MasterCard VISA Personal Check Business Check TOTAL 5 

CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXPIRATION DATE 

CARDHOLDER NAME AND SIGNATURE 

o spouses are not required to register for professional Sessions. f) AAAA Membership is required to attend the professional Ses
sions. e Limited space available on first come, first served basis. 0 Fee covers round-trip transportation and entrance. 0 Reserved 
Seating. Formal/BlaCk Tie; Military Blues/ Mess Jacket. 0 Mastercard & VISA credit cards only; no others accepted for function fee~ 

This form, w ith the appropriate fees, must be completed and received by; AAAA, 1 crestwoOd Road, Westport, CT 06880 
- on or before MONDAY, MARCH 9, 1987. Phone: (203) 226·8184. 



" 0 Please guarantee my reservation with the fOllowing credi t card: 

o Mast erCard 0 Visa 0 American Express 0 Other ___________________ _ 

Cred it Card No. _ ___________________ _ Expirati on Date __________ _ 

D Please guarant ee my reservation with the enclosed check made payab le to AAAA in t he amount of one night's lodging. 

o I do not wish t o guarantee my reservation and understand that my reservation wil l be held until 6 p.m. on t he day of 
arrival, then released for sale to the general public. 

This form must be completed and received at AAAA, 1 crestwood Road, westport, CT 06880, with applicable fees, on or 
before Monday, March 9. For questions, call the AAAA National Office: (203) 226·8184. 

D~O~D~DtnQD~D~D~1 I~D DiD 0 0 
8 '" '5 ~ ;; ~ ili :z CALHOUN ST 5 ~ T Way -, 

O:D:D:D~aO:D:D:1 I~I liD 0 o - Fort worth Hilton - Doe Way COMMERCE 5T = ~ ~ 

6 - Hyatt Regency 0 qJ~ 0 ~ Dt~~Dt ~ ~ § ~ DO 
e - Metro center ~ OtD DtD D~D~D~ ~ 8 ~ tj Ij 
o - Park central HOUS TON ST Doe W" _! 0 iO ~ 
() - Worthington Hotel D~DiO~O~QD50 'D \3O~1 I~O OJ 

D~O~D!Dio!D~ THRoe'MORTO" ST"f~~ ~ ~ 

60.15 crb a~/~<:RW ~ 

~ 

] 
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Ceneral Information 
•• EARLY BIRDS RECEPTION AT BILLY BOB'S: •• AAAA AWARDS LUNCHEON: 

On Wednesday evening, April 8, the AAAA will spon
sor an informal cash bar receptiOn for "early arrivals" at 
BILLY BOB'S TEXAS, the world's largest hOnky-tonk. Bus 

I
' transportation will depart from the Main Entrance of the 

Tarrant COunty ConventIOn Center starting at 6:45 p.m. 
every 15-minutes untn 8:45 p.m. AdmiSSion to the bus 
will be by ticket. 

The 1987 AAAA Awards luncheon will be held at the 
Tarrant County Convention Center on Friday, April 10, 
and will be preceded by a reception. senior Army 
representatives will present the AAAA'S national In
dMduai awards. Ail seats at thiS luncheon are unreselVed. 

•• THE PRESIDENTS RECEPTION: 
On Friday evening, April 10, the President's Reception 

will take place at the Hvatt Regency Fort Worth Hotel. 
Bus transportation wi ll be provided from each of the 
"AAAA" hOtels. The AAAA National President. Major 
General George w. putnam, Jr., Ret., and Mrs. PUt
nam; the AAAA Executive Vice President, Arthur H' / 
Kesten and Mrs. Kesten; and the commanding General 
Of the USAAVNC, MaJor ceneral BUs D. Parker and Mrs. 
Partr:er, are expected to form the receiving line. 

, 

•• SPOUSES PROCRAMS: 
The AAAA Invites spouses to partIcIpate In a program 

of planned activities from Thursday, Aprn 9, ttlrough 
saturday, April 11. 

On THURSDAY, spouses are Invited on a Dallas ~FashJon 
dty" Tour startfng w ittl a vISit to the Dallas Mar1<et center. 
Then, Irs on to the famous Nieman-Marcus fOr a tour Of 
the archives museum, a catered luncheon, and time fOr 
shOpping ~nd browsIng. On the return to Ft. Worth, 
spouses Will vIew the mansions of Turtle Creek and 
Highland Parle 8us transportation will depart from the 
Main Entrance of the Tarrant County Convention Center 
at 10:30 a.m. and return you to your hotel by 4:00 p.m. 

an FRIDAY, the traditiOnal AAAA. Spouses 8reakfast win 
be held at the Brown Derby In the famed StodCYards. 
8us transportatiOn wiU depart at 8:30 3.m . from the Main 
Entrance Of the Tarrant COunty COnvention center. After 

I breakfast, there will be time fOr "Western Shopping" 
before the buses return to the Tarrant County Conven
tion Center in time for the Reception and 1987 Awards 
luncheon. 

FridaY afternoon will be free for individual explora
tIOn - SUNDANCE SQUARE, located adjac~nt to the Wor
thington Hotel, offers a unique collectIon of shops, 
boutiques, restaurants, and galleries. Fort Worth also 
features the OMNI MUSEUM, the KiMBEll ART MUSEUM, 
the AMON CARTER MUSEUM OF .. '/ESTERN ART, the 
beautiful BOTANIC CARDENS, and the WATER CARDENS. I ...... 
formation on these pOints of interest ana more will be 
available at the AAAA Registration Center. 

Also on Rtday afternoon, the AAAA Presentations 
Chairman will offer a spet:ial FAMILY PROGRAM at the 
Tarrant COunty convention center from 4:15 p.m. to 5:30 
p.m. 

On SATURDAY, the program IS designed to highlight 
ttle flavor of the Old West wittl a D"ek: out to a real ~dude 
ranch". Wear your blue jeans, plaId shirt, boots fand bring 
a SWimming suiO to be ready for hOrse riding, or a hay 

. ride, volleyball, horseshOes, bingo, fishing, or just plain 
01' relaxin'. Then, you'll enjoy a western barbecue with 

I all of the fixins. BuS transportatIOn will depart from the 
Main Entrance Of the Tarrant County COnventIOn center 
at 10:00 a.m. and return you to your hotel by 4:30 p.m. 

• • AAAA MEMBERSHIP LUNCHEON: 
The AAAA Membership luncheon will be held on 

Thursday, Aprtl 9, at the Tarrant County Convention 
center at which the AAAA will honor Its "Outstanding 
Chapter Activities" and Its top recruIters. This year's lun
cheon will also feature a special ceremony honoring 
AAAA's 3Q.year members. All seats at this luncheon are 
unreselVed. 

•• TEXA5-STYI.E BARBECUE LUNCHEON: ' • 
It's only fitting to feature an informal "Old West" LUn- \ 

cheon on the closing day of the Convention, saturday. I 

Aprt111 . The luncheon will be held at the Tarrant COun-
tv Convention Center. seating at thIS luncheon is 
unreserved. oessert will be served In the AAAA Exhibit . 
Hall along with coffee, beer, and soft drinkS. Music and 
Chapter Photos are planned later in the afternoon. I 
•• AAAA AWARDS RECEPTION AND BANOUET: 

The AAAA's preml",r event, ttle 1987 AwardS Reception 
and Banquet will be held on saturday, Aprt111, at the 
Tarrant County Convention Center. senior Army repre
sentatives will present the AAAA's national unit awards. 

seating at thIs fOrmal Banquet Is reserved. Please 
note any special seating requests on the Advance 
Registration Form. EVery attempt will be made to com
ply With your request. Your table number will appear 
on your Banquet ticket. We ask that you sit at the table 
where you have been assigned In consIderation of the 
other attendees. . 

In accordance with DOD provisions, military and 
government dignitaries and AAAA senior military 
members and their wives are Invited as AAAA Banquet 
guests by the AAAA National Office in accordance with 
the Invitation policies established by the AAAA National 
Executive Board. Invitations are nQn-transferable. 

These guests Include (1) all ActiVe Army o-S Members 
al-,.::! above, (2) all ActIVe Army GS-1S Members and above I 
(31 all Active Army E-9 Members, and (4) Active Army 0-4 , 
Members, Active Army CW4 Members, and Active Army I 
E-8 Members from the Regional area In which the Na· 
tional Conv~ntlon Is held. Invited guests are seated In 
random fashIon at tables purchased by Industry Member 
firms to fOster approved and meaningful Interchange 
between government and IndustrY. 

Banquet guest acceptances must be received by Mo", 
day, Mardi 9. If you are eligible to be a guest at the Ban
Quet and have not received an invitation by February 
1, please contact the AAAA National Office at (203) 
226-8184. I 
•• GET-AWAY CHAMPAGNE AND AVIATION BRUNCH: 

on SUndaY morning, AprtI12, the AAAA Invites all con- :1 
• • AAAA EXHIBITORS RECEPTION: vention attendees to Join the AAAA President In a cham-

The 1987 Exhlbtt Hall DiSpLays Will officially open wIth pagne toast In the Presidential SUite at ttle Hyatt Regen-
a cash bar reception from 430 P m to 730 P m on cy Fort Worth Hotel. The Aviation Brunch, which Is held 
Thursday, Aprtl 9 AdmissIon will be by badge simultaneously, Offers AAAA convention attendees an 

:0( AW opportunity to make their good bY6 .. ~ __ "" .. ·Vi, I I I~" 
~JiIf .JU i'D 

0CI" I~! I _ iJl 



SChedule of EVents 

Tuesday. 7 April 1987 

, . 
I
, I 

1200-1700 Registratlon and Ticket sales 

: I 
I ' 

I Wednesday. 8 April 1987 

000(}2100 Registration and Ticket sales 
11()(}1300 Bell Helicopter Tour and Helicopter Rides 
1215-1345 AAAA National executive Board luncheon 
1300-1500 Bell Helicopter Tour and Helicopter Rides 
14()(}1730 AAAA National Executive Board Meeting 
1500-1700 Bell Helicopter Tour and Helicopter Rides 
1900-2100 Early Birds Reception at Billy Bob's Texas 

Thursday. 9 April 1987 

07()(}193O Registration and Ticket sales 
I 07300845 Chapter Presidents/ secretaries Breakfast 

0745-0845 Speakers and Panelists Breakfast 

I Opening Professional session I 
0900090S AAAA President's Welcome 
0905-0915 Presentations Chairman's Welcome 
0915-0945 Keynote Address 
0945-1030 Aviation Branch Chiefs Update 

103().1100 AAAA General Membership Meeting 
1030-1600 Spouses Tour of Dallas/ Nleman-Marcus 

t Morning ProfesSional session 

1
'1 1100-1130 Aviation Branch Update (NCO) 

1100-1600 MILPERCEN career Guidance 
I I 1130-1200 Membership l uncheon Reception 

1200-1400 1987 AAAA Membership Luncheon 

Afternoon Professional session I 
14()(}1430 Aviation logistics Update 
1430-1 SOO SEMA Training 
15(X}1S20Avlatlon and the Signal SChOol 
1520-1540 MEDEVAC 
1540-1630 Panel Discussion - Q & A 

I 
1630-1930 1987 AAAA Exhibitors Reception 

1:1 2100-0100 AAAA Chapter Receptions 

I Friday. 10 April 1987 

07001730 Registration and Ticket sales 
0715{)81S Speakers and Panelists Breakfast 

MornIng Professional session 

ClI3008SO National Guard Aviation 
08500910 Aviation Force Structure 87 
0910-0930 Training oevelopments 
0930-0950 Force oevelopments 
0950-1010 Av iation safety 
1010-1100 Panel DISCUSSIon , 

083().11oo StockYards Spouse Breakfast/Shopping 
11()(}17oo MllPERCEN career Guidance 
11()(}1215 Awards luncheon Recep[[on 
1215-1430 1987 AAAA Awards luncheon 
1430-1530 EXhibit Hall SOCial 

Afternoon Professional session 

1530-1615 III Corps Commander's Presentation 
1615-1730 Enlisted Program 
1615-1730 Family Program 
1615-1730 Warrant Officer Program 

1615-1730 Chapter Presidents' Session 
1900-2030 1987 AAAA President's Reception 
21300100 AAAA Chapter Receptions 

saturday. 11 April 1987 

07()(}1630 Registration and Ticket sales I 
07000815 First light Breakfast IBy Invitation) 

Morning Professional session I 
08300900 Industrv Panel DIScussion on 1 

Acquisition Contracting I 
0900-0930 Industry Panel Discussion on Product 

Support 
0930-11XX) IndustrY Panel Discussion on Contractor 

logistICs SUpport. 
1000-1630 Ranchland Dude Ranch Spouses Tour 
1000-1100 Exhibit Hall SOCial 
1000-1630 MllPERCEN career Guidance 

I late Morning Professional session I 
1100-1245 AVSCOM Readiness Posture and 

Initiatives - Utility, cargo, Attack, 
Observation, Fixed-wing, and Air-to-Air 
Developments. 

1245-1300 Presentations Chalnnan's Dosing RemarkS! 
1300-1400 
14()(}1630 
1830-1930 
1930-2200 
2200-0130 

08300930 
0930-1030 
0930-1200 

Texas-Style Barbecue luncheon 
Exhibit Hall SOcial/Chapter Photos 
Awards Banquet Reception 
1987 AAAA Awards Banquet 
AAAA Chapter Receptions 

Sunday. 12 April 1987 

AAAA National Executive Board Meeting 
Champagne Get-Away 
The 1987 "Aviation Brunch" 

* * * * * 
"The specific functiOns, the speakers and the subjects 
of the presentations, and the dates and times of all 
presentations and social functions are subject to 
Change_ 

•• 
\ ' 



Plan Ahead! 

.1 I 

I' 
! : 

, 
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l Win a round trip for two Ii 

on American Airlines 
American Airlines has been 

selected as the Official carrier 
,i fOr the AAAA National Conven
I tlon. In addition to offering Slg
, nlflcantly reduced fares to and 

from Ft. worth, AAAA has an-
I nounced a special glve-a-way in 

I l coordination with the 1987 Na
. ,I tiona I Convention. A drawing 

I will be held during the conven
" tlon gOOd fOr a round trip fOr 

two to anywhere In the United 
states, HawaII or caribbean that 
American flies. 

~. j! j 

10 make your Convention re
servations, call the American 
Airlines Meeting desk at (800) 
433 .... 790_ This lOll FREE num-
ber is available to AAAA mem
bers seven days a week, from , 
7:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight 
(CST!. Ask fOr STAR FILE #511817. ; i 
The savingS, which apply to ' \ ' 
reservations on American flights ; I 
between Saturday, April 4 and I 
Monday, April 15. Include savings ,I 

Of a minimum Of 35% Off stan
dard American fares. 



Aveo / Prall I Whitney: 
Up·lront Planning 
by Frederic D. Hyatt and 

David C. Hymer 

I
N 1941, Field Marshall Herman Rommel, 
"The Desert Fox", was quoted as saying 
in North Africa that ... "the Quartermaster will 

determine who wins the battle before it. is fought". 
Rommel recognized that the best tactical plans, 
the finest soldiers, and the most brilliant com
manders were crippled without the right tools, in 
the right quantities with which to fight. Similarly, 
General Dwight Eisenhower fully understood 
that without massive amounts of the right 
material, Operation Overlord, the invasion of For
tress Europe in 1944, would be impossible. Both 
commanders, although born, raised and trained 
in different countries and influenced by entirely 
different cultures, knew that success on the bat
tlefield depends heavily on the quality of up-front 
planning and logistics preparation. 

Planning for maintenance 
Today, the Army's new acquisition strategy 

capitalizes on the battlefield commander's 
philosophy of up-front planning and preparation 
to achieve success. This refocusing of develop
ment efforts will allow the field commander of the 
future to depend far less on the "Quartermaster" 
to support his equipment. To implement this new 
strategy for the LHX, the Army challenged in
dustry to coordinate its collective efforts in the 
development phase to achieve the right balance 
between technical superiority, logistical support, 
reliability, and producibility goals. The Army in 
concert with a congressional mandate for more 
affordable systems, also tasked industry to com
plete this development effort within projected 
defense resources. The Full Scale Development 

Frederic D. Hyatt Is Director of the AvooIPratI: & Whitney 
(APW) TBOO Engine Program. David C. Hymer Is the 
Deputy Director of the TBOO Program. 
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(FSD) program for the TBOO engine which will 
power the LHX aircraft was one of the first pro
grams to use the Army's new acquisition strategy. 

To meet the new Army challenge, Avco Lycom
ing, a subsidiary of Textron, and Pratt & Whitney, 
a division of United Technologies, teamed and 
formed a joint venture to compete in the develop
ment of "The Power of LHX", the TBOO-APIN-800 
engine. That teaming arrangement brought to
gether the management, technical and logistical 
expertise of two recognized leaders in aircraft 
engine design and manufacture. 

Combined strength 
Avco Lycoming has successfully produced and 

supported more aircraft engines for the Army 
than any other single manufacturer. Pratt & Whit
ney brings to the team design and materials tech
nologies from the most advanced military and 
commercial aircraft engines in the free world. The 
combined strengths of the two companies form
ed into a cohesive and complimentary partner
ship for "best of both" in engine design. 

The Avco/Pratt & Whitney (APW) Team was 
quick to recognize that the next generation of 
engines to power the Army Aviation's fleet must 
not only meet difficult technical goals but also 
unprecedented reliability and maintainability re
quirements within the Army's new MANPRINT 
framework. The engine contract9r could no long
er take the old attitude of ... "design it, build it 
and we'll figure how to support it afterwards." 

The APW strategy to accomplish the Army's 
ambitious goals was to insure that the Reliabili
ty, Availability and Maintainability/Integrated Lo
gistics Support (RAM/ILS) and MANPRINT re
quirements, cost and producibility were examin
ed, analyzed and optimized at each step in the 
design process. From the onset, APW designed 
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an engine which would be totally responsive to 
the demands of the commander's combined 
arms team, with greatly reduced reliance upon 
the " Quartermaster". The new power plant 
design approach transcended developmental ex
perience of the past which resulted in high 
operating and support costs. 

Clearly, what was done "up front" In the design 
process would meet the goals of the Army's new 
strategy. With a successfully balanced design, 
the combat commander's ability and capability 
to perform his mission would be greatly improv
ed by reducing combat service support person
nel, repair parts and support equipment in the 
area where combat is the name of the game. 

New deSign approach 
APW recognized the DOD experience that 

90% of air vehicle system life cycle costs are 
driven by decisions reached during Full Scale 
Development. Of that, 58% is Operating and 
Support (O&S) cost. A major shift in development 
phitosophy was implemented and, as a result, 
a new design approach was born. To insure that 
the " Power of LHX" provides the reliability and 
maintainability, and ultimately field operational 
dependability, a totally new Interactive Logis
tics/Engineering Design Process was developed 
by APW. The process " invaded" typically 
parochial areas of interest and caused the myriad 

of developmental factors to be mutually under
stood to the point where system optimization was 
achieved without sacrificing the critical hardware 
specification and performance needs. 

Using the Logistic Support Analysis (LSA) pre
cess as a tool to measure the engine design 
against requirements and constraints, the APW 
team has proven that the Army's new strategy 
can be achieved. Significant design influences 
have come from the RAM/ILSIMANPRINT, cost 
and producibility communities. 

Disciplined documentation 
The LSA process has played and continues 

to playa vital role in T800 engine design and pro
vides clear and disciplined documentation to 
validate the design decision process. The interac
tive process also provides the program structure 
necessary to attain the new Army goals. This suc
cess occurred by providing equal authority for the 
APW engineering, logistics, cost, and producibility 
managers in the design deCision process. 

Simply stated, the new way of dOing business 
utilizes an Interactive logistics/Engineering 
Design Process to establish and maintain the 
balance between engine performance, RAMIlLSl
MAN PRINT, producibility and life cycle costs con
siderations. By so doing, the critical "up-front" 
decisions are made which, in turn, payoff on the 
battlefield of tomorrow. 

=:::-,-:----,---:-----::-:--:----,. 
BELOW: A cutaway view of the Avcol-
Pratt & Whitney TBOO-AP\Y-800 engine. 
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The new design process does not operate in 
a vacuum. Early in the FSD program, APW de
signers were exposed to the rigors of typical field 
operating conditions so they could attain first 
hand knoNIedge of the real environment in which 
the engine will operate and be supported. This 
proved to be of Immeasureable value in their ap
proach to engine design. 

Taking It on the road 
As the design moved closer to reality and the 

lBOO-Af'VII-800 took form, shape and function, the 
AP'W Interactive Design Team took to the road 
with a maintainability review to visit Army field 
units, schools and depots. Early in the design pro
cess, a TBOO-APW-800 engine mockup was taken 
to the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), 
USATRADOC, USAALS, USAAVNC, DESCOM, 
and the Corpus Christl Army Depot. Visits to the 
B2nd Airborne Division, and the 1st Cavalry Divi
sion and 2nd Armored Division are planned for 
earty 1987. The purpose of the visits were fINofold: 
one, to provide a dialogue with Army Aviation per
sonnel regarding the current design of the 
engine; and two, to solicit ideas for change to 
the existing design or contemplated improve-
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ments. The benefits of the Maintainability Review 
have far exceeded our most optimistic expecta
tions. The Army spoke, and we listened. 

Planning for the battlefield 
The Army's new acquisition strategy, and in 

particular the engine for the LHX, has refocus
ed industry's vision and realigned industry's 
perspective to meet the demands of the bat
tlefield. In the past, this often got obscured by 
the lure of new technology_ Interestingly, it has 
done this during a time of unprecedented tech
nological advances, the results of which will rev
olutionize the modern battlefield and enhance the 
Army's ability to periorm its mission. 

So, " It's What's Up Front That Counts" ... the 
AP'W team has and continues to meet the Army 
challenge to develop "The Power of LHX" bas
ed on designed-in RAMfILSfMANPRINT, pro
ducibility, and affordability without compromising 
battle winning periormance. The T8OO-APW-800 
is one engine the " Quartermaster" won't have 
to worry about. 11111 

BELOW: A test engineer prepares an Avco/Pran & 
Whitney TBOO-APW-&OO full engine for tests at Pratt 
& Whitney's new small engine test facility In Aorida. 
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I LHTEC: Doing Business 
In a New Way 

by Joseph A. Byrd and 
Paul J. Hurley 

T
HE first step towards the fulfillment of the 
needs for the LHX - the procurement and 
acquisition initiatives incorporated in the Ar

my's TBOO engine program - have placed both 
government and industry participants on the 
vanguard of a new era in defense procurement. 

LHTEC, the Light Helicopter Turbine Engine 
Company, a joint venture partnership of the 
Allison Gas Turbine DMsion (General Motors) and 
the Garrett Turbine Engine Company (Allied 
Signal), formed solely for the 1800 development, 
has embraced these initiatives fully. The Army 
LHTEC 1'800 program continues to lead the way 
in demonstrating that industry can successfully 
respond to the challenges of contractually bin
ding RAM (reliability, availability, maintainability) 
guarantees with ceilings on acquisition, opera
tion and support costs for the engine. The 1800's 
contract features are unparalleled in the history 
of government procurement but ensures the Ar
my an affordable, high performance powerplant 
for the new light helicopter fleet. 

RAM/lLSlMANPRINT - From the T8OO's con
ceptual planning, RAM/ILS and MAN PRINT 
features were to be intrinsic design objectives -
not a design fallout. To ensure these objectives, 
LHTEC quantified and established specific de
sign criteria for their designers and subsequently 
tracked and monitored progress during the 
engine design phase. To maximize effectiveness, 
LHTEC has kept the " man in the loop" for all 
design decisions, that Is, the decisions were 
driven by the maintainer's needs, the actual 
soldier in the field who "turns the wrench." The 
design team was directed to accommodate the 

L 

Joseph A. Byrd Is the A1llsonfGam1tt (UfTEC) T800 Pr0-
gram Manager. Paul J. Hurley Is LHTEC Deputy Pro
gram Manager. 
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soldier and the anticipated conditions at the for
ward line of troops (FLaT) - hot or cold, wet or 
dry, friendly or hostile, protective gear or sum
mer fatigues. 

Designers and the RAM/ILS/MANPRINT 
engineering support groups were l»located and 
the side-by-side, day-by-day interlace has ensured 
that the maintenance and support needs have 
been reflected in the end product. Further, engine 
designers were dispatched to actual Army AVUM 
organizations for reviews of current procedures 
and to hear critiques of design practices. These 
visits increased the designer's inSight into the skill 
levels and personnel requirements available in 
leday's fielded units and permitted incorporation 
of additional design features to satisfy MAN
PRINT objectives. 

BELOW: lHTEC T800 engine testing was initiated six 
weeks ahead of schedule. 
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These early field visits and the designer/pro
duct support co-location results have been fur
ther augmented by the engine monitoring system 
(EMS). The EMS is designed to provide for auto
matic, highly accurate fault isolation to significant
ly reduce the time and maintenance skills re
quired for trouble-shooting diagnostics. 

The emphasis placed on these features has 
unquestionably resulted in favorable design in
fluences. The TBOO engine will require only a 
handful of small wrenches to rapidly remove and 
replace components and modules at unit level 
and, in contrast with earlier engines, will result 
in a significant reduction in depot support equip
ment. The engine can be supported by fewer 
maintainers requiring less specialized training 
thereby providing the Army with increased flex
ibility in manpower allocations. 

Technical - A low risk approach to engine 
development has permitted LHTEC to accelerate 
its 1'800 engine test program. Prior to contract 
award, the partnership combined the design data 
available from the Army/Allison ATDE program 
and the Air Force/Garrett F109 program to create 
two 1'800 technology prototype engines. These 
early engines, aerodynamically and mechanically 
similar to the Preliminary Flight Rating (PFR) 
design, demonstrated performance in excess of 

BELOW: lHTEC's THDD prototype engine demon
strates sand ingestion tolerance. 
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the Army's RFP requirements and, with a pre
contract flight in a UH-1B, the suitability for heli
copter application. 

Concurrent with the detailed design data ob
tained from component development rigs to as
sess the performance and durability of the com
pressor, turbines, shafts, seals, etc., the prototype 
engines were providing additional design infor
mation to LHTEC's engineers. During 700 hours 
of testing, these engines have been used to 
evaluate the TBOO for sand and ice ingestion 
tolerance, fuel delivery and ignition system per
formance, component vibratory strains and main
shaft bearing durability with interrupted oil flow. 
The initial PFR design release of the 1'800 bene
fitted from these early evaluations. 

A complete TBOO metnc engine ran in August 
1986, approximately six weeks ahead of schedule. 
Currently, engines are successfully undergoing 
test evaluations in both Phoenix (Garrett) and 
Indianapolis (Allison). The test program mile
stones are being met and the highly successful 
results to date are validating the LHTEC TBOO 
design against the Army's requirements. Overall, 
the technical program area remains low risk after 
the first year of the contract. The incorporation 
into the engine design of only previously dem
onstrated technologies has served to reduce 
development risk while permitting engine testing 
to proceed on schedule. 

Cost - A logical benefit from the early focus 
on RAM/ILS/MANPRINT features in the design 
process is an engine which provides a significant 
improvement in overall cost of ownership to the 
Army. LHTEC has expressed its confidence in 
satisfying all design commitments in the form of 
broad, far-reaching guarantees for the TBOO 
engine. These guarantees are incorporated into 
contractually binding provisions in the current 
FSD contract and apply to production orders for 
the entire planned U.S. Army buy and the design 
life of the entire fleet of TBOO engines. Not-to
Exceed (NTE) pricing for production engines and 
Operating and Support (O&S) costs are in place 
now, at the outset of FSD. Firm commitments ex
tending so far into the future represent the most 
significant departure from the "old" way of do
ing business. Cost, in all of its many forms, has 
been established as an integral design parameter. 

The LHTEC cost control approach has been 
divided into several major areas. Design-to-Cost, 
Procure-to-Cost, Manufacture-to-Cost, and Value 
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Engineering programs were constructed to en· During the qualification phase of the program, 
compass the overall cost philosophy of the part· each partner will produce entire engines in their 
ners. Design-to-Cost techniques were applied u!' own facility without relying on the other for fur-
front in the design process and dictated compcr nishing any hardware, assembly, testing, or other 
nent cost objectives consistent with the engine services. lHTEC will remain as the configuration 
cost guarantee while Procure-to-Cost practices management control point for the life of the pn; 
resulted in NTE goals to suppliers. Manufacture- gram to ensure the engine design remains iden-
to-Cost programs were aimed at assuring pro- tical for both producers and that the hardware 
ducibility of the design while both manufacturers remains completely interchangeable. 
were embarking on factory modernization pro- Further, every part in the T800 engine will have 
grams. A traditional Value Engineering program a minimum of two qualified sources in produc-
was instituted for all high-cost parts or those com- tion. In the case of complex items requiring tech-
ponents not meeting initial cost goals. nolegy transfer, Allison and Garrett suppliers have 

The objective was to realize cost reductions entered leaderlfollower teaming, or licensing ar-
while maintaining contractual requirements for rangements. The bold initiatives instituted by the 
engine performance, weight, RAM/llS and pro- Army for the TBOO program have proven to be 
duction competition. This focused, comprehen- sound during the first year of the contract. The 
sive approach to cost management will ensure TBOO design is superior to what it might have 
that the contractual guarantees are satisfied. been with a more traditional approach. Technical-

Production Competition - The Army's ac- Iy, the engine has benefitted from the synergistic 
quisition initiatives for production competition on effects of two experienced small gas turbine en-
the T800 were very aggressive, but lHTEC has gine contractors' engineering reviews and early 
stepped up to the challenges. There were two technology transfer. The upfront emphasis on 
major requirements: that an effective mechanism MANPRINT and IlS and the contractual guar-
to prevent a divergent configuration during com- anlees on reliability, maintainability and cost have 
petitive production be developed and im- intensified and focused lHTEC's efforts to im-
plemented; and, that the necessary preparation prove all aspects of the engine. 
and planning be conducted to facilitate a smooth Fully developed, the Army's next generation 
transition into rate production at both partners' of engines - the T800 - will represent a signifi-
facilities. The T800 engine will be a single design, cant increase in helicopter powerplant pertor-
qualified to the same u.s. Army specification, and mance and a quantum reduction in operating and 
produced in competition by Allison and Garrert. support costs. 11111 
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We have a history of being 
ahead. 

We formed the first LHX 
team, combining experience 
from the U.S. Army'sATDE Pro
gram with the latest in Fl09 
technology. 

We ran and fleN the first 
LHX demonstrator engine. 
Flew the first LHX candidate 
full-authority digital electronic 

control. Tested the first two T800 
technology prototypes. Demon
strated oil-loss and sand inges
tion capability. And nO'N, we're 
the first to run the T800 at rated 
paNer. Ahead of schedule. 

We're building upon an 
impressive base.l2,OOO com
ponent/rig test hours and 8,000 
hours of T800 power class 
testing since ATDE. Infusing 

new technology every step of 
the way. 

LHTEC.Demonstratinga 
commitment that shows. 

CHTEE 
Allison & Garrett 

America's LHX Propulsion Team. 
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I LHI's "First Team": 

Boeing SikOrSky 
by Louis S. Cotton and 

William W. Walls 

M
EETING the challenge 01 the battle
field of the future will require the LHX
an aircraft that will embody the most ad

vanced and proven engineering, manufacturing 
and systems technologies. LHX represents not 
only one of the greatest technical challenges the 
rcloreraft industry has ever faced, but also one 
of the greatest systems management challenges. 

Stepping out early 
Recognizing the importance of the LHX to our 

nation's defense and to meet these challenges, 
Boeing Vertol and Sikorsky stepped out in front 
of the industry in early 1985 to form "The First 
Team", With the full commitment, involvement 
and combined resources of its parent corpora
tions, the Boeing Company and United Techno
logies Corporation, the Boeing Sikorsky team es
tablished a joint program office in early 1986 staff
ed with Boeing and Sikorsky personnel and 
dedicated to managing the integrated Boeing 
Sikorsky efforts. 

Providing the advanced technologies for LHX 
requires the integrated efforts of all team mem
bers. Our team has been In ptace and operating 
at full speed for more than a year. The time and 
effort has paid off creating a team organization 
that is dedicated to being totally responsive to the 
Army's needs. 

The Army's needs include a balanced effort 
on airframe and avionics with the proper em
phasis on technical performance, cost, Manpower 
Personnel Integration (MAN PRINT), Reliability 
Availability and Maintainability (RAM), Integrated 
Logistics Support (ILS) and training. 

louis S. Cotton is the Boeing Sikorsky LHX Team Pro
gram Director. William W. Walls serves as the Deputy 
Program Director for the team. 
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Early teaming gave us a head start on the new 
supportability challenges that spring from the Ar
my MAN PRINT Program. The Boeing Sikorsky 
MAN PRINT Program for LHX addresses the 
many aspects of the integration of man, machine, 
and environment. All MAN PRINT, RAM, ILS and 
training disciplines have had substantial influence 
on our design activity throughout concept for
mulation. This early effort will assure that all sup
portability issues, particularly those involving in
tegration of man and machine in the operating 
and maintenance environment, have impact at 
each design iteration. New support technologies 
including automated technical publications, in
tegrated with expert diagnostic systems, are be
ing developed in parallel with aircraft and avionics 
definition, design and development. 

The training syster,ns 
The training system team of Boeing Vertot, Sik

orsky, Singer-Unk Simulation and Boeing Sim
ulation are embarked on advanced training con
cepts integrated with the airframe and avionics 
concept definitions, design and development. 

Computer Aided Logistics Support (CALS) will 
be an equal partner with CAD and CAM in the 
iterative design process that closely couples 
deSign, manufacturing and quality with after 
delivery product support. 

Government and Boeing-Sikorsky investments 
in research and development have produced air 
vehicle and avionics technology that is far 
superior to that fielded today. Examples of R&D 
programs that have produced technology that is 
ready for development include: 

Advanced Composite Airframe Program 
(ACAP) - a $30M Army Applied Technology 
Directorate (AATD) contract with Sikorsky that pro
duced an all-composite fuselage for the Sikor-
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Boeing-Sikorsky First Team for LHX 
Joint Program Office 

JPO MISSION - LHX SYSTEM INTEGRATION 
BUSINESS 
DIRECTOR 

TECHNICAL 
DIRECTOR 

MANUFACTURING 
DIRECTOR 

RAM/ILS 
MANPRINT 

PROOUCT 
INTEGRITY 

BOEING 
Avionics Integration 

BOEING M.A.C. 
Avionics Integrator 

SIKORSKY 
Airframe Integration 

NORTHROP 
WESTINGHOUSE 
IBM 

I OTHER TEAM MEMBERS I 
SINGER-LINK FSD 

KAISER ELECTRONICS 
HARRIS CORP. 

TRW 
HAMILTON STANDARD 

BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
BOEING ELECTRONICS 
ROCKWEll COLLINS 

SANDERS 
BOEING SIMULATION 
MARTIN MARIETTA 

sky S-76 helicopter: The design and manufacture 
of the flight article demonstrated composite 
materials technology that is directly applicable to 
the LHX. The fuselage was designed to military 
standards and demonstrated weight savings that 
translate into smaller size and lower weight for 
the LHX. Cost savings were demonstrated that 
translate to tower acquisition and operations and 
support costs for the LHX. Independent research 
and development efforts such as Boeing's mexlel 
360 which will fly early in 1987, and other govern
ment programs such as the V-22 OSPREY pro
gram provide extensive composite materials 
technology for use by the Boeing Sikorsky team. 

Advanced Digital Optical Control System 
(ADOCS) Program - a $25M AATD contract 
with Boeing Vertol that demonstrated a digital 
electronics flight control system that uses fiber 
optics to transmit the flight control commands to 
the rotor system actuators. The program devel
oped flight control laws that substantially reduce 
pilot flight control workload when flying nap of 
the earth in a combat environment. Other benefits 
are reduced cost and weight, and greatly improv
ed reliability and survivability. 

Advanced Technology High Speed Rotor 
Development - with bearingless main rotors 
has had an intensive effort for more than eight 
years at Boeing and Sikorsky. Independent re-
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search and development and government con
tracted R&D have developed the technology to 
produce high speed composite rotor systems that 
will reduce the weight of the LHX and cost of 
ownership. This advanced technology rotor will 
provide the performance needed for the LHX to 
be effective against ground and air threats. Ex
amples of avionics R&D programs that have pro
duced technology that is ready for development 
by the Boeing Sikorsky team include: 

Advance Rotorcraft Technology Integration 
(ARTI) - R&D contracts let to Boeing and Sikor
sky by AATD total more than $30M. Under these 
contracts LHX single pilot requirements were 
developed, preliminary designs were evaluated 
and single pilot combat mission simulation and 
flight tests were performed. These AATD con
tracted efforts coupled with Boeing Sikorsky in
vestments in piloted combat mission simulators 
and flight test vehicles have demonstrated single 
pilot design concepts that are ready for applica
tion in the LHX. 

The ARTI program showed us that success of 
the single pilot LHX is dependent on low pilot 
workload to fly the aircraft and on automation of 
mission equipment to provide the quick response 
required to survive in combat. The ARTI program 
demonstrated that automation of navigation, com
munication, flight control, aircraft survivability-
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equipment and weapons systems is ready for 
application now. The ARTI program also iden
tified technologies that require additional 
development. That development will be com
pleted in 1987. 

These development programs authorized in 
the Army's FY87 ARTI budget include hard
ware system demonstrations 01 the following 
elements of the LHX avionics system: 

• Very High Speed Integrated Circuit 
(VHSIC) chips for the LHX mission equipment 
central processor using ADA software 
language; 

• Electro-Optical Targeting and Acquis
ition System (EOTAS) key elements; and 

• Night Vision Pilotage System (NVPS) 
with a helmet mounted visor display_ 

The Boeing Sikorsky team is drawing on 
several related programs that have been fund
ed by the Army, DOD or other services that 
contribute substantially to the development of 
critical elements of the LHX avionics systems. 
These include the DOD VHSIC Technology 
Development Program and Systems Programs 
such as SAIRS, ICNIA, INEWS, VHSIC t750 
Processor, Common Signal Processors, Digital 
Map, Color Displays, Pilot Visor Displays, Tar-
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get Recognizer Algorithms and Sensor Fusion 
for targeting systems. 

Resources are in place at Boeing and Sikor
sky to develop the LHX. These include wind 
tunnels, avionics system integration laborator
ies, combat mission simulators, flight test 
vehicles and experimental flight test facilities 
that are essential for the development of the 
LHX weapon system. Our computer generated 
outside world imagery in our combat mission 
simulator shown below. 

The combat mission simulator coupled with 
the SHADOW aircraft provIde the tools we 
need to develop the requirements for the single 
pilot avionics system. Many of the workload 
reduction features of our single pilot cockpit 
design have already been demonstrated to Ar
my Aviators in nap-of-the-Earth flight. 

The Boeing-Sikorsky team has the technical 
and management team and the facilities in 
place to begin the LHX program now. We have 
had almost two years of working together to 
develop the organization and teamwork need
ed to make the LHX happen. We have the full 
support of the Boeing Company and the United 
Technologies Corporation. The BoeIng Sikor
sky team is ready for the LHX now. 11111 
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Combat Developments: 

Sustaining the avlallon 
Dower: USing leM180ft 
by Major Mark E. Warner 

FT. EUSTIS, VA - Aviation, re
maining on the leading edge of 
technology, is continuing to en
hance the survivability of air
craft. Meanwhile, the battlefield 
anti-aircraft threat continues to 
become increasingly sophisti
cated. The result is a growing 
number of aircraft which will be 
able to land safely but which 
will require some type of repair 
before continuing the mission. 

These crippled aircraft, com
bined with the workload 01 a 
wartime flying hour rate, will 
challenge the capability of 
maintenance units. Mainten
ance to current peace-time 
standards will rapidly overload 
maintenance units and deprive 
combat commanders of their 
aviation assets. The ability to 
rapidly return aircraft to a safe 
flyable status without lengthy 
repairs is essential, especially 
in the first few days of a conflict 
or during a surge in aviation 
operations. 

The concept for the rapid 
repair of combat damage is the 
top priority of the Materiel 
Logistics Systems Division of 
the Directorate of Combat 
Developments at the U. S. Ar
my Aviation Logistics School. 
The Aircraft Combat Mainten
ance/Battle Damage Repair 
(ACMfBDR) program will pro· 
vide expeditious aircraft repair 
procedures and enhance the 
ability of maintainers to provide 

MAJ Warner Is Chief, Materiel logistics 
Systems Dlv. 01 the Directorate of Com· 
bat Developments at the USAALS. 
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the maximum aircraft availabili
ty during intense combat 
operations. 

The ACM/BDR program con
sists of rapid assessment and 
inspection techniques, defera
bility and serviceability criteria, 
quick fix repairs, and can
nibalization procedures. This 
idea is nothing new. During 
combat, maintenance person
nel quickly applied American 
ingenuity and developed nu
merous methods for sustaining 
the required readiness rate. Un
fortunately, we have to relearn 
these techniques each time a 
conflict arises. The ACM/BDR 
program will provide a common 
methodology, tools, and repair 
kits. This program offers the 
tools to ensure standardization 
of procedures and provide a 
pre-conflict knowledge base. 

The ACMfBOR program con
sists of three phases: assess-

ment, deferment, and repair. 
Assessment Is the process of 
evaluating the damage sustain
ed . It can be compared to the 
triage performed by the 
medical service personnel. A 
trained inspector will assess 
the damage with the aid of an 
aircraft specific manual. These 
manuals will contain assess
ment criteria with expedient 
repair techniques for a specific 
aircraft . Currently Sikorsky has 
completed the first draft manual 
for the UH-60A. 

Deferment is simply putting 
off until time or the situation 
permits those things which are 
not absolutely necessary. As an 
example: a hydraulic servo has 
a leak rate which would be un
acceptable during peacetime. 
This repair may be deferred 
during war. Scheduled main
tenance, for the most part, 
would be deferred. Unschedul
ed maintenance may be defer
red if safety of flight is not sig
nificantly degraded (repair of 
bullet holes in non-critical struc

(ACMfBDR - Cont. on P. 80) 

BELOW: An example of various 
Aircraft Combat Maintenance/
Battle Damage Repair kits. 
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International: 

The British Army 
Air Corps 
by Major General David w. Goodman 

MIDDLE WALLOP, UK - I 
welcome this opportunity to of
fer some thoughts for your con
sideration from a much smaller 
but equally dynamic air arm -
the British Army Air Corps. 

Almost uniquely, we in the 
Britsh Services have divided 
the ownership of battlefield 
helicopters since 1957 between 
the Army and the Royal Air 
Force. The Army flies all scout, 
command and anti-lank heli
copters (mainly Gazelle and 
LynxfTOW), while Ihe RAF flies 
the support helicopters -
Puma and Chinook. 

The Army Air Corps rotary 
wing inventory is on the order 
of 325 helicopters, of five dif
ferent types, manned by a lit
tle over 3,000 men, (this in
cludes all operational, support, 
engineering, training, and staff 
Aviation posts) . They are de
ployed in nine different coun
tries from Brunei and Hong 
Kong , through Europe, to 
Belize and the Falkland 
Islands. 

This lean man·to·machine 
ratio is achieved by putting 
basic flight training out to civil 
contract, by plugging into the 
RAF supply system and also in
to the Royal Navy repair system 
for deep servicing and major 
modifications - and by a lot of 
hard work! 

Although we are deployed 
worldwide, the Central Region 
in Europe is, of course, our 
MG Goodman is the Director of the 
British Army Air Corps. 
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prime theatre of operations. It 
is here that the bulk of our anti· 
armour effort is concentrated. 

Here, as elsewhere, it is the 
resources available which dic· 
tates our organizations, tactics, 
concepts, and future equip
ment plans. In many respects 
this differs quite sharply from 
American Army Aviation, simp· 
Iy because of the difference in 
scale. 

For example, we regard the 
anti·tank helicopter as a divi
sion level weapon, fully inte
grated into the combined arms 
baHle, rather than as a separate 
maneuver unit. It is normally 
fought in squadron (12 aircraft) 
or occasionally regimental (36 
aircraft) strength, with an abili
ty to deploy across divisional 
boundaries and be grouped for 
corps level operations - exact· 

Iy as is artillery. RAF support 
helicopters are normally con· 
trolled at Corps level, being as· 
signed for specific operations. 

Our anti-armour tactics are 
based upon timely and accur· 
ate battle intelligence, rapid reo 
sponse from scattered hides, 
stealthy deployment to pre
planned fire positions wherever 
possible and disciplined fire 
control to achieve the maxi
mum shock and destruction at 
the critical moment. 

A squadron ambush aims to 
take out a tank battalion. The 
tactic is designed to optimize 
(both in time and space) the 
helicopter's unique combina· 
tion of exceptional mobility and 
concentrated fire power. The 
key to success is of course 
good C31. 

For the future, we need to ad· 
dress two areas of growing im· 
portance: first the threat posed 
to our anti·armour and airmob· 
ile operations by enemy armed 
helicopters, and secondly our 
capability for operations at Ar
my Group levels. 

BELOW: An Aerospallale GAZELLE of 
the British Army Air Corps. 
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The resources available will 
again determine how to cope 
with the armed helicopter. To 
have a dedicated type for the 
pUfJXlSe is the ideal, but we may 
be forced to compromise in J-"FH~:k;;;' 
der not to degrade 

armoured b",aklh,oYII~ 

So far "c"o~~;~r~~;;~;~~ 

me in ~h~f;~f:~:{;;~ 
year or 

terparts "O,~~~~~~~~~:~~: America. fJ i 
achieve these 

and sacrifice a degree of in
dependence. It is seldom an 
easy process, but the size of the 
European market by comparison 

the U.S. demands it . 
we, like you, are living at 

stage of the helicop
While the U.S. 

I i 

by scale, and t~~~~~:~~j~l i 
operations which that this is our job in 

For example, we in~~~~~~~~~~~~~i.~~~li~ Army Aviation fraternity, Air Corps view the LHX matter to which Army we 
with envy - because belong. Affordability and lethality 
scope, and great interest - be- at the target are our twin aims in 
cause of the many new tachni- the British Army Air Corps. 11111 
ques it seeks to embody. 

We are not, however, driven A Westland LYNX firing 
towards single pilot operation a row missile. 
because our comparative small-
ness does not demand It. In fact , 
the opposite is the case. My per
sonal opinion is that single pilot 
operation in the 24 hour battle, 
conducted napoOf-fha-earth, in 
northern European weather con
ditions - at the intensity en
visaged - could be an over
optimistic goal in human terms, 
as well as being technologically 
unaffordable for all but the 
United States. Time will tell, but 
I nevertheless greatly admire the 
determination to achieve such a 
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Force Integration: 

The FISa lor AH·64: 
=-..., MAJ Barton (Commissioned), 

CW4 Henry (Warranl), or MSG 
Cole (Enlisted) for delails. 

Our office has received num
erous phone calls asking if ref
erences to an AH-1F, AH-1E, or 
AH-1P aircraft have been printing 
errors or if there are new aircraft 
on the drawing boards. Wrong in 
either casel AVSCOM recently 
initiated an action to differentiate 
between the four variations of the 
AH-1S COBRA The past inability 
to do so has resulted in the 
receipt and/or assignment of the 
wrong test and diagnostic equip
ment, insufficient funding to sup
port force modernization, and 
miscommunication of aircraft 
distribution to the field. 

Planning the allackl 
by Major (P) Gerald D. Saltness 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Two up 
- thirty-two to gol The second 
AH-64 battalion, 1-6 Cav, com
pleted its 90 day intensive unit 
training in November 198& I had 
the opportunity to observe a 
night mission being conducted 
by 1-6 Cav. The mission was to 
attack a corps deep target 
located approximately 120 
kilometers from the unit's tactical 
assembly area. Conditions were 
overcast, light rain, and zero 
moon illumination (DARK!). 

The unit's three attack troops 
flew different ingress/egress 
routes against the target that in
cluded several mock-ups of 
Soviet vehicles with heating 
devices covering the road 
wheels and engine areas. A tac
tical radar threat generator 
(TRTG) provided continuous 
scanning, looking for the in
bound APACHEs. The entire unit 
attacked and destroyed the 
target exactly on schedule (could 
have set your watch by it). Given 
the same mission and condi
tions, there aren't many AH-1 
units that could have come close 
to accomplishing this mission 
with the same results (except our 
old unit, right?). 

LTC Barney Jenkinson's unit , 
1-6 Cav, was most impressive 
and the training program being 
conducted by the 6 CBAC has 
truly set the standard for the re
maining thirty-tvoJo battalions. The 
third 6 CBAC unit began training 

MAJ (P) SaHness is the Force Integration 
Staff Officer (FISO) for Attack Helicopters 
at ODCSOPS, Aviatfon Division, HQDA. 
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earlier this month. 
The Army's senior leadership 

recently approved the deploy
ment of 2-6 Cav to fill 
USAREUR's first AH-64 require
ment in early 1988. The unit will 
participate in REFORGER 87, 
leave its equipment in Europe 
upon completion of the exercise, 
return to Ft. Hood and prepare 
for a unit move of soldiers and 
their families to lIIesheim. Cur
rent plans are that only 
USAREUR's first unit will be fill
ed by redesignating a FORS
COM unit. The remaining 
USAREUR units will form and 
train at Ft. Hood and immediate
ly deploy to its assigned corps or 
division in Germany. 

Are you due for a short tour? 
Want a home-based assignment 
at Ft. Campbell, KY? Interested 
in getting into the AH-64 pro
gram? If the· answer to any of 
these questions is yes, you may 
be interested in being assigned 
to the 309th Attack Helicopter 
Battalion (AHB) currently forming 
al Ft. Campbell. 

This unit, formerly Cl229 AHB 
will deploy to the 17th Group, 
EUSA in late FY87. Young 
COBRA pilots could use this 
assignment to meet prerequisites 
for the AH-64 program upon 
return. MILPERCEN assignment 
officers are currently assigning 
personnel to the 309th with 
numerous follow-on assignments 
back to Ft. Campbell. AH-1 units 
at Campbell are scheduled to 
convert to AH-64s beginning in 
FY88. Contact CPT Carter or 

The new COBRA aircraft des
ignations are: 

• AH1S - LIN # K29 694, 
NSN: 152()'{)0-504-9112 (Modi
fied or oldest model) 

• AH-1P - LIN # H297 62, 
NSN: 152().{)1-16&4259 (Produc
tion model) 

• AH-1E - LIN # H44712, 
NSN: 152().{)1-192-2478 (Enhanc
ed COBRA Armament System 
- ECAS) 

• AH-1F - LIN # H44644, 
NSN: 1520-01-16&4260 (Fully 
Modernized or newest model) 

The Aviation Division of ODC
SOPS has had a large turnover 
of action officers aver the past six 
months to include our chief. 
Some of the new faces in our of
fice are: LTC Greg Clodfelter, 
CH-47; MAJ (P) AI Brocious, 
UH-6OIUH-1; MAJ Ralph Hayles, 
OH-58/AHIP; Rod Rodriguez, 
ATC/Avionics; and COL Gene 
Grimsley, Chief, Aviation Divi
sion. LTC Kirk Curran is still 
working fixed wing along with 
MAJ (P) Henry Rulh, our LHX 
FISo. /ls always, our office 
welcomes any and all aviators, 
TDY or just passing through. 
Free coffee for attack guys! 11111 
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Operations: 

Army Avlalion In 
USAREUR: 1986·1992 
by Colonel Richard M. Adams 

APO NY - There have been 
many significant changes in Ar
my Aviation in U.S. Army Europe 
(USAREUR) eNer the last yea< To 
gain a perspective, USAREUR 
represents 1,200 Army aircraft, 
2,200 aviators, 5.000 aviation 
related personnel, and 110 active 
U.S. Army Aviation facilities. That 
is approximately 25% of the Ar
my's active Aviation force. By 
1992 the number of aircraft will 
increase to over 1,400 along with 
attendant increases in personnel 
and facilities. 

Foremost in our efforts to in
crease warfighting capability is 
force modernization and force 
structure initiatives. Aviation has 
played a significant role and will 
continue in the forefront in these 
two areas. 

Major aircraft programs in 
USAREUR include. the UH-60, 
the OH·58D in FAADlartillery, the 
CH-47D modernization program, 
the RC-12 and, finally, the arrival 
of the AH-64 - the first total 
systems fielding effort. You are 
all familiar with these new 
systems but equally as important 
are the organizations into which 
they will be fielded. 

The Army of Excellence is 
quickly becoming a reality in U.S. 
Army Europe. First, the aviation 
brigades are now on the ground 
with two having been activated 
in April of this year and the last 
of the divisional aviation brigades 
was activated in July. 

COL RIchatd M. Adams Is the 01ief of the 
Aviation Division of us. Armt Europe 
(USAREUA). 
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The next force structure ac
tivations will be the Corps Avia
tion Brigades and their three 
AH-64 battalions each. These 
organizations will complement 
the Regimental Combat Aviation 
Squadrons and the Aerial Ex
ploration Battalions, which curre
Iyexist. 

In addition to our moderniza
tion efforts, we have, on 15 Oc
tober, taken the Air Traffic Con
trol community under the avia
tion wing. The 59th A1C Battalion 
is now assigned to USAREUR 
with its 12 instrumented airfields 
and 31 other sites. With the on
going modernization efforts and 
the units continuing integrations 
as full members of the combin
ed arms teams, the issue of 
training becomes a major con
sideration in aviation operations. 
That training continues to im
prove as we begin to use the 
new publications coming out of 
TRADOC and the USAAVNC. 

We have also completely 
revitalized our gunnery training 
efforts at Grafenwoehr Training 
area and can now truly say it is 
part of combined arms training 
and includes combined arms fir
ing exercises. Combine all of this 
with the integration of MODE IV 
IFF initiatives, an ever increasing 
flying hour (225,000) operating 
tempo, training area restrictions. 
and noise abatement initiatives 
in USAREUR and you have the 
challenges of aviation in a for
ward deployed field Army. 

As the AH-64 comes to our 
units in the field, we have begun 

to increase our night training 
capabilities. We are testing the 
limits of our night vision goggles 
capabilities to see just how much 
goggles flying we can do with 
just how much available light. 

In addition, the challenge of 
maintaining our fleet with the 
security requirements due to 
anti-terrorism measures is a real 
world problem our commander 
lives with daily. How we can ef
fectively increase our readiness 
posture continues to be an area 
of concern . 

Total safety programs present 
us with challenges in our day to 
day flying as well as our unique 
winter weather that changes so 
quickly. We continue to strive for 
smarter training and our efforts 
in out"f-country training areas is 
an on-going program. 

Another major effort is in the 
area of noise abatement where 
the aviator in the unit continues 
to be a constant source of help 
in new and innovative ways to 
reduce the noise molestation 
throughout the Federal Republic 
of Germany. 

The aviation business in Eur
ope is booming and we continue 
in the forefront as a member of 
NATO and the free world's most 
powerful deterrent force. 11111 

Fred B. Weller 
Fred B. Wetter, 64, of Ft. 

Worth, TX was killed on Decem
ber ~ 1986 in an accident on his 
property. He retired from the Ar
my in 1968 after serving for 28 
years. His service included 
World War II as well as combat 
in Korea and Vietnam, primarily 
in Army Aviation. 

At the time of his death, he 
was serving as a federal ad
ministrative attorney. Survivors 
include his wife Dorothy, and two 
sons, Michael and Peter. 
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Operations: 

V Corps aviation: 
A vilal lorce in Europe 
by Major (P) stephen R. Baribeau 

APO NY - It has been over 
three years since our branch was 
officially organized and our pro
gress toward full maneuver 
branch status has been remark
able. We have made great 
strides toward the development 
of dynamic combined arms war
fighting doctrine, fielded evolu
tionary division and corps force 
structures, and replaced old air
craft with modern. more effective 
combat systems. 

V Corps, as a forward deploy
ed heavy corps, has played a 
key role in the growth of our 
branch. We have been instru
mental in the development and 
institutionalization of new doc
trine, organizations, and employ
ment concepts. 

In 1986, the Corps fielded its 
second and final combat aviation 
brigade, the Fourth Brigade, 3d 
Armored Division, commanded 
by Colonel Jerry Ginn. His bri
gade is structured much like the 
Fourth Brigade, 8th Infantry Div
ision, which is commanded by 
Colonel James Hunt. The excep
tion being that COL Ginn's 
cavalry squadron, the 3I12th, will 
not convert to 2x2 cavalry struc
ture until FY 88. The 318th, 81D 
converted to 2x2 structure on 16 
November 1986. 

V Corps Fourth Brigades have 
earned reputations as highly 
motivated, combat ready units 
capable of a full range of offen
sive, defensive, and special oper
ations. They provide division 

MAJ (P) Stephen Baribeau Is the V Corps 
Oeputy AvlBlion Officer. 
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commanders a flexible combat 
maneuver force which can be 
prOjected rapidly anywhere in a 
division sector. 

The Fourth Squadron, 11th Ar
mored Cavalry Regiment, is 
commanded by LTC Joseph 
Eszes. The unit, as a highly visi
ble NATO unit, plays a key role 
in the deterrence of war in Eur
ope. Its day-to-day mission is to 
gather intelligence on Warsaw 
Pact activities along the East
West German border and pro
vide early warning to 11th ACR 
units and the V Corps com
mander should overt wartime ac
tions be detected. Additionally, 
the Fourth Squadron is the 11th 
ACR commander's most mobile 
combat maneuver force and 
figures highly in all regimental 
defense and counterattack plans. 

The 1st Military Intelligence 
BaHalion (Aerial Exploitation) 
commanded by LTC George 
Spiczak is the Corps comman
der's primary tactical and opera
tional intelligence gathering unit. 
In 1986, the 1st MI (AE) comple
ted Its conversion to AOE force 
structure. Electronic warfare and 
aerial surveillance companies 
use the latest in high-tech equip
ment. Utilizing Side Looking Air
borne Radar (SLAR), Quicklook 
II, and Guardrail systems, the 
battalion - like the Fourth 
Squadron, 11th ACR - conducts 
daily missions along the East
West Interzonal German Border 
providing the V Corps comman
der with vital intelligence on War
saw Pact activities. 

The 205th Maintenance Batta
lion (AVIM), commanded by LTC 
Tom Johnson, provides backup 
AVUM and AVIM maintenance to 
Corps aviation units. The Bat
talion will begin conversion to 
AOE structure (L:rOE) in late 
1967 forming HHC and two 
maintenance companies. The 
services of the 205th are critical 
to the long term success of divi
sional aviation maintenance 
companies and day-to-day main
tenance operations of non-divi
sional aviation organizations. The 
205th is the backbone of Corps 
aviation maintenance system, 
providing direction and support 
to all unit level AVUM and AVIM 
maintenance and aviation supply 
operations. 

Last but not least, the 12th 
Combat Aviation Group (Corps) 
has had an exciting year. The 
Group, commanded by Colonel 
William Golding (who also serves 
as the V Corps Aviation Officer), 
remains the Corps commander's 
primary combat force for rear 
operations. The Group also pro
vides critical combat support and 
combat service support for both 
division and non-divisional units. 

In 1987 the Group will begin 
its important conversion to heavy 
corps AOE Combat Aviation Bri
gade structure. When complet
ed, the new Brigade will be the 
Corps commanderr's most po
tent combat maneuver force, 
consisting of three to five 
AH-64A/AH-1 attack battalions 
and as many as two battalions 
of assault helicoptelS. The Corps 
Combat Aviation Brigade will 
provide the Corps commander a 
combat maneuver force with 
which he can directly influence 
the outcome of operational and 
tactical war plans. 

Aviation today is a key combat 
force in V Corps. Aviation units 
ry Corps - Coni. on Page 80) 
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operations: 

The Army'S Only Air· 
borne Avialion Brigade 
by COL Harold E. Culley, Jr. 

FT. BRAGG, NC - The 82nd 
Aviation Brigade, a major subor
dinate command within the 82d 
Airborne Division, was activated 
during ceremonies at the Main 
Post Parade Field, A. Bragg, NC, 
on 15 January 1987. 

The tactical mission of this air 
maneuver brigade is to plan, co
ordinate, and execute combined 
arms operations designed to 
find, fix and destroy the enemy 
force. In addition to this mission, 
the 82d Aviation Brigade is pre
pared to deploy anywhere in the 
world on short or no-notice in 
support of the 82d Airborne Divi
sion's rapid deployment force 
mission. The AOE force structure 
requires the brigade to fight 
smarter and enables the brigade 
to move quicker and strike more 
decisively at the critical time and 
place to accomplish both the tac
tical and deployment mission. 

Reorganized under the Army 
of Excellence concept, the 
Brigade is made up of assets 
from the 1-17th Cavalry Squad
ron, 82d Combat Aviation Bat
talion (CAB), and elements of the 
313th Military Intelligence (MI) 
Battalion. 

The Brigade now consists of 
the following units: HHC, 82d 
Aviation Brigade; 1-17th Air Re
can Squadron; 20th Attack Hel· 
icopter Battalion (AHB); and the 
135th and 183rd Assault 
H.elicopter Companies (AHC). 

The general concept of reor
ganization is as follows: Com

COL Culley 18 the Commander ot the 82d 
Aviation erigade 8t Ft. Bragg, Ne. 
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pany C (General Support) of the 
82d CAB will transfer (12) OH-58 
aircraft and associated person
nel to Headquarters and Head
quarters Company (HHC), 82d 
Aviation Brigade. The headquar
ters company will also receive all 
fuel and ammunition handling 
personnel and equipment cur
rently assigned to each aviation 
company. C Company of the 82d 
CAB will be Inactivated when 
final equipment and personnel 
losses occur in April 1967. 

The Brigade HHC commands, 
controls, and supervises all bri
gade operations to include the 
planning and Command and 
Control for helicopter resources 
augmented to the division from 
the XVW Airborne Corps Aviation 
Brigade. In addition to traditional 
primary and special staff ele
ments, the headquarters has (12) 
OH-58 aircraft for general sup
port of the division. 

HHC also provides all aviation 
fuel and ammunition handling 
assets tor the entire brigade and 
has an ail'space management 
element, a communications pla
toon, a medical section, and 
mess capabilities. The brigade 
commander and his staff func
tion as a single pOint of contact 
for the division on all aviation
related matters. 

Companies A and B, (Combat 
Support/UH-60) of the 82d CAB, 
will become the 135th (15 UH-
60s) and the 183rd Assault (15 
UH-60s) Helicopter Companies, 
respectively. The two Assault 
Helicopter Companies (AHC) 

(135th and 183rd), have a com
pany headquarters, a flight oper
ations platoon, a maintenance 
platoon, and three assault heli
copter platoons consisting of five 
UH-60 helicopters each. The 
AHCs' mission is to rapidly move 
the combat troops and equip
ment throughout the battlefield. 

Company D, 82d CAB will be 
redesignated as the 20th Attack 
Helicopter Battalion, and be is
sued (18) AH-64s APACHEs. (12) 
OH-58Cs, and (3) UH-60s. The 
20th AHB is organized into a 
headquarters and service com
pany and (3) attack companies. 
The maneuver assets of the 20th 
AHB is the division's greatest 
and most mobile source of com
bat power on the battlefield. The 
mission of this organization is to 
destroy the armor/mechanized 
and massed enemy forces with 
aerial firepower. 

The fielding of the APACHE in 
the 20th AHB will provide a near 
all-weather aerial attack capabili
ty. The AH-64 will be equipped 
with HELLFIRE missiles, 30 MM 
chain guns, and 2.75 inch folding 
fin aerial rockets (FFAR). Its 
weapons systems, coupled with 
its night and all-weather capabili
ty gives the Division an attack 
profile never before available. 
The APACHE is especially suited 
for night operations due to its vis
tonics and target acquisition de
signation systems. 

Aviation Intermediate Mainten· 
ance support for the Brigade is 
provided by the 33rd Aircraft 
Maintenance Company (AMC), a 
subordinate element of the Divi
sion. This unit, made up of as
sets from Company F of the 82d 
CAB, is equipped with two 
UH-60s. The 33d AMC is the 
backbone of the brigade's 
maintenance and supply sys
tems and boasts highly trained 
technicians who possess a wide 
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-
range of skills. 

The 1-17th Cavalry Squadron 
will become 1-17th Air Reeon 
Squadron and will be configured 
with a headquarters and head
quarters troop, (8) UH·60s, three 
air reeon troops, (12) AH-1s, (18) 
OH-58,Cs, and a ground recon
naissance troop (20 HMMWVS). 
The Special Equipment Mission 
Aircraft (SEMA) assigned to the 
313th MI Battalion, (3) EH·60s, 
will be integrated into the 1-17th 
as part of the headquarters and 
headquarters troop. 

The 1-17th Air Reeon Squad
ron still remains the eyes and 
ears of the 82d Airborne Divi
sion. The Squadron provides: 
aerial/ground reconnaissance 
and surveillance; airborne com
munications, intercept , location, 
and jamming support for the divi
sion; and provides day and night 
combat operations during visual 

weather conditions and limited 
operations under instrument 
weather conditions. 

The Brigade's greatest chal
lenge under AOE is to accom
plish day-to-day training mission 
requirements and respond to no
notice deployment contingencies 
with f8lNer aircraft and personnel. 
To meet this challenge, the Bri
gade must closely manage the 
assigned aircraft and be aug
mented by the Corps' soon to be 
activated XVIII Airborne Corps 
Aviation Brigade. The Corps Bri
gade will eventually have over 
400 lift, attack and general sup
port aviation aircraft. 

The writing of Brigade SOP's, 
development of memoranda of 
understanding, and what on the 
surface seems a simple process 
of down sizing and evolving into 
an Aviation Brigade, has in reality 
become a major reorganization 

111 .. =1 II Systems Corporation I 

effort. It involves crossleveling of 
hundreds of lines of equipment 
and has resulted in the reassign
ment of several hundred air
borne aviation personnel. As a 
point of information, all positions 
in the Aviation Brigade are cod
ed parachutists. 

The initial planning cell and 
the evoMng Brigade staff are ac
complishing all of these tasks 
professionally and expeditiously. 
The Division Staff and subordin
ate units of the Brigade have 
worked equally hard to ensure 
the 82d Aviation Brigade be
comes a fully functioning mem
ber of the combined arms team. 

Under Army of Excellence, the 
Brigade will provide the Division 
Commander with the capability 
to maneuver in the third dimen
sion of the battlefield and to 
rapidly and violently destroy an 
enemy force. 11111 
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Reserve Component: 

Supporting One Army 
aviation training 
by Lt. Colonel David H. Crawford 

FORT RUCKER, AL - Army 
Aviation training is the business 
of the day, every day, around Ft. 
Rucker; and it is no less impor
tant in the Reserve Component 
Support arena. 

The Directorate of Reserve 
Component Support (ORCS) at 
the U.S. Army Aviation Center 
and Ft. Rucker was reorganized 
in October 1985 in accordance 
with AR &3, Standard tnstallation 
Organization. Aligned under the 
installation's Garrison Comman
der, it is structured and manned 
to provide a single poInt of con
tact for administration and COOf

dination of training and logistical 
support for U.S. Army Reserve, 
Army National Guard, and Re
serve Officer Training Corps 
(ROTC) units. 

To facilitate the support Pl'9Vid
ed to the two Reserve Compon
ents concerned, each has an /le
tive GuardJReserve (AGR) officer 
attached to the installation and 
working within the ORCS. Serv
ing as the coordinator for the 
U.S. Army Reserve (USAR) is 
LTC Geary W. Hancock, and 
MAl (P) Charles E. Fern repre
sents the interests of the Army 
National Guard (ARNG). Each 
plays a vital role in ensuring that 
all authorized support needs are 
met by the appropriate Active 
Component agencies. 

The Reserve Component ele
ment of the Total Army is present
ly experiencing significant in
creases in personnel strength 
LTC Crawford Is the Director of ~eserve 
Component Support at the USAAVNC. 
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and equipment modernization. 
(Adequately equipped RC units 
have increased 15 percent in the 
last three years.) 

This growth is typilied by the 
states of North Carolina and 
South Carolina gaining APACHE 
AHack Helicopter BaHalions in 
their National Guard structure 
next fiscal year. Another exam
ple is that under the near-term 
"USAR 2000 Plan," significant 
increases in BLACK HAWKs will 
be realized, coupled with the ac
quisition of COBRAs, both to be 
fielded within the structure of 
Aviation Group Headquarters 
and Combat Aviation Battalions. 

In support of this growth and 
modernization, Ft. Rucker is do
ing its share. Numerous officers, 
warrant officers, and enlisted per
sonnel from both the Army 
Reserve and the National Guard 
train at A. Rucker throughout the 
year in virtually all existing pro
grams 01 instruction. 

During FY 86, the ARNG or
dered over 1,500 personnel rep
resenting numerous states and 
units to Ft. Rucker for aviation 
training. Of this total, more than 
900 were officers and warrant of
ficers sent to aHend flight and 
nonflight courses. Those includ
ed the Warrant Officer Entry 
Course, Officer and Warrant Of
ficer Aviator Qualification, War
rant Officer Senior and Advanc
ed Courses, six aircraft qualifica
tion courses, ten instructor pilot 
qualification courses, and the 
Aviation Safety Officer Course. 

Additionally, the first AH-64 

pilots from the North Carolina 
National Guard graduated from 
the AH-64 Qualification Course. 

In addition to these of
ficerslwarrant officers training at 
Ft. Rucker, over 550 National 
Guard enlisted personnel attend
ed courses during the year in the 
Aeroscout Observer Course, the 
ATC Radar Controlier Course, 
and the several helicopter repair
man courses. 

Ouring FY 86, the U.S. Army 
Reserve student load at Ft. 
Rucker represented seven per
cent of the graduates in the of
ficer and warrant officer courses, 
and six percent of the enlisted 
aviation course graduates. These 
students, like their ARNG class
mates, trained in virtually all resi
dent courses of instruction. 

Members of the USAR also 
conducted training at the Avia
tion Center in such capacities as 
Individual Mobilization Augmen
tees (IMA), Special Active Duty 
for Training (SAD!), and other In
dividual Ready Reserve (IRR) 
tours. A total of 152 USAR train
ing tours were conducted at Ft . 
Rucker during the year, for a total 
of 4,138 man-days. 

With the facilities at A . Rucker 
constantly used to near maxi
mum capacity for student train
ing purposes, aviation unit train
ing on the installation by either 
Active or RC units is nearly non
existent. However, during the 
past year .Annual Training (AT) 
was conducted at Ft. Rucker by 
the 98th Divison (Training) Avia
tion Section (USAR), and byele
ments of both the 282d Aviation 
Company and the 376th Aircraft 
Maintenance Company (USAR). 
Additionally, the 282d and 376th 
conducted Inactive Duty Training 
(tD!) on Ft. Rucker throughout 
the year for more than 11,600 
man-days. 
(ORCS - Coni. on Page 80) 
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Test & Evaluation: 

OlEA input to 
Army Avlallon 
by ~t. Colonel (P) Stuart w. Gerald 

FALLS CHURCH, VA - The 
missions and functions of 
arEA's Aviation Systems Evalua
tion Division were expanded dur
ing a recent reorganization. 
CJfEII:s Test DMsion was dissolv
ed by assigning its test branches 
within the respective functional 
Evaluation Divisions. When the 
Aviation Test Branch joined our 
Division, our name was ap
propriately changed to "Aviation 
Division" to accurately reflect all 
aviation test and evaluation func
tions under one element. 

The restructuring occurred si
multaneously with my assign
ment as the Aviation Division 
Chief, the selection of Larry D. 
Leiby as DeputyfTechnical Advi
sor, and Nancy ZitUeman as the 
Chief of the Analysis Branch. We 
welcome LlC Kent Garry as the 
Chief of the Test Branch along 
with test officers LlC Charles 
(Chip) Adam and MAJ Warren 
Dudenbostel. 

Our efforts to ensure that 
operational test requirements are 
incorporated into the LHX pro.. 
gram are increasing because of 
recent changes in the acquisition 
strategy. We are currently devel
oping the operational testing re
quirements to provide input for 
a Low Rate Initial Production 
(LRIP) decision in January 1993, 
and for an initial Operational Test 
& Evaluation (IOT&E-fonnerly or 
II) prior to a full production deci
sion in 1995. Near term involve
ment will be required in all efforts 
LTC (P) Gerald Is Chlel', AvlatIon 01\1. of 
the 0pendI00aI Teet & EvaluatIon Agency. 
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which continue to address the 
one versus two pilot issue for the 
LHX SCAT (ScouUAttack). 

The recent completion of the 
AH-64A Attack Helicopter Batta
lion Training Validation (AHBTV) 
ushers in a new era for arEA as 
we move to extend our C2E ef
forts beyond fielding and Initial 
Operational Capability (lOG). LTC 
George Kitchens, recently assig
ned from arEA's Counterair Divi
sion, is serving as our point-man 
on the DCSLOG's newly formed 
special Evaluation Wor1<ing Group 
and will assist the ARSTAF's col
lective efforts in resolving re
maining AH-64A issues. 

With LlC Bill Wallace's depar
ture, the V-22 evaluator baton 
was passed to MAJ Roger Rine
hart. He will be assisted in the 
logistics area by L1C Kitchens. 
arEA's near term effort will be 
to assist in the development of 
testable user issues and deter
mining if these require Army uni
que testing. 

The summer months were 
busy ones for the Army in regard 
to testing the Air-ta-Air Stinger 
(ATAS) System. MAJ Rinehart, 
the arEA Evaluator, observed 
the tests and wrote a Capstone 
Evaluation of the program. The 
system proved to have military 
utility and its effectiveness will be 
improved with the incorporation 
of missile upgrades. The integra
tion of I{fAS on utility and attack 
aircraft and the tactics involved 
in best utilizing this system are 
some of the issues remaining to 
be answered. The test results 

and how ATAS will be incor
porated into Air-to-Air Combat 
tactics are items that will be 
heard more about in the near 
future. 

The Army's recent decision on 
the future production of the 
OH-SeD has caused plans for 
the OH-5BD Follow-<>n Opera
tional Test and Evaluation 
(FOT&E) 10 be revised. The revis
ed test, the Army Aerial Scout 
Test, will be conducted in two 
phases beginning in March 87, 
to provide insight for the Army on 
hCMt best to meet the aerial scout 
requirement. LTC Garry is de
signing the test and will serve as 
the arEA Test Director. The In
dependent Evaluator is MAJ Pat 
Richardson. Analytical support 
will be provided by LTC Leo 
Seale. Allen Miller will be work
ing the scouUattack mix study 
modeling effort. 

Our single goal in this division 
is to assist the Army leadership 
in making the best informed 
decisions on acquiring aviation 
systems. The recent reorganiza
tion is oriented toward streamlin
ing our portion of the acquisition 
process so that the Army can 
design, develop, test and field 
the very best aviation materiel as 
rapidly as possible. Early user in
volvement in the process is key 
and we are committed to make 
Ihal happen. 11111 

MIChael R. CUllen 
Michael A. Cullen, a long-stand
ing member of AAAA, passed 
away on November 9, 1986. 

Retiring from the Army after 
aver 20 years of service, he then 
worked as a Civil Servant in the 
Aviation Safety Office of the Ar
my Test & Evaluation Command, 
al Aberdeen PG, Maryland, retir
ing in 1979. He is survived by his 
wife, Allie, and six sons. 
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Training: 

Avlallon lOglsllcs 
Training al USAILS 
by COL Dennis P. Vasey 

FORT EUSTIS - The U.S. Ar
my Aviation Logistics School 
(USAALS) is responsible to the 
Chief of Aviation Branch for air
craft maintenance and supply in
struction which today consists 
targely of high technology task 
mastery. 

With the advent of force mod
ernization, advanced technology 
equipment has moved instruc
tion away from the chalkboard 
and into technical manuals, 
limited hands-on application, and 
listening to a subject matter 
expert . 

Today's technical gadgetry 
has complicated individual train
ing beyond previous boundaries 
and is now a joint burden requir
ing coordination between in
dividual training and collective 
unit training. In the classroom we 
now utilize interactive video disc 
devices and training simulators. 
Comprehensive battle damage 
has been added to realistic re
pair instruction. 

Eventually, most field training 
exercises will be accomplished 
using embedded devices with 
decreasing reliance on aircraft. 
This results from our efforts to 
keep training technology abreast 
with aviation technology, while 
keeping the training resource bill 
at the lowest level. 

Another evolution in training 
affects basic and advanced non
commissioned officer (NCO) 
technical training which will be 
revised to show NCO's how to 

COL Vesey Is the AssIstant Commandant 
at the U .. S. Anny logistics School. 
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design unit level maintenance 
and supply programs, plan and 
execute an aircraft repair, recov
ery, or supply program, and 
mentor subordinates. 

Inherent to improved NCO ed
ucation is the relationship be-
tween technical training and unit 
readiness. ~ we assess the 
technical needs of aviation units, 
it is essential that we translate 
those needs into training objec
tives that will produce maximum 
benefit to the success of AirLand 
Battle, consistent with AH-64, 
CH-47D, OH-SBD, and UH-60A 
technology. 

We are also moving to syn
chronize FM 1-500 with FM 
100-5, and the revision will be 
available within the next year. 
Publication of this manual will 
provide the grist for maintenance 
and supply operations to keep 
pace with the operational tempo 
when securing the initiative and 
exploiting it vigorously to defeat 
the enemy. 

We will prepare non-commis
sioned officers and aviation log
istics course graduates to keep 
aviation maintenance units 
mobile while conducting 
scheduled/unscheduled aircraft 
maintenance and repair/evacua
tion operations. Once ac
complished, we will have com
pleted the link, and training will 
be consistent with doctrine. 

Major changes in officer 
courses place more emphasis 
on technical qualification. While 
multiple choice and fill-In-the-
blank tests will be used to a 

degree, the primary emphasis 
will be on thinking, not memoriz
ation. With an eye toward man
euver warfare - and a premise 
that fundamentals of tactics are 
neither definitions nor control 
measures nor formats - we are 
teaching our students how to 
maintain aircraft in an environ
ment where threat, movement, 
and initiative are common con
siderations in maintenance 
programs. 

Gone are the days of teaching 
formats which restrict thinking 
and create a mental box. Today, 
we teach students how to think 
creatively, to innovate, and to do 
the things that will most quickly 
produce long term readiness. Im
plementing the fundamentals -
once the fundamentals are 
learned, that is, once the student 
has begun to think clearly about 
how to generate availability - is 
an important feature of training. 
But we intend for the fundamen
tals to be a spring board for new 
ideas and the ability to think and 
analyze while under pressure. 

When we teach maintenance 
and supply in the old manner, 
that is, the procedure ahead of 
rational thinking, too often we 
produce structured mechanics 
who find it difficult to think 
without rules. What we want in
stead are soldiers. 

We need your help in 
evaluating individual training and 
we want feedback on how to 
modify our programs to insure 
that the soldier skills meet the 
battle needs. 

Please send a note or letter to 
my attention by writing to: 

Assistant Commandant, 
U.S. Army Aviation 
Logistics School, 
ATTN: ATSQ-TD, 
Fort Eustis, VA 

23604-5414 
Support and Sustain! 11111 
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The consolidation of the 93H 
Training: and 93J MOS will also affect the 

Maintenance .Tralnlng Advanced Non-commissioned 
Officer Course taught at Ft. 

, OET 
Rucker. OUf department is now Division 0 0 developing the MOS specific 
portion of the ANCOC course 

L _b_Y_S_F_C_D_al_e_D_._W_il_Ii_S ______ --'-2!:"---"'-"-' which will be submitted to 
TRADOC in April t987. The 
course length will be approxFORT RUCKER, AL - Since its 

reorganization in October 1984, 
the Department of Enlisted Train
ing (DOET) has been totally 
directed and operated by senior 
noncommissioned officers. The 
DOET staff is comprised of a 
deputy director and two division 
chiefs (sergeants major) with a 
master sergeant in the position 
of Operations Chief. These posi
tions were formerly filled by 
lieutenant colonels and a major: 
The director 's position -
previously designated as an 06 
position - is now filled by a 
command sergeant major: 

The goal of the Maintenance 
Training Division (MTD) of DOET 
is to provide field commanders 
with qualified OH-S8 and UH-1 
aircraft mechanics who can per
form both in a tactical as well as 
a garrison environment. MTD re
ceives continuous feedback from 
field commanders to ensure the 
school is turning out quality 
mechanics. Currently, MTD is 
looking at the possibility of using 
computers in classroom training 
in an attempt to modernize the 
program. If the system proves 
practical, the course will be. 
redesigned to allow for continued 
and expanded use of the com
puter system. 

The course culminates in a 
three-day field training exercise 
(FTX) that reinforces all previous 
training of tasks performed within 
a garrison environment. During 
FTX, the student per10rms sling

SFC Willis Is with the Operations Branch 
of DOEr at Iht! USAAVNC. 
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load operations, mission-oriented 
protective posture (MOPP), and 
common soldier skills. 

The Air Traffic Control Division 
has proponency for eight pro
grams of instruction (POI). This 
division is responsible for the re
view and revision of sixty Army 
correspondence courses, 108 
training extension courses (TEG) 
and FM 1-300, " Flight Opera
tions and Airfield Management." 
The ATC Division is the propon
ent for the development and 
validation of the sar tests for the 
93H, 93J, 93P MOS and writing 
Standard Training Publications 
(STP) for the Soldier's Manual, 
Training Guide and Job Book. 

In February 1982, the U.S. Ar
my Communication Command 
(now U.S. Army Information 
Systems Command) submitted a 
proposal to consolidate the Air 
Traffic Control MOS 93H (AlC 
Tower Operator) and 93J (ATC 
Radar Controller) into a single 
MOS, 93C. 

As a result of a survey in Feb
ruary 1993 the Anmy Audit Agen· 
cy recommended a consolida
tion of the ATC MOS. TRADOC 
has approved the consolidation 
study plan proposed by the U.S. 
Army Aviation Center and we are 
now awaiting the final decision 
from the Deputy' Chief of Staff for 
Personnel (DCSPER). Transition
al packages designed for cross
training of personnel currently 
holding one of the two MaS are 
completed and are ready to 
come on line if the DCSPER 
concurs with the consolidation . 

imately eight weeks. 
A Basic NCO Course for eMF 

93 is on the way. The course is 
being aligned in the same format 
as combat support and will con
tain a leadership development 
core and a MOS-specific track. 
The Basic and Primary Technical 
courses for eMF 93 were 
deleted per TRADOC guidance. 
We will submit the course to 
TRADOC in April; pending its 
approval, the first class will begin 
in October 1987. 

Training for one of the newest 
MOS, Aeroscout ObselVer (938), 
is now being conducted by our 
department. This course is de
signed to train enlisted person
nel to perform aeroscout obser
ver duties in the OH-58AJC. Fu
ture enlisted aeroscout observers 
will be proficient in the OH-58C 
aircraft systems, emergency air
craft handling, mission planning, 
artillery adjustment, navigation, 
and many other tasks. The 93B 
Aeroscout Observer Course is 14 
weeks, three days in length. 

In October 1989, DOET will 
become proponent for another 
new MOS, AlC System/Sub
system Repairman (930). 

The Department of Enlisted 
Training has high expectations 
for the future, as we have many 

. new and innovative ideas on the 
horizon. We solicit your ideas 
and suggestions, please write to: 
Director, Dept. of Enlisted Train
ing, U.S. Army Aviation Center, 
Ft Rucker, AL 36362-5255, .or 
call AUTOVON 558-4824. 11111 
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,-----------------,,---:::---, three ATKHCs consist of: 

Training: • a OH-58DfAH-64 company, 

The AVI-alloo . a OH-58CfAH-64 company, 
• and one pure AH-64 

Tr I I B I d 
company. a 0 Og r ga e The Task Force is currently at 

100% commissioned officer, 
L,-b_Y_C_O_I_o_n_e_1 _H_a_s_p_a_rd_R_. _M_U_r_p_h_Y __ ...J._ .... ....L.J...>jJ 100010 warrant officer, and 70% 

enlisted personnel strength. Task 
Force 1·112 will participate in 
Phase I of the AHIP Follow-on 
Test and Evaluation (Far&E) dur
ing the period 1 March 1987 
through 13 May 1987 at Ft. 
Hunter-Liggett, CA. 

FORT RUCKER, AL - Rising 
like a Phoenix from what had 
been the Department of Flight 
Training, the Aviation Training Bri
gade, Ft. Rucker, AL, has grown 
in size, scope and mission. 

As the first born child of the 
newty.organized Aviation Branch, 
the Aviation Training Brigade 1N8S 

activated on 3 October 1984, and 
immediately offered aviation 
branch officers increased oppor
tunities for command. 

For the old hands that have 
not been back to Fort Rucker for 
awhile, the new organization 1N8S 

born of the old. The old Hanchey 
Division is now the 7th Aviation 
Training Battalion. Cairns Divi
sion is now the 8th Aviation Train
ing Battalion and what was Lowe 
Division is now the 9th Aviation 
Training Battalion. In addition, the 
new organization contains Shell 
Field as a separate detachment 
command subordinate to the 
Brigade. 

The Brigade is organized with 
a standard headquarters primary 
staff, and has special staff posi
tions which support our unique 
training mission. Since its activa
tion, the Aviation Training 
Brigade has grown in complexi
ty and mission. On 2 October 
1965, Chanie Company, 7th Avia
tion Training Battalion was ac
tivated with a unique and chal
lenging miSSion. The only unit of 
its kind in the Army, "C" Com
pany is tasked to train Instructor 

COL Murphy I. the Commander of the 
AvIation 1taIning Brigade lit the us. Ar
my AvIation Center at Ft. Rucker, AL. 
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pilots, aviators, and aerial ob
servers in the OH-58D (AHIP) 
in all modes of flight to include 
contact, terrain flight, NOE, and 
NVG flight. The FY87 TDA will 
see "C" Company expanding to 
four commissioned officers and 
'3l warrant officers, and they will 
receive a fleet of 14 OH-56D air
craft to support this critical mis
sion training. 

Another addition to the Bri
gade is Task Force 1-112. The 
Task Force was activated on 17 
April 1986. During the Army 
Systems Acquisition Review 
Council (ASARC) III in July 1985, 
the Vice Chief of Staff of the Ar
my directed the Aviation Center 
to form a test unit at Ft. Rucker 
to: 

• "scrub" the organization 
and operational concepts for the 
AH-64 and OH-58D equipped 
units, 

• validate the OH-56D train
ing program prior to the first 
fielding, and 

• validate the selection, train
ing, and operational effec
tiveness of the enlisted aerial 
observer (EAO 938). 

This test unit was designated 
Task Force 1-112. The Task Force 
is a provisional unit that is being 
filled with top quality, experienc
ed officers and enlisted person
nel as a matter of directed 
military over strength. The TF 
consists of a battalion head
quarters section, three modified 
Army of Excellence (AOE) attack 
helicopter companies, and a 
modified AVUM company. The 

This phase of the FOT&E will 
encompass issues dealing with 
air cavalry operations. Phase II 
of the Far&E will also occur at 
Ft. Hunter-Liggett during Sep
tember-October 1987 time frame. 
Phase II will address the attack 
helicopter issues of the FOf&E. 

As can be seen, Task Force 
1-112 has a challenging mission 
in support of Arrrry Aviation, and 
the product of its labor will im
pact well into the next decade. 

The last addition to the Avia
tion Training Brigade, the 10th Air 
Traffic Control (ATC) Battalion 
(SFT), was activated on 13 June 
1986. Previously the USAISC 
Signal Battalion, the redesigna
tion as the 10th Battalion more 
accurately reflects the support 
role it provides to the Aviation 
Training Brigade .. 

Operating 'Z1 Air Traffic Con
trol facilities and 100 NAVAl OS, 
the 10th Battalion provides 24 
hour per day, all-weather ATC 
service in support of this organ
ization's critical training mission. 

The Aviation Training Brigade 
is composed of nearly 1,700 mil
itary and cMlian personnel work
ing in support of the USAAVNC 
mission. It is through the hercu
lean efforts of these outstanding 
men and women that Army avia
tion remains "An Extra Dimen
sion of Excellence." 11111 
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Ambrose 
(Continued from Page 2) 

I continue to view this program as a model 
from which the Army and DOD can derive im
portant changes In the conduct of other ma
jor programs. There is a good story to be told 
- a story of closely scrutinized requirements, 
in-depth analysis, clean-sheet-of-paper con
sideration of operational doctrine, improved ac
quisition methods, more productive interaction 
with industry, and so on. 

The coming year should see the completion 
of the initial ARTI phase, submission of the 
COEA and certification documents to the Con
gress, and approval of the FSED phase. That 
means 1987 will be an even bigger milestone 
in this most important Army project. 

But this is no time to relax . The intensive 
past effort has to continue. There are many ap
proval and performance hurdles still ahead of 
us. 11111 

LHX Support 
(Continued From Page 30) 

and supplement the LHX diagnostic/prognostic 
systems with those Judgmental things only a 
skilled crew chief can provide. The Technical 
Inspector must be trained as a dedicated TI , 
not just an Additional Skill Identifier (ASI) in ad
dition to other duties. In our 18-month evalua
tion of eMF 67 we clearly established the ab
solute need for a TI career field. I can foresee 
an even greater need for qualified TI in the 
future than we now have; a need that has been 
long recognized but not always met. 

The bottom line 
Bottom line to the entire two-level mainten

ance concept is the fact that we must be look
ing now at how this can be done - doable and 
affordable - maximizing operational readi
ness while keeping support resources in men, 
money, and materiel within affordable bounds. 
I can not foresee us arriving at two-level main
tenance with the LHX as if we were to pull up 
a shade. In Vietnam through necessity we im
plemented a two-level maintenance. concept 
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for aircraft engines and it worked. 
We need to look critically at those aircraft 

systems that will lend themselves in part to a 
two-level maintenance concept within the cur
rent state-of-the-art. There are challenges that 
need to be addressed now for the major com
ponents of maintenance, supply, and people. 
Phase II of the USAALS study will be doing 
this. There is a payoff here. We need to find 
it 11111 

OTEA 
(Continued from Page 39) 

contractors have complied with contract 
specifications, but also some insight Into how 
well they have succeeded in achieving the op
timum man-machine Interface. The other ob
vious benefit is input into the operational ef
fectiveness and suitability assessment of the 
prototypes, prior to the selection of one con
tractor team for continued LHX development. 

The second event includes a series of 
TRADOe conducted field experiments to assist 
in the development and then to improve the 
maturity and quality of LHX doctrine, tactics 
and organization. If properly executed, we can 
insure participation in IOT&E by a well train
ed EOe unit, using the most effective employ
ment techniques. This will contribute to the 
conduct on an operational test and evaluation, 
using a representative operational unit contain
ing an appropriate mix of experienced and new 
personnel , which can demonstrate the true 
capabilities of the LHX under operational 
conditions. 

The materiel development process Is design
ed to develop modern equipment to meet the 
combat needs of the soldier. With efficient use 
of an EOe unit and EUT&E, we have an op
portunity to improve the outcome through 
direct user involvement. As with everything 
else in the LHX program, the operational test 
and evaluation effort is anything but bUSiness 
as usual. We are actively involved in transfor
ming the concept of Continuous Comprehen
sive Evaluation (C2E) Into reality through the 
use of EUT&E. It is our intent to support the 
LHX program as a role model for future 
programs. 11111 
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DCD - ConI. 'rom Page 65 
tures would be deferred). 

The ACM/BDR repair is In
tended to restore sufficient ser
viceability to the damaged 
system to allow the aircraft to 
continue flying operation mis

' sions. These repairs will be ac
complished using a series of 
stand-alone, lightweight repair 
kits. These kits will contain all the 
tools, adhesives, bench stock, 
and expendables necessary to 
accomplish the repairs for which 
the kits are designed. As these 
rapid repair techniques are be
ing developed, they are evalu
ated by AVSCOM engineers for 
inclusion in daily maintenance 
procedures. Numerous repair 
methods have been adopted for 
daily use on the flight line. 

The USAALS, in conjunction 
wIth the Aviation Applied Tech
nology Directorate, has devel
oped the first in a series of 
ACM/BDR repair kits. The elec
trical repair kit, which contains all 

the materiel necessary to repair 
approximately 90% of the wires 
and connectors currently in use 
or proposed for use in the aircraft 
fleet, is scheduled to be fielded 
in September, 1967. 

The hydraulic repair kit, struc
tures kit, and the fuel cell repair 
kit are in various stages of 
development. The initial opera
tional capability for the 
ACM/BDR program Is Septem
ber, 1990. In the development 
and fielding of the ACMfBDR 
program, USAALS will provide 
aviation maintainers the capabili· 
ty to sustain the required level of 
aviation combat power. 11111 

, Corps - ConI. 'rom Po 71 

are flexible and highly maneu
verable members of the combin
ed arms team. They provide 
another means with which the 
commander can decisively influ
ence baHles and campaigns. 

V Corps aviation will become 
even more formidable in 1987 

TOXIC TESTING - An AH-64A APACHE from the Aviation Develop· 
ment Test Activity undergoes the tests at Dugway Proving Ground, 
Utah to determine possible degradation of the helicopter operations 
In a toxic environment. 
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and years to come. Future corps 
aviation units will be better equi!>" 
ped and organized for improved 
effectiveness on the AirLand Bat
tlefield. Improved helicopters, vi
sionics, and aircraft survivability 
devices will improve aviation unil 
ability to survive enemy fires. Im
proved force structure, new wea
pon systems, long range com
munication equipment, and evol
ving combined arms employ
ment doctrine will keep Corps 
aviation units on the leading 
edge of change. 

We will continue to improve 
the commander's ability to quick
ly gain a relative combat advan
tage over the enemy anywhere 
on the baUlefield. Aviation units 
will decisively influence Corps 
and NAID defensive warfighting 
plans and continue to be a key 
player in the growth of Army 
Aviation Branch. filII 

ORCS - ConI. 'rom Page 74 

Nonaviation RC units find Ft. 
Rucker a highly desirable train
ing location, and numerous such 
units use it for AT and lOT. For 
the last 12 months these citizen 
soldiers conducted more than 
61,000 man-days of such training 
on the installation. Plans for RC 
unit training at Ft. Rucker for FY 
87 shO'N a significant increase in 
AT man-days. 

Aviation trainers, like their 
other combat arms counterparts, 
fully recognize the indispensabili
ty of the Reserve Component 
forces. Ft. Rucker's mission of 
training aviation personnel for the 
Total Army force is not taken 
lightly in the Directorate of 
Reserve Component Support. 
We do not look for ways to cir
cumvent support of the Army 
Reserve and National Guard, we 
look for ways to improve it. 11111 
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Collins Govt. Avionics Corp. announced that its 
Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS) has ex
ceeded military-specified position accuracies dur
ing more than 6,300 hours of field testing. The 
GPS'will provide U.S. armed forces with precise 
position in three dimensions to within 16 meters. 
The tests were conducted with Army vehicles, in
cluding the UH-60 helicopter, using a variety of 
operating environments. The environments in
cluded: nap-<lf-the-earth, operation under dense 
foliage and during electronic jamming conditions. 

ABOVE: CASA Aircraft's CN-235 twin turboprop 
has received FAA certification. The fixed wing 
troop transport can hold up to 48 soldiers. 

Ohio State University will host the Fourth Inter
national Symposium on Aviation Psychology on 
April 26-30. 1987 in Columbus, OH. The objec
tive is to improve aviation safety by focusing on 
pilot factors which account for 80-85% of all avia
tion accidents. For further Information, please 
contact: Dr. Jensen at (614) 422-1116. 

ITT Corp. announced it has consolidated its U.S. 
Defense and Government services units under 
the newly formed ITT Defense Technology 
Corp. , headquartered in Washington, D.C. 

COBRO Corp. has been awarded a major 
RAM/LOG data system contract by the U.S. Ar
my Aviation Systems Command in St. Louis, MO. 
n requires the collection of operational, mainten
ance, and supply data used in the assessment 
of RAM/LOG, complementing the work COBRO 
is doing at the USAAVNOTA at Ft. Rucker, AL. 
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McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co. (MDHC) 
and the U.S. Army have reached agreement on 
contracts totalling $1.6 billion for AH-64A APACHE 
helicopter production and support covering FY86 
and fIT, with an option for FY 88 procurement. 
Two milestones were recorded when MOHC de
livered its 184th APACHE to the Army. and the 
APACHE fleet surpassed 30,000 flight hours. 
McDonnell Douglas deliveries in 1986 totalled 117 
APACHE aircraft. 

, 

ABOVE: The Project Manager for Smoke/Db
scurants at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 
has announced the theme of the 11th annual SIO 
symposium is, "Smoke: A Combat Multiplier". It 
will be held April 21-23, 1987 at Kossiakoff Con
ference and Education Center, Johns Hopkins 
University For further information, contact: Walter 
G. Klimek, AMCPM-SMK'!; APG, MD 21005. (301) 
278-5411. . 

A joint venture between Texas Instruments and 
Hughes Aircraft Co. has been awarded a $4.5 
million contract to perform a multi-sensor fusion 
program documenting fused sensor data concer
ning the target acquisition process. The two com
panies are allied with the McDonnell Douglas-
Bell "SUPERTEAM" for LHX. 

HAl has announced the 1st annual EMS Safety 
Seminar, "EMS - A Team Approach". Chaired 
by Dr. Frank Austin, Federal Air Surgeon (FAA), 
the seminar will include participants from the 
FAA, ASH BEAMS, ALEA and NFNA. It will be 
held February 25, 1987 at Loew's Anatole Hotel 
in Dallas, TX. For further information, contact: HAl 
at (703) 683-4646. 
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GRAY DANIELL 

United Technologies Corp. has announced the 
retirement of Harry J. Gray as chairman of the 
Board of Directors effective December 31, 1986. 
Gray will be succeeded by Robert F. Daniell, 
UTC's current President and CEO. 

AEL Industries announced that it has been 
awarded a $2 million contract to produce 44 
receiver' transmitters for the ANNPS-2 Radar 
System. The contract was awarded by the U.S. 
Army's Armament Munitions and Chemical Com
mand (AMCCOM) in Rock Island, IL. 

ABOVE: 3M Stormscope weather mapping sys
tems have been approved under the new Tech~ 

nical Standard Order (TSO C11O) recently estab
lished by the FAA. The announcement comes 
after five years of flight and ground based re
search and study by the FAA, RTCA, NASA, the 
Dept. of Defense and others. Data displayed by 
the Stormscope Systems provides thunderstorm 
detection to a range of 220 nautical mites. 

Awards and Honors 
AAAA CHAPTER "OUTSTANDING 

AVIATION SOLDIERS OF THE MONTH" 

HANAU - SP4 Armando Meza, 58th AMC 
NURNBERG - SP4 David Gilmore, 2d CAS 
TAUNUS - SGT David V. Shepard, 11th Avn Bn 

U,S. ARMY AVIATION CENTER 
GRADUATIONS 

December 11, 1986 
Guest Speaker: BG Samuel G. Cockerham (Ret.) 

OHlcer Rotary Wing Aviator Class 86-22 
2LT Kevin M. Cieply, Distinguished Graudate 
2LT LudWig J. Schumacher; 2LT Michael S. 
Dwyer; 2LT Richard E. Duplechin - Honor 
Graduates 

Warrant Officer RW Aviator Class 86-21: 
WO Clark D. Mallder, Distinguished Graduate 
WO Robert D. Witzler; CW2 Daniel R. Jollotta; 
WO Donald R. Scholl; WO Robert L. Poynter -
Honor Graduates. 
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December 17, 1986 
Guest Speaker: COL Albert E. Hervey, Jr. 

Warrant Officer Senior Course Class 87-1: 
CW3 Allan E. Rickard, Distinguished Graduate 
DN3 Garry L. Smith; cm Robert L. Schaller; 
CW3 Gary W. Lindroth ~ Honor Graduates. 

AVIATION COMMAND CHANGES 
The follOWing are Aviation Officer Assignment 
changes as per MILPERCEN, and aare subject 
to change: 
COL Raymond G. Boland - currently Com
mander, Aviation Brigade 3d 10. To become 
FORSCOM Aviation Officer, Ft. McPherson, GA 
Effective date of change: April 7, 1987. 

LTC (P) Clinton B. Boyd - currently FORSOM 
Aviation Officer. To become Commander, Avia
tion Training Brigade, Ft. Rucker, AL. 
Effective date of change: April 15, 1987. 
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Brig. Generals 
MOORE, Wl lta r B. 

~~S~dd ~3\MaCh) 

Colonels 
FITZGERALD, Jam .. H., Jr. 

9 Olb Apts 
Daleville. AL 36322 

JACI<SON, Claude K. 

~'m~~C=,~,t~7201 
OSTERMEIER,1iI1Uam F. 

~~e~~~~~;I~ Orlve 
STONE, Gordon L. 

NSA Box 490 
FPO New York 09521 

Lt. Colonels 
BARRINGTON, John E. 

HC Ea$!, Alln: EACJ:rO 
APO SF 96301 

CARPENTER, John O. 
308 Sudul SI 
W ... hiawa, HI 96788 

DALE, Ronald 

~~~0~~1~2o:il~ Summer SI. 
DAUGHERTY, Stan ley A. 

8 Ea91a Drive 
Bal1eville, IL 62221 

DDWNS, CurtiS H. 
1816 Plaleau 
Amarillo, TX 79\08 

FOSTER, Charlaa M. 
125 Plough 
Oerldder, LA 7063~ 

FRANCISCO. Vaden B. 
19 G.eenvlew Drive 
Dellanca, MO 63341 

H~~~ugk':~~S Court 
Burk •. VA 22015 

LANGE, Chlrl .. 
P.o. Box 33 
Oalaville, ilL 36322 

LAY, Robart S. 
5608 Buyolo PI. 
Fort Polk, LA 71459 

MCADOO, A .... II W. 
12 Naxender SI 

Pu't'I :Ma,!ll.~~, 2:~ 
Hq, Easl OJ·3 EO 
APO SF 96301 

Lt. Colonels 
SODERLUND, Paul R. 

303 Mel.t Road 
fort Ord, CA 93941 

SPIVEY, Ernut L. 
USA Yuma Proving Ground 
Yuma, AZ 85365 

STAHL, William T. 
15697 Beacon Ct 
Dumlrles, VA 22026 

WOODSON, Edwlrd R., III 
HHc, CFC C2 IP 
APO SF 96301 

Majors 
BOWAB, Jo.eph W. 

USMM Zaire 
APO NY 09662 

CH ASE, Bruca R. 
lOlA Brooltotlew Drive 
Ourk. AL 36360 

OELASHAW, Jam .. M. 
102 Weltln9\oo 51 
EnlerPflse. AL36J.30 

DETHIER, Gerard 
2051h Avn Co 
APO NY 09185 

GAINER, G"'II M. 
6128 Baechtree Drive 
Alexandria. VA 22310 

HEARNSBERGER, Gordon S. 
P.O. Box 715 
FOr1 Campbell, KY 42223 

HEFFLEY, Robert E. 
308 AHB 
APO NY 09185 

H~~IJZFo~~re~t~l~ 
JOS.fNI~g;r,ldTe~~ t~152 

USA:rRADOC, Avn LNO, Alai 
USDAO, APO NY OW77 

KROPf, Cer l J. 
244lh ATC Co 
APO SF 96301 

LAREW, Tellord W. 
109 Tilton 
Clerksville, TN 370~0 

McDONOUGH, Dale T. 
RIG Box 491 
CI.rlltvUIe, TN 37040 

MONIN, Garald F. 
OTEAl5600 Columbia Pike 
F.II, Chureh, VA 22041 

MTsk\~;' I;'amtf~~1 M. 
fori Ord, CA 93941 

Planning 10 move soon? 

Majors 
M~~~~~sn:~bassy Colombia 

APO MIA 34038 
PRICE, Kennelll W. 

1202 Washington 51.etl 

RJ~e~"3.~~~:.A1. 360118 
HHC, 4111 Bda (Avn) 
Am NY 09182 

ROBERTSON, Randalt C. 
HHO, 125111 ATe 8n (Corps) 
APO SF 96301 

SMITH, Paul C. 

~~~~~, 
STERNBERG, David J. 

58 Fair Ha""n Way 
Smy,"~, OJ. 30080 

TADDONID, Frank T. 

~!fI~!;~~n9~~ 
WOODWARD, JoM P. 

Roule 4, Box 144 
Toccoa. GA 30577 

Captains 
BISHOP, Brian E. 

505 Brlarwood Cl, B·~ 
Enlerprlse. AL 36330 

BONO, CIII19 A. 
210 Oakton Road 
Galthersbur9, MO 20877 

BURGESS, Harbart L. 
P.O. Bo~ 352 
Oelevill e. ilL 36322 

COHEN, Rudolph R. 
P.o. Bo~ 122 
Fort Rucker. AL 36362 

CRANFORD, Ted C. 
p.o. Box 23 
Fort Ruckel", AL 36362 

DAVIS, Wallar L. 
5740b Allison Al'tlnue 
Fort I<nox, I<Y 40121 

GIBBONS, Thorn .. J. 

~~~!1y2~ 
GWIAZDOWSI<I, Robart F. 

265911 S. Walter Read Or 

H~~~, -:a~t~~ J . 
E Co, 4th Avn Tng an 
fort Aucker, AL 36362 

KAMMER, Edward F. 
4311 Mayhew Road 
Cincinnati, OH 45238 

LASSAN, Jon' R. III 
4674 County Hwy G 
Nekoon, WI 54457 

LEMONS, Chari .. W. 
201 Redwood Clrcie 

M~;S~N,HJ~~i-yT~ 76543 
104 Peacock Rd 
Oalevi!le, AL 36322 

MORITZ, Lae E. 
At 2 BOle 528 Wood Oaks 
Claremont NC 28810 

MURRAY, Barry O. 
1109 166 Sireel Courl E. 
Spanaway, WA 98387 

ODEGARD, David 
HHC, 3d AO. 03 Tno 
APO NY 09009 

REDINGTON, John 
3047 Pa/lOfIs Place, No. A 
West PoInl, NY 10998 

REES, David F. 
HHc, 113111nlanlry 
APO SF 9622. 

SCHULZE, Thaodora S. 
306 Winow Oak .. Drive 
Ourlo:. AL36360 

SONGIN, Jonph S. 
PO Box F, Lesalle Station 
Ni'i1jafa Falls. NY 1.304 

S~~2R~~~aW~~~~ L. 
Savanneh. OA 31.06 

Captains 
TRE$I<Y, William D. 

A Co, 205111 Trans Bn. Box 825 
APO NY 09165 

VERRUSO. Janl. 
3505 A Stlanandoah 
51. louis, 1.40 63104 

WALLER, Hanry H. 111 
BOll "52. HSC 3 1.41 8n 
APe SF 96211 

1st Lieutenants 
AAea CHA, Juan L. 

1414 Janel 
Copperas Cove, TX 15622 

BARTEL, Rlehard C. 
295111 Iwn Co 
APO NY 09028 

BENKERT. John G. 
C Trp 317 Cav 
APO NY 09028 

BETOR, John 
7 Paall Str •• , 

Elt~~~I~r:~~~~5: NY 12866 
1230 I( Trillium Circle 

E:Sa~'~~E~~ ~~':III 
904 Windsor Grllen Blvd 
Goodlettsville , TN 37072 

GUESS, Cha,l .. E. 
95·1023 H.'elohl SI 
Mililani, HI 96789 

HOLBERT, Lolh., C, 
RO I, BOle 148 
Siaf/ueea, PA 18~62 

IRAM, Law Nlnce E. 
22845 Bfavo Place 
Salina .. CA 93906 

MAFFEI, Michael 
21 Fayette Str", 

o,i~~~~~~:Y~~~h"l R. 
o ltp, 211 Cav, 2AO (F) 
APO NY 09355 

PEARSON, Phillip L. 
P.Q Box 305 
Fulton, MS 388~3 

A~:~h Jt~·l~n~. 
APO SF 96301 

W~~~~~~SJ;e~rb~~,o~~~ 
l<!I1een, TX 76541 

WILLIAMS, John D. 
9t9 Dominion Drive 
Clarksville, TN 37042 

2nd Lieutenants 
DOBARZ VNSI<I, Robert N. 

~~I~~ai~~~~ All) 
HINES, Joe M. 

N Troop, 4th Sqdn, 11 Acr 
APO NY 09146 

I<ETTLES, Jon C. 
B CO, 2nd Avn Bn 
APO SF 98224 

PACI<ARD, Charles J . 
Ai306lh AHB 
APO NY 09165 

PADTACIO, Je" rey 
245 Hoom. lu Streal 

A6:rNls~~: WI~:2 
D TIp, 2 CAS, 2 ACR 
APO NY 09092 

SCHUMACHER, ludwig J. 
98 West "'aln 51. Apt. 2 
'Jarnon, cr 06066 

SMITM. Robert B. Jr. 
10 Walar Stleet 
Clinton, NJ 08808 

STAAAS, Wayne T. 
1601 E. 91h SI.aaI. Apt A 
HopklnSlfiUe, KY .2240 

WAITE, John M. 
555 Ro.,lawn Ortve 
etarllt"Ula, TN 37042 
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2nd Lieutenants W01s W01s Enlisted 
WEISZ, Thorn .. CAIN, Chlla. M. MacDONALD, SCOII J. CARVE R, Rlell.rd W. ". Bldg 1584. Am 202 6510 Grade" Road 39 Mndow Slleal 620 Ridge Circle 

Fort Campbell, KY 42223 Park~JU., MO 65152 Athol. MA 01331 Chesapeaka, VA 23322 
WILSON, Lorel,1 E. CURRY, Ru W. MALtN, Glenn E. FLEURANT, Donald M. SOT 

P.Q Box 4279 Ate 5, 522 N. 12th Street 5638 N. Howard Streft 3030 Mendon Road 
Fort Eustll, VA 23604 Mena, AR 71953 PhUadelphla, FA 19120 Cumberland, AI 02864 

CW4s 
DlPtETAO, Paul F. MARTENSON, Kirk A. HALL, Robart W. £4 

35153 Tarrybroolo: 6!K1S T0W9f Dri .... 1251h ATe Sn 

DI~~~:njo~~I~,. 1.11 48077 
fau Claire, WI 54703 APO SF 96301 

BILLS, AUan C. MARTIN, Bri. n J . HOWDeSHEll, Mark A. SP4 
P.o. SOx 8 .... 2123 W.lharlon Drive 1473 SIlMIIX Tpke. 3 CeulI Orlve 
D,leville, AL 38322 E~L~I,n~~~ic~i.'9810 Randolph, NJ 07869 Troy, MO 83379 

BOTTOMLEY, Arthur N.Jr McCUTCHEON, Mlcha, I A. M~~~:~~ln~fl'~:' SSG 2409 East 15111 51 30&4 N. Hunl Road t~~lr~~~I~~ :'~i' Road Tacoma, WA 98445 Oak Harbor. WA 98277 Mgg~li~e~~ ~~5~~ BROWN, Kirk W. FENNELL, John C. Mc INTIRE, Clarenc, C. 
4062 Tama.ack No. 9 Box &34, RO 1 625 Vasone Sln,el 707 Buenl Vlsla Orl~e 
Fort Walnwrlghl, AI( 99703 FE~~~'E~r;,pi.C~Er:~~10bert B. M~~~~1~8~rt9~35 M6W:r~~I~rr.~ ~S:OI BUTLER, MIchler O. 

~P~N~~~6 636 Schoolhouse Raid ROlila 2, Box 3589 FAMC TF PhoenIX No. 1746 
Tellor([, PA 16969 Abba¥ilie, LA 70510 APO NY 09250 

CONINE, Mlch .. 1 FIGUEROA, F .. nc laco PETR, PlIII F. SAMPSELL, Normln E. MS. 
Hq, 591h ATe Bn 244 CAe, Box 7163 p.o. BOlt 99653 7880 Clark Road 
APO NY 09025 APO NY 09250 Tacoml, WA 98-t99 si~l1(8~~'~~FC HAWKINS, Robert J , GALFORD, Greg P. PHELPS, Paul M. 
305 Odd Raid 215 N,w, 1I 1255 East 2111 SI.eet AVRAOA, Attn : SAVAA·I 
~uoson, VA 23662 Sea!1le, WA IIS10S Erie. PA 16503 Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703 

MAY R, Rudoll S, GETTINGER, O .. n S . POWeLL, Olnl.1 C. W~~2~E~~~:.!~~,~'a SGT HHD, 1251h ATC Bn 10336 Corlnda Avenua 856 Fortoria Drive 
APO SI 96301 Buena Park, CA 90620 Clarks\lille. TN 37042 Rocklord. IL 61111 

MORGAN , MONII GOERl, OI~ld C. REYNOLDS, Paul D. WRIGHT, Glry L. MSG 
1iM1th Avn Co 4338 COver P.o. BOlt 143 104 Vintage Lanl 
Fort Bragg, NC 28307 G~.,.d:r.~:~::'~o 64055 

Farmll Clly, IL 61&42 EnlerPl'iM, AL 38330 
SCOTT, Jam .. O. Jr, RILEY, Brlan l. 

Civilian 7847 Galt 127 Windll Rold ~3ff!a~:"f;r7~~: Fort Meade. MO 20755 lllbb, VA 23602 
WtLSON, Phillip G. GROOMS, Tomm,;, R. S HERRY, CharI .. H. ARNESON, Rob' rt J , 

fn~e~~l~~~ ~{: :sJ3g Roule 6 1475 Babcock Road ~~I~~~~~~ :~~Ulle 204 
G&~~~,OJ!~ ~R 72450 

Colorado Springs, CO 809t5 

CW3s 
TATROW, Thorn .. J. BOLAM, Bli in 5 , 

8tO Valanllne 207 Main Street 958 S. Allandala Ave 
Dubuqll', IA 52001 Pawaukea, WI SJ072 S~la$OI., FL 33577 

BARNETT, Mlcha, I A. H~~~."ii!lr~19S' THOMAS, IVln O. CAVAZOS, Raymundo 
B Co, 3061h AHa 2015 N. 3250 W. 4502 Coronl Dr, C·26 
APO NY 09165 Sin Antonio, TX 78218 Vernal , UT 84076 Di~~~~,C~~:~idT~ 78411 ERAKOVICH, Rodney HENRY, Barton R. TIMM ER, Plul S. 
635 E. Wilinul SI S34 Ridgewood Avenue « Ayon Drive ~~~IIIJ~~:t? ¥i9~~'7 Annville, PA 17003 Urbana, OH 43078 HamUlon, OH 45013 

GORHAM, Thorn .. A, Jr, HETLAND, Tho", .. E. TOOMEY, Brian P. FATLAND, Rlehlrd P, 
83d TAMC TO 6. 80x 132 9955 Valley Grove 25707 SE 3961h 51 
APO NY 09182 Indiana, PA 15701 lola, MT 59847 EnumClaw, WA 98022 

WtLCE, RoderIck HOADLEY, Jlnlne H. TROSPER, TraC';' l. FL4~~E~~~B~:.I,n~n~e~~1 20 Markham 51 8663 Hinman o Trp, 317 Ca~ 
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BROCK, Plrry, Jr. JOHNSON, Kavln M. WARD, Sith P, HARRIS, M.F.lRockwll1 
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FaIt Rucker, AL 36362 APO NY 09028 Nawarlc, DE 19702 Oaital, TX 75240 

DOYLE, William L. KIRBY, JIHNy T. YOUNG, Wllllim J. KING, Thorn .. 
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Visalia, CA 93271 Charlotta HaU, MD 20622 HopkinSVille, KY 42240 5t. Charln, MO 83301 

FU LLER, Gary KUKLlSH, Paul M. ZAMORA, David G. McGUIRE, F .. nk/Phlilipa Pub, 
440 Newton Ave. Api . 11327 Bulle Terrael 913 W, Mahl 7811 Monirosl Road 
Ozark, AL38360 Tacoma. WA 98498 Edinburg, TX 78539 Potomac. MO 20654 
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LINCOLN, William M. AC EVeDO, Fernlndo E4 HOWARD, Jean Ro .. 
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ANDERSON. Dlvld P. LlNDSKOOO, hul T. BRADLEY, DavId A, SOT RAMPY, Wob';'n J , 
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Mesa, AZ. 85206 LOB.T~~na~I!~'J~A 98225 Fort Campbell, KY 42223 fort Leavenwonh, KS 66027 

BAUER, Kellh N. CARD, John A, Ell REED, Carl/Alrc .. tt Gear 
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Garden GO\l&. CA 92644 Chandler. AZ 85244 
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Home stretch! 
With Just 15 days left in 

the Jan 15, 1986-Jan 15, 
Chapter Membership En
rollment competition, the 
standings among the 
54-odd AAAA Chapters 
stood as follows. Rank is 
based on net membership 
gain. 

Master Chapters 
1225 or more members) 

11-$400) 12-$300) 13-$200) 
Rank Net Gain 

1 Monmouth ........... + 63 
2 Morning Calm .. ..... + 55 
3 Wash, D.C .............. + 47 
4 5. California ........... + 31 
5 Thunderhorse ....... + 27 
6 Colonial Virginia ... + 20 
7 connecticut ... ..... .... + 4 
8 Delaware Valley ...... + 3 

senior Chapters 
1112-224 members) 

11-$300) 12-5200) 13-$100) 
Rank Net Gain 

1 Hanau Chapter ... + 103 
2 Taunus chapter .... + 63 
3 Stuttgart ............... + 44 
4 Link MemoriaL ...... + 42 
5 Greater Atlanta .... + 27 
6 Mt. Rainier ... ......... + 22 
7 Wings of Marne ..... + 9 
8 suncoast Chapter ... + 8 

AAAA Chapters 
125-111 members) 

11-5200) 12-5100) 13-550> 
Rank Net Gain 

1 Lone Star ... ..... ...... + 83 
2 Arizona Chapter ... + 63 
3 Leavenworth ........ + 29 
4 Mainz Chapter ...... + 26 
5 N. Lights ................ + 21 
6 Tenn. valley .......... + 19 
7 Cedar Rapids ........ + 18 
7 Pikes peak .. ........... + 18 
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• AAAA Overview 
•• Nat'l Board approves 13 budget items 

Following a report by a four-member Ad Hoc Fiscal 
committee, the AAAA Natl Board approved the follow
Ing Items against the CV87 budget: 

(1) Retained In the Operating Fund to meet Nov-
ember 86-Aprll 87 operating costs ......... .. ....... 535,000. 

(2) Addition to the Emergency Fund ............. 57,5oo 
(3) Initial deposit in a three-year, three-deposit "Hall 

Of Fame Escrow Account" .... .............................. 55,8oo 
(4) Allocation to provide "Branch Insignia" to newly-

branched officers at USAAVNC .............................. 57oo 
(5) Underwriting Of three Individual Member Enroll

ment Awards at 5650 per Awardee for the TOp Rec
ruiter Of (1) individual Members, (2) Industry (Corpor
ate) Members, and (3) Sustaining Members during the 
period Jan 15, 1987-Jan 15, 1988 ISee oppOSite page). 

(6) Natl Office purchase of 100 3-ring binders and 
dividers, plus information inserts, packaging, and mail-
Ing costs to 100 Individuals .......... ..... ..... ...... ...... 51,5oo 

C7I National underwriting of "Trainer Of the Year 
Award" (Transportation of winner & spouse to Ft. 
Rucker, motel accommodations, luncheon / banquet 
tickets, and incidentals ....................................... 51 ,5oo· 

(8) Underwriting of "National President's ReCeption" 
on opening night at the 1987 USAREUR Region-AAAA 
Regional convention at Garmisch (Based on 51.50 per 
member as at NOV 1, 1986) .. ..... ........... .......... 53,967.50 

(9) A "set-aside" for CV87 additional AAAA Chapter AC
tivity Support, the type of expenditure and the man
ner of the support to be decided by the Board at its 
April, 1987 meeting ............................................. 59,000 

(10) An AAAA donation for the CV 87 period to the 
AAAA SchOlarship Foundation, Inc ............... .... 550,000 

(11) National Office provision of a complimentary 
fOur-Inch decal to each Renewal Member ........ 51 ,534 

(12) An AAAA donation for CY 87 to the Army Avia
tion Museum FOundation Building Fund, the donation 
to the tied to the NOV 1, 1986 membership .. 515,340 

(13) Miscellaneous National Office Member Support 
IResidue monies to be held In escrow to respond to 
the requests that develop during the year) ..... 52,450 

LOngevity Pins 
Those AAAA Members who reach the 30 year member

ship plateau this coming April and who attend the Apr 8-12 
AAAA convention In Ft. Worth will receive their lapel pins 
In ceremonies at the Membership luncheon on April 9. 
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Chapter speakers 
MG 
George 
w. 
putnam, 
Jr. 
Jan. 12, 
13, and 
14 

Each month, some six to 
ten key military, industry, 
and gov"t leaders address 
AAAA's worldwide Chap· 

ters prOfessionally. 
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• AAAA Calendar 
December, 1986 

• • Dec 16. Aloha Chapter. Lateaf· 
ternoon Reactiva tlon·General 
Membership Meeting. Schofield 
Barracks O-Club. 

January, 1987 

•• Jan 9. lindbergh Chapter. 
late afternoon prof'l-social meet
Ing, "Australian·American Friend· 
ship Hour". Executive Internatlon
allnn. 
•• Jan 12. Phantom Corps 
Chapter. Mid·afternoon prof'l
business meeting. MG George W. 
Putnam, Jr. , Ret., AAAA president; 
COL Albert E. Hervey. Cdr, USA safe
tv Center, guest speakers. The Sol· 
dier's Dome, Ft. Hood. 
•• Jan 13. washington, DC Chap· 
ter. Prof I-social dinner meeting. 
l TG Charles D. Franklin, CG, FIrst US 
Army, guest speaker. Ft. McNair 
Officers' Open Mess. 
•• Jan 13. North Texas Chapter, 
Early evening prof'l-social meetln~ . 
CocktailS I hors d 'oeuvres. MC 
Ceorge W. putnam, Jr., Ret., AAAA 
president, guest speaker. Arllng· 
ton Sheraton. 

• • Jan 14. Corpus Christi Chapter. 
professional luncheon meeting. 
MC George W. putnam, Jr. , Ret., 
AAAA President, guest speaker. 
NAS o-<:Iub Ballroom. 

Suspense Date 
Jan. 15 was the suspense date 
for the submission of nomina· 
tlons for all CV86 AAAA Nation
al Awards and for the submls· 
slon of all data by eVB7 AAAA 
Scholarship Award applicants. 

• • Jan 15. Fort Bragg Chapter. 
Professional dinner meeting cele· 
brating the activation of the 82d 
Combat Aviation Brigade. MC Ellis 
D. Parker, CC, USAAVNC, guest 
speaker. "Next Five Years of Army 
Aviation", "Safety", "The Aviation 
Wife". Ft. Bragg Main o-Club. 

• • Jan 21. COlonial Virginia Chap
ter. professional luncheon meet
ing. COL Duke Vasey, Asst Cmdt, 
USAAlS, guest speaker. Ft. Eustis 
Officers' Open Mess. 

JanUary·February, 1987 

• • Jan 3Q-Feb 1. Indiantown Gap 
Chapter. Ski Trip to Bristol Moun
tain, N.Y. w / accommodatlons In 
Rochester, N.Y. 

February, 1987 

•• Feb 4-5. 13th Annual Joseph 
P. Cribbins Product Support SVm
posium sponsored by the lind· 
bergh Chapter - AAAA. Airport Hil
ton Hotel, st. louis, Mo . 

• • Feb 6. AAAA National Awards 
Committee. Annual Meeting. Selec
tion of CVB7 AAAA National Schol
arship Award Winners. Ft. Mver, Va. 

• • Feb 7. AAAA National Awards 
Committee Annual Meeting. Selec
t ion of CVB6 AAAA National Award 
Winners fAA, Sold ier, OAC, Un its of 
the Year , McClellan Aviation Safe· 
r:-{ Award). Ft. Myer, Va. 

• • Feb 15-17. Chesapeake Bay 
Chapter. 3rd Annual Seven Springs 
Ski Trip to seven springs, Pa . 

March,1987 

•• Mar 1 5-20. AAAA Ski week and 
t he 1987 USAREUR Regional Con
vention. AFRC, GarmlSCh, Cermany. 
Details available from AAAA Nat' l 
Office ola Jan 21 . 

April,1987 

•• Apr 8·12. 29th AAAA National 
Convention. Tarrant County Con
vention Center and five area ho
tels In Ft. Worth, Tex. See the cen
terfold of this Issue for details. 

Major Change 
The 1987 Reg ional Conven

t ion will be held during the 
twO-day, Mar 19·20 period 
with the Awards Banquet 
to be held on Nov 7, 1987 
at the Regional Ball, accord
Ing to COL WE Cold lng, the 
new Regional President. 
The change was brought 

about by the Inability to ac
commodate all Banquet at
tendees at the AFRC. 
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Stevens, Tolson, and 
Lasch nominated 

MG story C. stevens, Ret. 
LTG John J. Tolson, III, Ret., 
and COL John A. Lasch, III, 
were nominated for three
year 1987-1990 elective 
terms on AAAA'S National 
Executive Board. 

The three were chosen 
by the National Nomina
tions Committee (Past 
presidents, the Incumbent 
president, and the Execu
t ive Vice president> to take 
the place of MGS George 
W, putnam, Jr., Ret., and 
RIchard D. KenYOn whose 
National Board terms ex
pire on April 11, 1987. 

The names of the fore
going candidates will be 
placed in nomination at 
the General Membership 
Meeting to be held at the 
AAAA National Convention, 
Thursday, April 10, 1987. 

In addition to the above 
nominations, floor nomi
nations may be made at 
the same meeting, prov
Ided that the name of a 
f loor nominee appears on 
nomination petitions sign
ed by twenty-five mem
bers of the Ass'n and the 
petitions are provided to 
the Chairman of the Nat'l 
Nominations Committee 
through the National Of
fice at least thirty days 
prior to the conduct of the 
1987 Convention. 

AAAA offers three new Membership 
Enrollment Awards for Individuals 

Starting January 1S, 1987 and continuing through Janu
ary 15, 1988, individual members of AAAA may now com
pete for individual mem~er enrollment prizes totaling 
$650.00 in each of three separate categories. 

The TOp Recruiter in each category would receive a 
$300.00 cash award and if he or she chOoses to attend 
the April, '88 AAAA Convention in St. Louis, would receive 
an additional prize, a 1987 convention underwrite cover
Ing (1) complimentary convention Registration, (2) a 
ticket to all convention food functions and receptions, 
and (3) a complimentary twin room Wednesday through 
saturday nights at one of the convention hotels. Total 
value (assuming Convention attendance): $650.00. 

The separate competition categories of the Jan 15, 
1987-Jan. 15, 1988 AAAA contest Include: 

(a) Individual Mem~er Enrollment. NO minimum 
number is required to qualifY - the TOp Gun takes all! 
A contestant's name must be placed In the appropriate 
box appearing on each standard AAAA Application Fomn. 

(bl Industry (Corporatel Member Enrollment. A total 
of at least two such memberships are required to earn 
competition standing. 

(C) Sustaining Mem~er Enrollment. A total of at least 
five such memberships are required to earn competition 
standing. 

The three winners will be Invited to sit at the head 
table at the Thursday, April 14, 1988 General Membership 
Luncheon, and to receive their awards at that function. 

CW2 William H_ McCollister receives 
AAAA's "Trainer of Year Award" 

An Instructor pilot assigned to C co, 7th ATB, 
Ft. Rucker, Ala ., CW2 William H. MCCOllister, 
right, received "Trainer of the Year for 1986" 
honors at an Awards Banquet at Ft. Rucker on 
Dec. 4. The awardee was cited for his contribu
tions to the OH·58D Program In which he, as the 
onlv stinger IP In AvIation, trained all person
nel In the test program of the stinger System 

and Its em
ployment. 
The photo (left) shows COrd
on J. Stred, Vp·Mktg, Singer 

AAAA Membership up Link FSD, presenting the per-
The AAAA's overall mem- manent 'Trainer of the Yea,' 

bership totaled 15,650 on trophy to AAAA President 
January 1

b
1987, a gain of Putnam WhO, In tum, pres-

244 mem ers - 1.56 per ented It to Me E.D. parker, C., 

cent - over the total on l~~~~~~~~~~~fo:r~M~u:se:u:m~r:e:te:n:tlo:n~'~J January 1, 1986. 
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Army Aviation Hall of Fame 
inducts new members 

The newest members of the Army 
'Avlation Hall of Fame were Inducted in 
ceremonies held Dec. 4 at Ft. RucKer. 

Four inductees were present; two 
were represented by family members; 
and a seventh was represented by a 
long·time business associate. 

The new Hall of Fame members were: 
Lawrence E. Bell, deceased, manufac· 

turer and aviation pioneer, represented 
by Bartram Kelley, a former BHT senior 
Vice president· Engineering. 

GEN Frank s. Besson, Jr., deceased, 
represented by his son, LTC Frank S. Bes· 
son, III, Ret. 

CW4 Robert L. Hamilton, Ret., of LOS 
Gatos, Calif., who was accompanied by 
his wife, Carol, and his son, David. 

CW4 Donald R. Joyce, Ret., of Newport 
News, va., who attended with his wife, 
Helen. 

MG Story C. Stevens, Ret., of Hilton 
Head Island, S.C., who was accompanied 
by his wife, Sue. 

LTG John M. Wright, Jr., Ret., of Irving, 
Tex. The senior officer's wife, Helene; his 
sons, LTC Richard K. Wright, USA, and 
John M. Wright, III; his bro· 
ther, CPT Richard M. Wright, USN, Ret.; 
and his nephew, LT Richard M. Wright, 
Jr., USCG, also attended the ceremonies. 

SFC Rodney J.T. Vano, deceased, was 

About the Chairman 
Ceneral Hamilton H. Howze served as 

Chairman of the Tactical Mobility ReQuire
ments Board In 1961, and cited the need 
for the development of airmobile theory 
and doctrine. The adoption of the "Howze 
Board recommendations revolutionized 
mobile warfare concepts based on the use 
of organic aviat ion In much the same man
ner as the introduction of the tank had af· 
fected mobility concepts almost 50 years 
earlier. 
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General Hamilton H. Howze, Ret., Chair
of the Hall of Fame Board of Trustees, 
reading a citation describing the accom
plishments of an Inductee. 

represented by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Richard S. vano of Kailua·Kona, Hawaii. 

The opening remarKs were made by 
MG Ellis D. parker, Commanding General, 
USAAVNC, whO int roduced the AAAA'S 
National president, MG George W. put· 
nam, Jr., Ret. 

Background cit ed by president 

president putnam briefly commented 
on AAAA'S overall sponsorship of the Hall 
of Fame and the election activity 
preceding the Inductions. He then in· 
troduced GEN Hamilton H. Howze, Ret., 
Chairman, Army Aviation Hall of Fame 
Board of Trustees, who, In turn, in· 
troduced each Inductee and read the 
citation outlining the Inductee's 
accomplishments. 

Earlier, the Inductees, their family 
members, and attending members of 
the Hall of Fame were AAAA guests at a 
small private luncheon at which the CG 
was the guest of honor, and then toured 
the Army Aviation Museum. 

The Inductees and their families were 
also honored guests at a formal ban· 
quet held the same evening. 
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Museum "Hall" now honors 
53 individual persons 

The 1987 Inductees and their family mem- Aviation Center Be Ft. RuCker, Ala .; MG Story 
"ers (or representatives) are shown with the C. stevens; L TO John M. wright, Jr.; and 
Hall of Fame principalS fOllowing the Dec. 4 Richard S. Yano. 2nd row, I-r: David Hamilton, 
Induction CeremonIes. Front row, I-r, Bar· Mrs. Robert L. Hamilton, Mrs. Donald R. Joyce, 
tram Kelly (representIng Lawrence E. Bell), Mrs. Hamilton H. Howze, Mrs. Story c. 
LTC Frank S. Besson, III, son of CEN Frank S. stevens, Mrs. John M. Wright, and Mrs. 
Besson, Jr.; CW4 RobertL Hamilton, Ret.; CW4 Richard S. Yano. 3rd row, I-r: CPT Richard M. 
Donald R. Joyce; MG GBorge W. putnam, Jr., Wright. USN; John M. Wright, III; LTC Richard 
AAAA preSIdent; DEN Hamilton H. Howze, K. Wright, USA; and LT Richard M. wright, Jr., 
Chairman of the Hall of Fame Board of usee:. (The Itallclzect names represent reo 
Trustees; MCi Ellis D. parker, Ce:, U.S. Army tired personneu 
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LTC Frank S. Besson, III, USA (Ret.), left, the son of 
e:EN Frank S. Besson, Jr., deceased, a former AMC 
Commander, stands beside his father's Hall of 
Fame portrait as e:EN Hamilton H. Howze reads the 
citation describing the senior Besson's lifetime 
contributions to u.s. Army Aviation and to those 
who serve compllshments. Joseph P. Crlbblns, 
center, a member of the Hall of Fame and the 
special Assistant to the DCSLOCi, DA, and MCi Rich
ard E. Stephenson, Ce:, U.S. Army Aviation systems 
command, and a former aide of CiEN Besson early 
In his career, served as LTC Besson's escorts. 
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The Army Aviation Hall of Fame - 1974-1986 
Background - Growth - changes 

The Army Aviation Hall of Fame was est· 
ablished in 1974 by the Army Aviation Ass
ociation (AAAAl to honor those persons -
both military and civilian - who have made 
outstanding individual contributions to u.s. 
Army Aviation and to record the excellence 
of their achievements for posterity. 

This recognition cites each individual in a 
permanent display at the U.S. Army Aviation 
Museum located at Fort Rucker. 

In 1974, Army AvIation was only 32 years 
old. Yet In that short span of 32 years be
t ween 1942 and 1974, a proud and disting
uished record of growth and accomplish
ment had been achieved. 

In the Hall's first year, nearly 5,000 AAAA 
members of five or more years standing 
elected seven superb individuals for induc
tion into the Hall of Fame from a ballot that 
listed 17 nominees. 

The 17 candidates had been chosen earlier 
in 1974 from more than 60 nominations 
received from the field by an AAAA Hall of 
Fame Committee selected by the Associa· 
tion's National Executive Board. 

Under the ground rules established at the 
time, one individual was to be inducted for 

accomplishments during the period prior to 
the formal establishment of Army Aviation 
at Fort Sill , Okla. , in June, 1942, and t wo in
dividuals were to be selected for their 
achievements during each of the three suc
ceeding decades - the '40'S, the '50'S" and 
the '60's. 

In 1975 and 1976 the same basiC nomina· 
tlon, membership balloting, and induction 
procedures were followed and the disting· 
uished membership of the Army Aviation 
Hall of Fame grew to 22 Individuals. 

In 1977, the AAAA's National Executive 
Board entrusted the management of the 
Hall of Fame Program to an independent, 
six·member Board of Trustees under the 
Chairmanship of retired General Hamilt on H. 
Howze - who remains Chairman of that 
Board to this day. 

Several basic changes were made that 
year by the Trustees in the nomination and 
election procedures for the Hall of Fame. 

First, the newly-created Board of Trustees 
assumed fUll responslb1l1ty for selecting In
ductees from among those nominated. 

second, the selection of Inductees on the 
(BACKCROUND / Cont. on page 95) 

Post and AAAA officials were present at the seventh Army Aviation Hall of Fame In
duction ceremony. Shown, I-r, are MC George w. putnam, Ret., preSident, AAAA; CEN Ham
Ilton H. Howze, Ret.; Chairman of the Hall of Fame Board of Trustees; and MC Ellis D. parker, 
commanding Ceneral, US Army Aviation Center and Ft. Rucker, Ala. 
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Lawrence D. 
Bell 

CIvilian - Deceased 

In 1941 Bell Aircraft Corporation was pro
ducing 400 fighter planes a month In BUffalo, 
New YOrk; numerous 8-29 bombers In Mariet
ta. GeOrgia; and large Quantities of machine 
gun mounts and mortar shells at Its Ordnance 
Division In Vermont. 

Despite the overwhelming duties Involved 
In coordinating those activities, Mr. Larry Bell 
took time that year to launch development 
work on the first Bell helicopter. Impressed 
with rotary-wing inventor Arthur Young'S ad
vanced thinking, Bell added him to the com
pany payroll . He had long recognized the 
potential for a machine that would not re
Quire runways. 

In 1945 Bell announced that his company 
would enter the helicopter field, a bold step 
to take when no helicopter had yet achieved 
a commercial license. only six months later, 
Bell's Model 47 was licensed under the CAA 
designation NC-1H. 

Further demonstrating his commitment to 
t he new concept, Bell separated helicopter 
operations from Bell Buffalo by building a 

Frank S. 
Besson, Jr. 

Ceneral - Deceased 

Frank S. Besson, Jr. , was a graduate of the 
United States MIlitary Academy and of the 
Graduate School of the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology. 

At the age of 34 he became the youngest 
Brigadier General in the Army Ground Forces 
while superintending in Iran the enormous 
flow of war materiel during world War II from 
the United States to the Soviet Union (Winston 
Churchill said It totaled five million tonsl. 

After the surrender of Japan he was or· 
dered to assume control of that country's 
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new plant at Ft. Worth, Texas, for the 
hellcopter division. 

From Its earliest days Bell's helicopter opera· 
tions were CIOSe!y tied to Army Aviation - the 
company delivering its first productlon·line 
aircraft near the end of 1946. The Army'S 
ut1l1zation of the helicopter In Korea helped 
prove the concept - helicopters being used 
for reconnaissance, aerial SUpply, and medical 
evacuation. 

In 1955 Bell won the industry competition 
for the Army'S first production turbine· 
powered utility helicopter, Bell Model 204, the 
famous UH·1. 

A measure of the man: under BeU's leader
ship, his company produced the first US
designed jet fighter, the P-59 Aero·comet; the 
world's first aircraft to exceed the speed of 
sound, the X·1 ; the first airplane to vary the 
sweep of Its wings in flight, the X·S; and the 
world's first commercial helicopter. 

In 1944 Lawrence Bell received the Daniel 
Guggenheim Medal for "achievement in 
deSign and construction of mll1tary aIrcraft 
and f or outstanding contributions to the 
method of construction". 

In 1948 he was co-recipient of the coveted 
Collier Trophy for the design, development, 
and prOduction of the X·1 , the world 's first 
supersonic airplane. 

In 1977, he was installed In the Aviation Hall 
of Fame in Dayton, Ohio. 

Lawrence D. Bell died atober 20, 1956, but 
his legacy remains. 

immensely complex rail system, and accord· 
ing to General Eichelberger did the job 
supremely we ll . 

He later became, Inevitably, the Chief of 
Transportation and then the first commander 
of the Army Materiel Command. In these posi
tions Besson recognized immediately the 
emerging tactical importance of Army Avia
tion and, with characteristic foresight and 
drive, proceeded to establish and develOP the 
logistic base that would make It work. 

He established the Army Aviation Depot 
Maintenance activity at Corpus Christl (ARAD· 
MAC), and was instrumental In seCuring ap
proval for the Army to procure Its own air
craft and to do Its own research , develop· 
ment, and engineering. 

To enable the Army to meet these daunting 
new responsibilities he placed heavy emphasis 
on graduate programs for his subordinate of
ficers and Civilian employees, on their educa
tion with Industry, and on other schooling 
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that exposed the Army to the most modern 
Industrial management techniques. 

General Besson was thus responsible to a 
major degree for the successful development 
of literally all the aircraft types now flying In 
the Army. But much more than that, he 
established an Army aircraft support system 
which, from a most modest beginning, 
developed with exemplary rapidity Into a 
highly sophisticated, effective organization. 

A superb organizer, manager, and soldier, 
General Besson (measured by his accomp-

Robert L. 
Hamilton 

CW4 - Retired 

It's rare to find a single person who has 
"done It all " in Army Aviation - an outstand
ing individual who has served with distinction 
in every Army Aviation assignment from crew 
chief to Department of the Army staffer. Such 
a person is Chief warrant Officer IW41 Robert 
L. Hamilton, Retired. 

A Master Aviator, Flight Examiner, safety 
School Graduate, operations Officer, combat 
veteran with 1,199 combat hours, bi-linguist, 
Personnel speCialist, fi)(ed Wing and rotary 
wing instrument-qualified Pilot, Unit Training 
Officer, and pentagon Action Officer - CW4 
Hamilton ruly has "done it aiL" 

crewlng an H-13 in Europe from 1954 to 
1957, he attended flight school In 1958, serv
ed as an operations Officer at Ft. Benning, and 
then returned to Ft. Rucker where he in
structed In the Flight Examiners' Course in 
1964. He served his first tour In Vietnam with 
the 1st Cav in 1966 and 1967 and was then 
aSSigned to the warrant Officer Aviation 
Branch in Washington. 

His duties included the aSSignment, training, 
and career counseling of Aviation Warrant Of
ficers, and his advice in this field was keenly 
sougt by senior officers in the Office of Per
sonnel operations and other DA agencies. 

After taking the Advanced course, fixed 
wing training, and the USC Safety course, he 
served a second tour in Vietnam In 1971 and 
1972, where his duties at Headquarters, 
USARV, concerned Aviation safety. He later 
flew UH-1 's and U-21's. 
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IIshmentsl was a giant of a man, controlling 
assets that ran into many billions of dollars. 
The selflessness with which so many dedi
cated themselves to the task of developing 
Army Aviation is perhaps the most significant 
tribute to his leadership. Many of Army Avia
tion 's present and future accomplish
ments have or will have been made Possible 
by his extraordinary energy, talent, and 
leadership. 

He died, after his retirement, In Wash
ington, D.C. in 1985. 

ASSigned to the Office of the Director of Ar
my Aviation in 1972, his duties Included super
vision and systems management for the 
reseach, development, and aCquisition of Life 
support Equipment and the Synthentic Flight 
Training system (2B24). 

He also assisted the Director in providing 
written material and briefings to congress, 
the Office of the secretary of Defense, the Ar
my secretariat, and the Army Staff. 

An extraordinary individual with a solid 
career of accomplishment, Bob Hamilton Is a 
5,OOO-hour pilot, who holds the Distinguished 
Flying cross, a legion of Merit, and the Air 
Medal with 28 Oak leaf Clusters, has always 
been Singled out by his superiors and his 
peers as a leader. He's a former National Vice 
President of the Army Aviation Association 
and a former President of the U.S. Army War
rant Officers Association. 

CW4 Hamilton, 3d from left, Is shown with 
his son, David, and his wife, CarOl, at the '86 
Induction Ceremonies at Ft_ Rucker, Ala. COL 
John W_ Marr, right, a Hall of Fame member, 
escorted the Hamlltons at the functlon_ The 
HOF photos were taken by SP4 Kelly L. M. 
Longbine and SP4 Mark A. Wood of the PAO, 
USAAVNC. 
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Donald R. 
Joyce 

CW4 - Retired 

A "working aviator" who always strove to be 
above the best, CW4 Don Joyce is one of those 
rare Individuals who, In hiS 26-year Army car
eer, always SOught out the training, flying ass
Ignments, additional duties, and challenging 
career opportunities that would exceed the 
"norm" expected of him. 

Graduating In the first Warrant Officer Class 
at camp RuCker, Ala., In April, 1955, he was 
among the first Aviation Warrant Officers se
lected far the Fi xed Wing Qualification Course 
and was a member of the first Aviation War
rant Officer Advanced Career Course. 

A solid achiever, he was Honor Graduate of 
his Fixed Wing Qualification course, his AC-1 
Caribou Qualification course, his Rotary Wing 
Instrument Flight Examiners Course, and his 
Aircraft Maintenance Officer Course. 

Don Joyce later Qualified In over 30 types, 
models, and series of fixed and rotary wing 
aircraft and has also flown several Air Force 
and Navy aircraft on special missions and test 
projects. 

story C. 
Stevens 

Major General, Retired 

"unquestionably the Army's most exper
ienced and expert commander and manager 
In the full spectrum of Aviation acquisition." 
So said General John R. Guthrie, AMC Com
mander, in describing Major General Story C. 
Stevens. 

A Master Army Aviator, Stevens planned, 
established, and commanded the u.S. Army 
Aviation Research & Development Com
mand - now the Aviation systems Com
mand - for eight key years during which the 
entire present generation of Army alrcraft-
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He was awarded his Master Army Aviator 
Badge at the 15-year mark with 6,000 flying 
hours - twice the minimum reQuirement
and both fixed-wing and rotary-wing speCial 
Instrument Cards. During his career he earn
ed two Distinguished Flying Crosses and 39 Air 
Medals, and has flown many ViPs. Including 
lowell Thomas, Bob Hope, and Vice PreSident 
Hubert Humphrey. 

On one notable occasion he self-deployed 
from Ft. Benning to Vietnam with his Caribou 
unit by way of Greenland, Europe, the Middle 
East, and Thailand. 

As his Army Aviation experience grew, CW4 
Joyce became an early spOkesman for flight 
pay equality for Aviation Warrant Offlcers
volunteering his personal time, energy, and 
funds while serving as a national officer in 
both the Army Aviation Association and the 
Warrant Officer Association. 

A highly competent journalist and unfrock
ed Army Aviation historian, he has still 
another dimension - his Photo stories have 
been publiShed in many mll1tary journals and 
papers and most recently In Time-life's Viet
nam Experience. 

Army Aviation and the Aviation Warrant Of
ficer have been his life throughout his career. 
Controversial at times, dedicated always, and 
ready whenever duty has called , his 
demonstrated aviation expertise and 
meritorious conduct make him a proud addi
tion to the Army Aviation Hall of Fame. 

the BLACK HAWK, APACHE, CH·47D CHINOOK, 
and AHIP- were developed, tested, and In
Itially fielded. 

Under his leadership a number of advanced 
development programs prOduced notewor
thy technical Improvements In the areas of 
composite structure, fuel efficient turbine 
engines, survivable digital electronics, and 
reconfigurable flight control systems. 

As a result of his efforts, the Army had 
"hands on" experience with the Advancing 
Blade concept and Tilt Rotor Research Air
craft. He also fostered the joint acquisition 
with NASA of the Rotor Systems Research Alr
craft and a fleet of test vehicles representing 
the spectrum of Army configurations. 

His convincing support for tilt rotor teCh
nOlogy was a key factor In the initiation Of the 
JVXprogram which is nearing maturity. Work
ing closely with his colleagues at the Training 
and Doctrine command, he laid the ground
work for the Army's LHX program. 
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Employing a unique style of management 
wherein his subordinates enjoyed both pro
fessional freedom and total support, Story 
Stevens was responsible for AVRADCOM 
becoming a model command for creativity, 
innovation, and teamwork. 

His major program accomplishments were 
the successful development, qualification, 

. and fielding of long·llfe fiberglass rotor blades 
for AH-1S and CH-47D aircraft; the lifesaving 
wire strike protection system; radically new 
procurement strategies for the AHIP program; 
completion of the CH·47D program on cost 
and on schedule; and the development of Air-

John M. 
wright, Jr. 

Lt. General, Retired 

A highly respected commander and staff of
ficer who served in his final assignment as 
comptroller of the Army on the General Staff, 
Lieutenant General John M. wright, Jr. was, 
first and foremost, a leader. 

An aviator with considerable combat ex
perience, he was the Assistant Division Com· 
mander of the 11th Air Assault Division (Test) 
at Ft. Benning, Georgia, during the 1964-1965 
period. He provided strong leadership and 
guidance during the extensive testing of the 
division's units and equipment which resulted 
in the adoption of such a division by the 
Army. 

As the ADC of the 1st cavalry Division lAir· 
mobile) In Vietnam during 1965-1966, he per· 
sonally engineered the clearing of a division 
base in the jungle near An Khe, retaining the 
area's grass in order to reduce the dust prob· 
lems generated by the hundreds of 
helicopters to be stationed there. 

He dubbed this world's largest helipad, "The 
Golf Course." It soon became famous, and his 
foresight paid off for all the aviation person· 

craft Survivability Equipment providing a 1 
greatly increased probability of successful 
mission accomplishment. 

During his career, the 1951 graduate of San I 

Marcos AFB Army flight training served as an 
Army Aviator in Korea, Japan, Alaska, vietnam, 
Germany, and CONUS, and directed Aviation ' 
Staffs at both AMC and HQDA. 

With more than three decades of Army 
Aviation leaderShip, and his lasting contribu
tions in aviation research and development, 
StOry steveos is a highly qualified candidate 
for early induction into the Army Aviation Hall 
of Fame. 

nel who operated from this heliport in the en
suing years. 

Throughout this period he was a most im
portant member of a division which proved 
in combat that it could do all of the things the 
Howze Board had hoped it could do - and 
more. 

In 1966, General wright was apPointed by 
the Army Chief of Staff to direct a study en
titled "Aviation Requirements for the Combat 
structure of the Army" - which became the 
blueprint for the future development of Ar
my Aviation. 

During 1967-1969, he served as Comman
dant of The Infantry school, where he estab
lished programs to ensure that ground com
manders were aware of the capabilities and 
limitations of air aSSault tactir:s and tech
niques developed in Vietnam. 

In 1969 Jack wright returned to Vietnam as 
commanding General, 101stAIrborne DivisIon 
(Airmobile). His extensIve experience with the 
11th Air Assault Division and 1st cavalry Divi· 
slon enabled him to maximize the unique 
capabilities of unit and to develop new air 
assault tactiCS and techniques. 

Not a chairbound leader, General wright 
was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross 
and the Air Medal with S9 Oak leaf Clusters. 
The 1st Cavalry Division and the 101st Airborne 
Division were each recognized as the 
"outstanding A viation Unit of the Year" by the 
Army Aviation Association while he served 
with them in Vietnam. 

Constituency of the Army Aviation Hall of Fame· 
Generals ................ ... .. ........ 2 Lieutenant Colonels ........... 3 tSMs ................................... 1 
Lieutenant Generals .......... 4 Majors ................................. 6 SFCs ... .. ................... .. .. ........ 1 
Major Generals ................... 4 tW4s ......................... .......... 4 OAts ................................... 1 
Brigadier Generals ............. 2 CW3s ................................... 1 clvllians .............................. 6 
Colonels ............................ 14 CW2s ................................... 3 *Cltatlon Rank or Grade 
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Rodney J.T. 
Yano 

SFC - Deceased 

SFC Rodney J.T. Vano was an Aircraft Tech
nicallnspector In the Air cavalry Troop of the 
11th Armored Cavalry Regiment. He enlisted 
in the Army at age 171n 1961 . Described as a 
superb soldier, he spent his entire time In the 
service in the aircraft maintenance field . 

He rose to the rank of sergeant First Class 
and was an Invaluable member of the aviation 
team. A wonderfully bright and well liked 
young soldier, his untimely death in combat 
on January 1, 1969 was mourned by everyone 
who knew him. 

His posthumous cltlatlon for the congres
sional Medal of Honor states that he "distin
guished himself on 1 January 1969 white serv
ing with the Air cavalry Troop, 11th ACR, In the 
vicinity of Bien Hoa, RepubliC of Vietnam. 
sergeant Vano was performing the duties of 
crew chief aboard the troop's command-and
control helicopter during action against ene
my forces entrenched In dense jungle. 

Backl!round 
(Continued from Page 901 

basiS of contributions during a specific time 
period was discontinued, as was the pre
determination of the number of people to be 
inducted in any given year. 

Third, following the 1977 ceremonies, Induc
tions were to be held on a triennial basis star
ting In 1980. 

Finally, persons serving on active duty In the 
armed forces, other than DACS, would be in
eligible for consideration until after their 
separation or discharge. 

Under these new ground rUles, seven more 
distinguished Individuals were Inducted Into 
the Hall of Fame in 1977, bringing the total 
membership up to 29. 

The fifth Induction Ceremony took place 
during the 1980 AAAA National Convention in 
Atlanta, Ga., and represented the first time 
that such ceremonies were held outside of 
Fort Rucker. 

The most recent Inductions took place in 
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From an exposed position in the face of In
tense small arms and antiaircraft fire he 
delivered suppressive fire upon the enemy 
forces and marked their positions with smoke 
and white phosphorus grenades, thus enabl
Ing his troop commander to direct accurate 
and effective artillery fire against the hostile 
emplacements. 

A grenade, exploding prematurely, covered 
him with burning phosphorus, and left him 
severely wounded. Flaming fragments within 
the helicopter caused supplies and ammuni
tion to detonate. Dense white smoke filled 
the aircraft, obscuring the pilot's vision and 
causing him to lose control. 

Although having the use of only one arm 
and being partially blinded by the initial ex
plOSion, sergeant Vano completely disregard
ed his own welfare and began hurling blazing 
ammunition from the helicopter. In so doing 
he inflicted additional wounds upon himself, 
yet he perSisted until the danger was past. 
Sergeant vano's indomitable courage and 
profound concern for his comrades averted 
loss of life and additional injury to the rest of 
the crew. By hiS conspicuous gallantry at the 
cost of his own life, In the highest traditions 
of the military service, sergeant Vano has 
reflected great credit on himself, his unit, and 
the United States Army." 

April , 1983 - once again at an AAAA Na
tional Convention held in Atlanta . 

As the Hall of Fame program developed 
over the years, there were additional pro
cedural changes: 

the 1986 Induction ceremony has 
returned once more to Fort Rucker; 

. . the Hall of Fame Board of Trustees has 
grown to include eight members; 

.. and the actual selection (election) of the 
Inductees has again been returned to the 
hands of the long-term members of AAAA. 

In mld-1986, more than 60 Hall of Fame 
nominations were submitted from the field. 
The Board of Trustees narrowed down the 
list of 60 to 22 candidates during its April, 
1986 meeting In Atlanta. 

In July, nearly 3,500 AAAA members with 
seven or more years of consecutive mem
bership received "Hall of Fame Ballots" In 
the mall and were asked to vote for seven 
of the 22 nominees for December, 1986 In
ductlon into the Hall of Fame. 

The Individuals honored in December 
brought the current membership In the Ar
my Aviation Hall of Fame to 53. 
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